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Audit report

To the Shareholders of
BNP Paribas Easy

Report on the audit of the financial statements

Our opinion

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position 
of BNP Paribas Easy (the “Fund”) and of each of its sub-funds as at 31 December 2023, and of the 
results of their operations and changes in their net assets for the year then ended in accordance with 
Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation and presentation of the 
financial statements.

What we have audited

The Fund’s financial statements comprise:

 the statement of net assets as at 31 December 2023;
 the securities portfolio as at 31 December 2023;
 the statement of operations and changes in net assets for the year then ended; and
 the notes to the financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting policies.

Basis for opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with the EU Regulation No 537/2014, the Law of 23 July 2016 
on the audit profession (Law of 23 July 2016) and with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) as 
adopted for Luxembourg by the “Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier” (CSSF). Our 
responsibilities under the EU Regulation No 537/2014, the Law of 23 July 2016 and ISAs as adopted 
for Luxembourg by the CSSF are further described in the “Responsibilities of the “Réviseur d’entreprises 
agréé” for the audit of the financial statements” section of our report.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our opinion.

We are independent of the Fund in accordance with the International Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants, including International Independence Standards, issued by the International Ethics 
Standards Board for Accountants (IESBA Code) as adopted for Luxembourg by the CSSF together with 
the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements. We have fulfilled our 
other ethical responsibilities under those ethical requirements.

To the best of our knowledge and belief, we declare that we have not provided non-audit services that 
are prohibited under Article 5(1) of the EU Regulation No 537/2014.

The non-audit services that we have provided to the Fund, for the year then ended, are disclosed 
herebelow.

- The preparation of VAT declaration of the Fund.
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Key audit matters

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our 
audit of the financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of 
our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not 
provide a separate opinion on these matters.

Key audit matter How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Valuation of complex OTC 
derivative instruments

The valuation of such investments is 
considered to be a Key Audit Matter 
due to the potential magnitude of 
material misstatement, combined 
with the complexity and/or judgment 
associated with estimating their fair 
value. 

Refer to Note 2 of the financial 
statements for the valuation policy 
for such instruments. 

We gained an understanding of the internal control structure 
and operating effectiveness of key controls surrounding 
valuation of OTC derivative instruments through 
observations, inquiries and test of all intervening parties in 
the valuation process. In addition, we gained an 
understanding of internal controls implemented by the 
Management Company including key controls over the fair 
value process. 

As of 31 December 2023, a number of the Fund's sub-funds 
invested in complex OTC derivatives instruments. Such 
instruments are composed by total return swaps. 

For complex OTC derivatives such as total return swaps, we 
independently determined a range of acceptable values, 
through the use of internally developed models using 
recognised methodologies, taking into account the key terms 
of the contracts and observable market data. In addition, for 
all OTC derivatives, we compared the value of such 
derivatives to the counter-valuation performed by the Fund's 
Management Company.

Existence of OTC derivatives and 
collateral

The existence of such assets is 
considered to be a Key Audit Matter 
due to the potential magnitude of 
material misstatement combined 
with the higher inherent risk for 
assets that cannot be held by the 
Depositary Bank.

We gained understanding of the internal control structure 
and operating effectiveness of key controls surrounding 
authorisation, completeness and accuracy of OTC 
derivatives transactions and the reconciliation process in 
place for these instruments. 

We obtained from the Depositary Bank, the confirmation 
(through the inventory statement as required by the CSSF 
Circular 16/644) of the ownership by the Fund of all OTC 
derivatives instruments and collateral amounts linked to 
these contracts (including those that cannot be held in 
custody).
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We reconciled all positions as per Depositary Bank inventory 
statement to the Fund's accounting records.

In addition, we tested reconciliations to counterparties 
performed by the Depositary Bank and the reconciliation 
between accounting positions and the ones held by the 
Depositary Bank.

Other information 

The Board of Directors of the Fund is responsible for the other information. The other information 
comprises the information stated in the annual report but does not include the financial statements and 
our audit report thereon.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any 
form of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information 
identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with 
the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially 
misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement 
of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors of the Fund for the financial statements

The Board of Directors of the Fund is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements in accordance with Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation 
and presentation of the financial statements, and for such internal control as the Board of Directors of 
the Fund determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the Board of Directors of the Fund is responsible for assessing 
the Fund’s and each of its sub-funds' ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, 
matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Board of 
Directors of the Fund either intends to liquidate the Fund or close any of its sub-funds or to cease 
operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.

Responsibilities of the “Réviseur d’entreprises agréé” for the audit of the financial statements

The objectives of our audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements 
as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an audit 
report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a 
guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with the EU Regulation No 537/2014, the Law of 
23 July 2016 and with ISAs as adopted for Luxembourg by the CSSF will always detect a material 
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, 
individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions 
of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
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As part of an audit in accordance with the EU Regulation No 537/2014, the Law of 23 July 2016 and 
with ISAs as adopted for Luxembourg by the CSSF, we exercise professional judgment and maintain 
professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:

 identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to 
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit 
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting 
a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may 
involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal 
control;

 obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the Fund’s internal control;

 evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures made by the Board of Directors of the Fund;

 conclude on the appropriateness of the Board of Directors of the Fund’s use of the going concern 
basis of accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists 
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Fund’s or any of its sub-funds' 
ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are 
required to draw attention in our audit report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, 
if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit 
evidence obtained up to the date of our audit report. However, future events or conditions may cause 
the Fund or any of its sub-funds to cease to continue as a going concern;

 evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the 
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events 
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
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We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned 
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in 
internal control that we identify during our audit.

We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant 
ethical requirements regarding independence, and communicate to them all relationships and other 
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, actions 
taken to eliminate threats or safeguards applied.

From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters that 
were of most significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current period and are therefore 
the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our audit report unless law or regulation precludes 
public disclosure about the matter.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements

We have been appointed as “Réviseur d’entreprises agréé” of the Fund by the General Meeting of the 
Shareholders on 19 June 2023 and the duration of our uninterrupted engagement, including previous 
renewals and reappointments, is 9 years.

PricewaterhouseCoopers, Société coopérative
Represented by
@esig

@esig
Sébastien Sadzot

Luxembourg, 15 April 2024
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promoted by this financial product met?
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using the methodology of the 
index provider. As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior or improve 
environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices 
withintheir sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to :

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 119,4%% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800L5V2IKDB9QP195PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY € Aggregate Bond SRI 
Fossil Free

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste;

- Social: respect of human rights and workers’rights, human resources management (workers’health 
and safety, diversity);

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The Bloomberg Euro Aggregate (EUR) RI has been designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose 
of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible universe exclusion criteria; 100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on 
the index provider ESG methodology; 100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s universe reduction due to exclusion 
of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any other extra financial 
criteria; 20%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in “sustainable 
investments” as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR : 19,4%% 

.…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 
Not applicable for the first periodic report.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  
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HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the financial
product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove industries 
and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international norms and
conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or
the environment;

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those ratings 
are used in the investment strategy;

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable.

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, collaboration 
with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. Engagement with issuers 
aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and governance practices and, thus, 
mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in aims at promoting good governance and advance environmental and social issues

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following 
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 2.75 PCT 25-OCT-2027 Government 0,47% France

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 25-MAR-2025 Government 0,46% France

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 2.50 PCT 25-MAY-2030 Government 0,46% France

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 6.00 PCT 01-MAY-2031 Government 0,45% Italy

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.50 PCT 25-MAY-2025 Government 0,45% France

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.75 PCT 25-MAY-2028 Government 0,44% France

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 15-DEC-2024 Government 0,44% Italy

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 4.40 PCT 01-MAY-2033 Government 0,44% Italy

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 2.50 PCT 01-DEC-2032 Government 0,44% Italy

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 0.85 PCT 15-JAN-2027 Government 0,44% Italy

SPAIN (KINGDOM OF) 0.00 PCT 31-JAN-2025 Government 0,44% Spain

SPAIN (KINGDOM OF) 6.00 PCT 31-JAN-2029 Government 0,43% Spain

SPAIN (KINGDOM OF) 2.55 PCT 31-OCT-2032 Government 0,43% Spain

EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK 0.00 PCT 28-SEP-2028 Government 0,43% Luxembourg

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 2.80 PCT 15-JUN-2029 Government 0,43% Italy

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 95,8%

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 119,4%% 

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?”

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

95.8%

#1A Sustainable
19.4%*

Taxonomy-aligned
0.8%*

Other environmental
12.9%*

Social
8.5%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

76.4%#2 Other
4.2%
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.
  
The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD  
  
The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.
  
Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.
  
The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.  

Sectors % Asset

Government 69,13%

Financials 16,96%

Utilities 3,11%

Communications 2,03%

Health Care 1,67%

Industrials 1,55%

Materials 1,30%

Consumer Discretionary 1,16%

Consumer Staples 1,07%

Real Estate 0,95%

Cash 0,57%

Technology 0,45%

Energy 0,04%

Renewable Energy Project Dev 0,04%
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DDid the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,8%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

2,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

 

How did the percentage of investments that were aligned with the EU
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 
Not applicable for the first periodic report.

 

Whatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 112.9%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 88.5% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- the proportion of assets that are not used to meet environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes , or

- instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives.

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- the risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- the RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
are activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.
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Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

 
- The financial product shall comply with the eligible stock criteria by excluding companies 
involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, 
and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial 
weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause 
unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20%due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall invest at least 10% of its assets in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2(17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as “sustainable investment” are 
indicated in the above question “What are the objectives of the sustainable investments that the 
financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments contribute to 
such objectives”and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main part 
of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The Bloomberg Euro Aggregate (EUR) RI Index has been designated as a reference benchmark for 
the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.bloombergindices.com  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmental or social characteristics promoted?

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?” 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHow did this financial product perform compared with the reference
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 56.7 59.9
Broadd markett index3 56.2 59.6

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) Bloomberg Euro Aggregate (EUR) RI
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

As the financial product have been launched in the third quarter of 2023, all actual data within this periodic 
report are expressed as a weighted average covering the two last quarters of the accounting year. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met??  

The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

o A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor 
ESG profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.: 

o A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social 
and governance factors which include but not limited to: 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 442.4% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2138005A5VTEBBNJY683PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY € Corp Bond SRI Fossil Free 
Ultrashort DurationSSuustainablee 

iinvestment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), 
treatment of waste; 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management 
(workers'health and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre. 

The Bloomberg MSCI Euro Corporate Ultrashort Fixed and Floating Rate SRI (NTR) Index has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
eligible stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial 
criteria: 220%% 

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 442.4%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Not applicable for the first periodic report.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of 
forests, fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender 
equality, women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to 
affordable, reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and 
productive employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human 
settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and 
inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.
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More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The share of financial product investments considered by the SFDR regulation to be sustainable 
investments contributes in the proportions described in the question on the allocation of assets 
to the environmental objectives defined in the European Regulation on Taxonomy in force to 
date: climate change mitigation and/or adaptation to climate change.

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-documents/
).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators: 
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 

The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

BANQUE FED CRED MUTUEL 0.13 PCT 05-FEB-2024 Financials 1,15% France
BANCO SANTANDER SA EURIBOR3M+0.55 PCT 16-JAN-2025 Financials 0,95% Spain
MORGAN STANLEY 1.75 PCT 11-MAR-2024 Financials 0,94% United States
SOCIETE GENERALE SA 1.25 PCT 15-FEB-2024 Financials 0,94% France
ABN AMRO BANK NV 0.88 PCT 15-JAN-2024 Financials 0,94% Netherlands
SANTANDER CONSUMER FINANCE SA 1.00 PCT 27-FEB-2024 Financials 0,94% Spain
GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP INC/THE 1.38 PCT 15-MAY-2024 Financials 0,93% United States
CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMER 0.38 PCT 03-MAY-2024 Financials 0,92% Canada
UBS GROUP AG EURIBOR3M+1.00 PCT 16-JAN-2026 Financials 0,72% Switzerland
BNP PARIBAS SA 2.38 PCT 20-MAY-2024 Financials 0,72% France
BPCE SA 0.88 PCT 31-JAN-2024 Financials 0,72% France

CREDIT AGRICOLE SA (LONDON BRANCH) 0.50 PCT 24-JUN-2024 Financials 0,70% United Kingdom

SOCIETE GENERALE SA EURIBOR3M+0.45 PCT 13-JAN-2025 Financials 0,70% France

BANCO SANTANDER SA EURIBOR3M+1.00 PCT 05-MAY-2024 Financials 0,70% Spain
BANK OF AMERICA CORP EURIBOR3M+1.00 PCT 22-SEP-2026 Financials 0,69% United States

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.09.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 

WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 99.3%.   

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 442.4%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

99.3%

#1A Sustainable
42.4%*

Taxonomy-aligned
1.7%*

Other environmental
30.3%*

Social
16.5%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

56.9%#2 Other
0.7%
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 57,92%

Consumer Discretionary 8,78%

Health Care 8,74%

Communications 5,64%

Consumer Staples 4,59%

Industrials 4,23%

Materials 4,14%

Real Estate 2,48%

Technology 1,84%

Cash 0,92%

Utilities 0,72%
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Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

 

 

 

 

 

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

1,7%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

1,7%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expenditure
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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WWhat was the share of investments made in transitional and enabling
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  
Not applicable for the first periodic report.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 

The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 330.3%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 116.5% of the financial product.
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.
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Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the eligible universe criteria of the index by excluding 
companies involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, 
controversial weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall invest at least 20% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment"
are indicated in the above question "What were the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable investment contribute 
to such objectives " and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main 
part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The Bloomberg MSCI Euro Corporate Ultrashort Fixed and Floating Rate SRI (NTR) index (Bloomberg: 
BNPIFEQE index) has been designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/product/indices/  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

ESG score11 

Financiall product 60.4
Broadd markett index22 57.1

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) Bloomberg Euro Corporate 0-1 Year Unh EUR (I38111EU Index)
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using the methodology of the 
index provider. As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior or improve 
environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices 
withintheir sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 447.7% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800R5FRPLL29GH1155 PProductt name :: BBNNPP PARIBASS EASYY €€ CORPP BONDD SRII PAB Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers'health 
and safety, diversity);

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The Bloomberg MSCI Euro Corporate SRI Sustainable Select Ex Fossil Fuel PAB (EUR) RI Index has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark eligible
stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio covered by ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology: 1100%% 

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial criteria: 220%% 

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the average carbon
footprint of its investment universe: 442.3 vs 72.4 tCO2eq /Million € of Asset Value (Bloomberg Euro
Liquidd Corporatee (EUR)) RI)
 
- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 447.7%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Comment 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the portfolio covered by 
the ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s investment universe reduction due 
to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions as per extra 
financial criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe

48.0 vs 78.8 42.3 vs 72.4 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable 
investments' as defined in Article 2 (17) of the 
SFDR regulation

46.4% 47.7% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset Management
(BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to determine sustainable
investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its definition of sustainable investments
that are considered to be core components to qualify a company as sustainable. These criteria are
complementary to each other. In practice, a company must meet at least one of the criteria described
below in order to be considered as contributing to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation 

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents -
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation or at 
risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinationa
Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principle and 
rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the 
International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the 
International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM
Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external
experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the financial
product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove industries 
and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international norms and
conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or
the environment;

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those ratings 
are used in the investment strategy;

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable.

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, collaboration 
with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. Engagement with issuers 
aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and governance practices and, thus, 
mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in aims at promoting good governance and advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 96.2%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 447.7%.

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?”

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

AT&T INC 1.60 PCT 19-MAY-2028 Communications 0,22% United States

NOVARTIS FINANCE SA 0.00 PCT 23-SEP-2028 Health Care 0,21% Luxembourg

UBS GROUP AG 7.75 PCT 01-MAR-2029 Financials 0,20% Switzerland

THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC (FINANCE I) BV 0.80 PCT 18-OCT-2030 Health Care 0,19% Netherlands

BMW FINANCE NV 1.50 PCT 06-FEB-2029 Consumer Discretionary 0,19% Netherlands

VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC 4.75 PCT 31-OCT-2034 Communications 0,19% United States

DH EUROPE FINANCE SA 0.75 PCT 18-SEP-2031 Health Care 0,19% United States

ESSILORLUXOTTICA SA 0.13 PCT 27-MAY-2025 Health Care 0,19% France

MEDTRONIC GLOBAL HOLDINGS SCA 1.13 PCT 07-MAR-2027 Health Care 0,18% Luxembourg

ESSILORLUXOTTICA SA 0.38 PCT 27-NOV-2027 Health Care 0,18% France

VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC 4.25 PCT 31-OCT-2030 Communications 0,18% United States

VISA INC 1.50 PCT 15-JUN-2026 Technology 0,17% United States

ESSILORLUXOTTICA SA 0.38 PCT 05-JAN-2026 Health Care 0,16% France

DH EUROPE FINANCE SA 0.20 PCT 18-MAR-2026 Health Care 0,16% United States

LOREAL SA FIXED 0.88 PCT 29-JUN-2026 Consumer Staples 0,16% France

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Health Care 12,35%

Communications 11,60%

Industrials 8,48%

Consumer Discretionary 7,48%

Real Estate 6,00%

Materials 5,26%

Technology 4,98%

Consumer Staples 3,31%

Utilities 1,83%

Energy 0,37%

Renewable energy equipment 0,19%

Renewable Energy Project Dev 0,18%

Cash 0,15%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

96.2%

#1A Sustainable
47.7%*

Taxonomy-aligned
2.6%*

Other environmental
29.8%*

Social
21.5%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

48.5%#2 Other
3.8%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable 
within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of investments 
that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported alignment KPIs and may 
use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public disclosures.  More information 
on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD   

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy to 
ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European Taxonomy 
Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the EU Taxonomy 
may be made accordingly .

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution to 
environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or review by 
a third party.   

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0.8%

2023** 2.6%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year      
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given the current 
level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 229.8%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 221.5% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the RBC Policy by excluding companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labor rights, environment, and corruption, 
as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, 
asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause 
unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at least 50% 
lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall achieve an annual decarbonisation target of at least 7%.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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The financial product shall invest at least 30% of its assets in 'sustainable investments' as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation. Criteria to qualify an investment as 'sustainable investment' 
are indicated in the above question “What were the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable investment contribute to such 
objectives?” and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the 
Prospectus

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The Bloomberg MSCI Euro Corporate SRI Sustainable Select Ex Fossil Fuel PAB (EUR) RI Index has 
been designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.bloombergindices.com/.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote.
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HHow did this financial product perform compared with the broad market index?

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financial product 42.3 61.4
Broadd markett index3 72.4 58.4

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value.

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) Bloomberg Euro Liquid Corporate (EUR) RI
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using the methodology of the 
index provider. As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior or improve 
environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices 
withintheir sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 444.1% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800WUDLD3KPY86A855 PProductt name :: BBNPP PARIBASS EASYY €€ CORPP BONDD SRII PABB 11--33YY Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers'health 
and safety, diversity);

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights.  

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The Bloomberg MSCI 1-3Y Euro Corp SRI Sustainable Select Ex Fossil Fuel PAB (EUR) RI Index has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark eligible
stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio covered by ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology: 1100%% 

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial criteria: 220%% 

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the average carbon
footprint of its investment universe: 338.6 vs 71.3 tCO2eq /Million € of Asset Value (Bloomberg Euro
Liquidd Corporatee 33 -- 55 Yearr (EUR)) RI)) 
 
- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 449.5%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Comment 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the portfolio covered by 
the ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s investment universe reduction due 
to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions as per extra 
financial criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe

64.9 vs 82.7 38.6 vs 71.3 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable 
investments' as defined in Article 2 (17) of the 
SFDR regulation

44.3% 49.5% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset Management
(BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to determine sustainable
investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its definition of sustainable investments
that are considered to be core components to qualify a company as sustainable. These criteria are
complementary to each other. In practice, a company must meet at least one of the criteria described
below in order to be considered as contributing to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation 

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/). 

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation or at 
risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinationa
Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principle and 
rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the 
International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the 
International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM
Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external
experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the financial
product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove industries 
and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international norms and
conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or
the environment;

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those ratings 
are used in the investment strategy;

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable.

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, collaboration 
with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. Engagement with issuers 
aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and governance practices and, thus, 
mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in aims at promoting good governance and advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 94.7%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 444.1%.

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?” 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

ESSILORLUXOTTICA SA 0.13 PCT 27-MAY-2025 Health Care 0,87% France

BMW FINANCE NV 0.50 PCT 22-FEB-2025 Consumer Discretionary 0,73% Netherlands

ESSILORLUXOTTICA SA 0.38 PCT 05-JAN-2026 Health Care 0,72% France

SANOFI SA 1.00 PCT 01-APR-2025 Health Care 0,60% France

ORANGE SA 2.38 PCT 31-DEC-2079 Communications 0,58% France

AMERICAN MEDICAL SYSTEMS EUROPE BV 0.75 PCT 08-MAR-2025 Health Care 0,58% United States

NTT FINANCE CORP 0.01 PCT 03-MAR-2025 Communications 0,58% Japan

MEDTRONIC GLOBAL HLDINGS 0.25 PCT 02-JUL-2025 Health Care 0,58% United States

MEDTRONIC GLOBAL HOLDINGS SCA 0.00 PCT 15-OCT-2025 Health Care 0,58% Luxembourg

BOOKING HOLDINGS INC 0.10 PCT 08-MAR-2025 Communications 0,57% United States

APPLE INC 0.00 PCT 15-NOV-2025 Technology 0,57% United States

BMW FINANCE NV 0.00 PCT 11-JAN-2026 Consumer Discretionary 0,55% Netherlands

SANOFI SA 0.88 PCT 06-APR-2025 Health Care 0,50% France

DH EUROPE FINANCE SA 0.20 PCT 18-MAR-2026 Health Care 0,50% United States

AUCHAN HOLDING SA 2.88 PCT 29-JAN-2026 Consumer Staples 0,50% France

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 45,06%

Health Care 11,73%

Consumer Discretionary 10,84%

Communications 7,62%

Industrials 5,76%

Technology 5,01%

Consumer Staples 4,90%

Materials 4,16%

Real Estate 3,35%

Utilities 1,05%

Cash 0,39%

Energy 0,15%

Renewable energy equipment 0,15%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

94.7%

#1A Sustainable
44.1%*

Taxonomy-aligned
1.8%*

Other environmental
28.5%*

Social
17.6%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

50.7%#2 Other
5.3%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable 
within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.  

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.  
  
The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of investments 
that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported alignment KPIs and may 
use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public disclosures.  More information 
on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD     
  
The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy to 
ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European Taxonomy 
Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the EU Taxonomy 
may be made accordingly . 
  
Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution to 
environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.  
  
The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or review by 
a third party.   

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0.9%

2023** 1.8%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year        
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given the current 
level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 228.5%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 117.6% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the RBC Policy by excluding companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labor rights, environment, and corruption, 
as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, 
asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause 
unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at least 50% 
lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall achieve an annual decarbonisation target of at least 7%.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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The financial product shall invest at least 25% of its assets in 'sustainable investments' as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation. Criteria to qualify an investment as 'sustainable investment' 
are indicated in the above question “What were the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable investment contribute to such 
objectives?” and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the 
Prospectus 

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The Bloomberg MSCI 1-3Y Euro Corp SRI Sustainable Select Ex Fossil Fuel PAB (EUR) RI Index has 
been designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.bloombergindices.com/.  
  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?” 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close. 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHow did this financial product perform compared with the broad market index?

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financial product 43.6 60.2
Broadd markett index3 72.1 57.7

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) Bloomberg Euro Liquid Corporate 1 - 3 Year (EUR) RI
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using the methodology of the 
index provider. As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior or improve 
environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices 
withintheir sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 449.5% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800H47ZGQHW71BE933 PProductt name :: BBNPP PARIBASS EASYY €€ CORPP BONDD SRII PABB 3--55YY Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers'health 
and safety, diversity);

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights.  

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The Bloomberg MSCI 3-5YCorp SRI Sustainable Select Ex Fossil Fuel PAB (EUR) RI Index has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark eligible
stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio covered by ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology: 1100%% 

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial criteria: 220%% 

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the average carbon
footprint of its investment universe: 338.6 vs 71.3 tCO2eq /Million € of Asset Value (Bloomberg Euro
Liquidd Corporatee 33 -- 55 Yearr (EUR)) RI)) 
 
- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 449.5%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commentt  
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the portfolio covered by 
the ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s investment universe reduction due 
to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions as per extra 
financial criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe

36.4 vs 78.4 38.6 vs 71.3 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable 
investments' as defined in Article 2 (17) of the 
SFDR regulation

48.6% 49.5% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset Management
(BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to determine sustainable
investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its definition of sustainable investments
that are considered to be core components to qualify a company as sustainable. These criteria are
complementary to each other. In practice, a company must meet at least one of the criteria described
below in order to be considered as contributing to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation 

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/). 

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation or at 
risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinationa
Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principle and 
rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the 
International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the 
International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM
Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external
experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the financial
product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove industries 
and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international norms and
conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or
the environment;

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those ratings 
are used in the investment strategy;

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable.

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, collaboration 
with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. Engagement with issuers 
aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and governance practices and, thus, 
mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in aims at promoting good governance and advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 95.9%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 449.5%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?” 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

MEDTRONIC GLOBAL HOLDINGS SCA 1.13 PCT 07-MAR-2027 Health Care 0,67% Luxembourg

ESSILORLUXOTTICA SA 0.38 PCT 27-NOV-2027 Health Care 0,64% France

FIDELITY NATIONAL INFORMATION SE 1.50 PCT 21-MAY-2027 Technology 0,60% United States

AT&T INC 1.60 PCT 19-MAY-2028 Communications 0,58% United States

VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC 0.88 PCT 08-APR-2027 Communications 0,57% United States

TAKEDA PHARMACEUTICAL CO LTD 2.25 PCT 21-NOV-2026 Health Care 0,57% Japan

TELEFONICA EMISIONES SAU 1.20 PCT 21-AUG-2027 Communications 0,55% Spain

UBS GROUP AG 7.75 PCT 01-MAR-2029 Financials 0,50% Switzerland

AMERICAN TOWER CORPORATION 0.45 PCT 15-JAN-2027 Real Estate 0,50% United States

ABERTIS INFRAESTRUCTURAS SA 2.38 PCT 27-SEP-2027 Industrials 0,44% Spain

DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG 0.50 PCT 05-JUL-2027 Communications 0,43% Germany

RENTOKIL INITIAL FINANCE BV 3.88 PCT 27-JUN-2027 Industrials 0,41% Netherlands

COLOPLAST FINANCE BV 2.25 PCT 19-MAY-2027 Health Care 0,41% Denmark

DH EUROPE FINANCE SA 0.45 PCT 18-MAR-2028 Health Care 0,40% Luxembourg
FRESENIUS MEDICAL CARE AG & CO KGAA 3.88 PCT 20-SEP-
2027 Health Care 0,39% Germany

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 44,23%

Health Care 11,06%

Industrials 8,49%

Communications 8,12%

Consumer Discretionary 7,68%

Real Estate 6,22%

Technology 4,99%

Materials 4,96%

Consumer Staples 2,75%

Utilities 1,06%

Energy 0,28%

Renewable Energy Project Dev 0,20%

Renewable energy equipment 0,07%

Cash 0,16%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

95.9%

#1A Sustainable
49.5%*

Taxonomy-aligned
1.8%*

Other environmental
31.6%*

Social
20.7%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

46.4%#2 Other
4.1%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable 
within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.  

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.  
  
The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of investments 
that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported alignment KPIs and may 
use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public disclosures.  More information 
on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD     
  
The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy to 
ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European Taxonomy 
Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the EU Taxonomy 
may be made accordingly . 
  
Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution to 
environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.  
  
The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or review by 
a third party.   

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0.4%

2023** 1.8%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year        
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given the current 
level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 331.6%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 220.7% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the RBC Policy by excluding companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labor rights, environment, and corruption, 
as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, 
asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause 
unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at least 50% 
lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall achieve an annual decarbonisation target of at least 7%.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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The financial product shall invest at least 30% of its assets in 'sustainable investments' as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation. Criteria to qualify an investment as 'sustainable investment' 
are indicated in the above question “What were the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable investment contribute to such 
objectives?” and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the 
Prospectus 

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The Bloomberg MSCI 3-5YCorp SRI Sustainable Select Ex Fossil Fuel PAB (EUR) RI Index has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.bloombergindices.com/. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?” 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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CCarbonn footprint 
((tCO22 eq/EEV)) 1,2 EESGG score2 

Financiall product 38.6 61.3
Broadd markett iindex3 71.3 58.3

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) Bloomberg Euro Liquid Corporate 3 - 5 Year (EUR) RI
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using the methodology of the 
index provider. As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior or improve 
environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within 
their sector of activity. 

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor 
ESG profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of 
an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include 
but not limited to :

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 441.9% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800P652PDIDTYSD10PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY € High Yield SRI Fossil FreeSuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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o Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment 
of waste; 

o Social: respect of human rights and workers’ rights, human resources management 
(workers’ health and safety, diversity); 

o Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’ remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.  

The Bloomberg MSCI Euro High Yield SRI Sustainable ex Fossil Fuel (NTR) Index has been designated as 
a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology: 

-The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
eligible universe exclusion criteria: 1100%% 

-The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the 
index provider ESG methodology: 1100%% 

-The minimum percentage of the financial product’s universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any other extra financial criteria: 
20.0%% 

-The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 441.9%% 

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Comment 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible universe exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
assets covered by the ESG analysis based on 
the index provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions and/or any other 
extra financial criteria

20.0% 20.0% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in “sustainable 
investments” as defined in Article 2 (17) of 
SFDR

39.1% 41.9% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, 
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation “POSITIVE” or “NEUTRAL” from the 
Sustainability Centre following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm “DNSH” principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNPP AM uses its proprietary methodology and/or relies on 
information provided by the reference benchmark administrator to assess all companies against 
these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: Sustainability documents - BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-bnpp-am/sustainability-documents/).
 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  
Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverse impacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, the nature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM  
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations. 

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 

WWhat was the asset allocation ?

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 87.3%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 441.9%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

GRIFOLS ESCROW ISSUER SAU 3.88 PCT 15-OCT-2028 Health Care 0,69% Spain
DOUGLAS GMBH 6.00 PCT 08-APR-2026 Consumer Discretionary 0,67% Germany
ABERTIS INFRAESTRUCTURAS FINANCE BV 3.25 PCT 31-DEC-
2079 Industrials 0,62% Netherlands

UNICREDIT SPA 2.73 PCT 15-JAN-2032 Financials 0,62% Italy
ORGANON & CO 2.88 PCT 30-APR-2028 Health Care 0,60% United States
FAURECIA SE 2.75 PCT 15-FEB-2027 Consumer Discretionary 0,59% France
TELEFONICA EUROPE BV 4.38 PCT 31-DEC-2079 Communications 0,59% Netherlands
INTESA SANPAOLO SPA 3.93 PCT 15-SEP-2026 Financials 0,58% Italy
GRIFOLS SA 3.20 PCT 01-MAY-2025 Health Care 0,57% Spain
SOFTBANK GROUP CORP 5.00 PCT 15-APR-2028 Communications 0,56% Japan
INTESA SANPAOLO SPA 6.18 PCT 20-FEB-2034 Financials 0,56% Italy

UNIPOL GRUPPO FINANZIARIO SPA 3.00 PCT 18-MAR-2025 Financials 0,55% Italy

FAURECIA SE 7.25 PCT 15-JUN-2026 Consumer Discretionary 0,54% France

RENAULT SA 1.25 PCT 24-JUN-2025 Consumer Discretionary 0,53% France
FAURECIA 2.63 PCT 15-JUN-2025 Consumer Discretionary 0,53% France

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 29,30%

Communications 18,55%

Consumer Discretionary 15,72%

Industrials 13,25%

Health Care 6,09%

Materials 5,86%

Real Estate 4,62%

Technology 2,25%

Consumer Staples 2,22%

Cash 1,66%

Utilities 0,49%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

87.3%

#1A Sustainable
41.9%*

Taxonomy-aligned
1.6%*

Other environmental
31.9%*

Social
18.0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

45.4%#2 Other
12.7%
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The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for ffossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 1.0%

2023** 1.6%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year        
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

1,6%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

1,6%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnover reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 331.9%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 118.0% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include:

- the proportion of assets that are not used to meet environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or 

- instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or 
hedging purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives. 

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards: 

- the risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are 
necessary to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages 
the exposure of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And 

- the RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as 
well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, 
asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to 
cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the eligible stock criteria by excluding companies 
involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, 
coal, controversial weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of 
international norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low 
ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at 
least 50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall invest at least 25% of its assets in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as “sustainable investment” 
are indicated in the above question “What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives” and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore an 
ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

The Bloomberg MSCI Euro High Yield SRI Sustainable ex Fossil Fuel (NTR) Index has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.spglobal.com/spdji/. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicators to determine the alignment of the reference benchmark with the
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG sscore1 

Financiall product 59,4
Broadd markett iindex2 55,6

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) Bloomberg Pan-European High Yield (EUR) RI

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 669.5% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800SYH51E7L1MSV45PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY ECPI CIRCULAR ECONOMY LEADERSSuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The ECPI Circular Economy Leaders Equity (EUR) NR has been designated as a reference benchmark for 
the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
eligible stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

-- The percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial criteria: 220%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 669.5%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
investment universe reduction due to exclusion 
of securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions as per extra financial criteria

20.0% 20.0% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

62.8% 69.5% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 98.6%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 669.5%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

NVIDIA CORP Information Technology 2,97% United States
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC Information Technology 2,48% United States
INTEL CORPORATION CORP Information Technology 2,31% United States
ADOBE INC Information Technology 2,28% United States
SHIN ETSU CHEMICAL LTD Materials 2,27% Japan
HITACHI LTD Industrials 2,19% Japan
RELX PLC Industrials 2,18% United Kingdom
TRANE TECHNOLOGIES PLC Industrials 2,11% Republic of Ireland
DENSO CORP Consumer Discretionary 2,11% Japan
LINDE PLC Materials 2,09% United Kingdom
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC Industrials 2,07% France

CISCO SYSTEMS INC Information Technology 2,06% United States

PANASONIC HOLDINGS CORP Consumer Discretionary 2,06% Japan

LOREAL SA Consumer Staples 2,06% France
TJX INC Consumer Discretionary 2,05% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 21,02%

Consumer Discretionary 20,18%

Information Technology 19,95%

Consumer Staples 19,92%

Materials 15,22%

Health Care 1,90%

Utilities 1,68%

Cash 0,13%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

98.6%

#1A Sustainable
69.5%*

Taxonomy-aligned
3.9%*

Other environmental
47.6%*

Social
45.8%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

29.0%#2 Other
1.4%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy compare with previous reference periods ?

 

 Revenue 
2022* 2.3%

2023** 3.9%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

 

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

3,9%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

3,9%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 447.6%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 445.8% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the eligible stock criteria by excluding companies 
involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, 
controversial weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment. 

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall follow the 
thematic diversification criteria (Circular Supplies, Resources Recovery, Product Life Extension, 
Sharing Platform, Product as Service).

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest at least 50% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What were the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The ECPI Circular Economy Leaders Equity (EUR) NR has been designated as a reference benchmark 

for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product. 
The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.ecpigroup.com. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 63.2
Broadd markett index2 54.9

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI World (USD) NR

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 779.7% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800UYPG6HU9NTW481PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY ECPI GLOBAL ESG BLUE ECONOMYSuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The ECPI Global ESG Blue Economy (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference benchmark for 
the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology:

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
eligible stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

-- The percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial criteria: 220%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 779.7%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
investment universe reduction due to exclusion 
of securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions as per extra financial criteria

20.0% 20.0% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

77.1% 79.7% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 97.5%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 779.7%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

KAWASAKI KISEN LTD Industrials 2,54% Japan
SALMAR Consumer Staples 2,34% Norway
APPLIED MATERIAL INC Information Technology 2,28% United States
PENTAIR PLC Industrials 2,27% United Kingdom
KUEHNE UND NAGEL INTERNATIONAL AG Industrials 2,26% Switzerland
RELX PLC Industrials 2,26% United Kingdom
REPUBLIC SERVICES INC A Industrials 2,21% United States
ALFA LAVAL Industrials 2,21% Sweden
NIPPON YUSEN Industrials 2,19% Japan
MITSUI OSK LINES LTD Industrials 2,19% Japan
INGERSOLL RAND INC Industrials 2,17% United States

ADIDAS N AG N Consumer Discretionary 2,16% Germany

BRAMBLES LTD Industrials 2,14% Australia

ARCADIS NV Industrials 2,13% Netherlands
GIVAUDAN SA N Materials 2,12% Switzerland

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 52,71%

Utilities 16,70%

Consumer Staples 12,14%

Information Technology 7,03%

Materials 5,92%

Consumer Discretionary 5,30%

Cash 0,21%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

97.5%

#1A Sustainable
79.7%*

Taxonomy-aligned
13.6%*

Other environmental
45.2%*

Social
55.4%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

17.8%#2 Other
2.5%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy compare with previous reference periods ?

 

 Revenue 
2022* 13.5%

2023** 13.6%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

 

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

13,6%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

13,6%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 445.2%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 555.4% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the eligible stock criteria by excluding companies 
involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, 
controversial weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment. 

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall follow the 
thematic diversification criteria (Coastal livelihoods, Energy and resources, Fish and seafood, 
Pollution Reduction, Shipping Routes).

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest at least 55% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What were the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The ECPI Global ESG Blue Economy (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference benchmark 
for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product. 
The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.ecpigroup.com. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 59.2
Broadd markett index2 54.9

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI World (USD) NR

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 776.3% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2138005RK8E82TQ9PH38PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY ECPI GLOBAL ESG HYDROGEN 
ECONOMY

Suustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The ECPI Global ESG Hydrogen Economy (NR) Index (Bloomberg: GALPHH2N index) has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 220.0%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 776.3%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20.0% 20.0% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

79.2% 76.3% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation, climate change 
adaptation, the sustainable use and protection of water and marine resources, the transition to 
a circular economy, pollution prevention and control, the protection and/or restoration of 
biodiversity and ecosystems. The extent to which the sustainable investments with an 
environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy will be disclosed in the annual report 
of the financial product.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 97.2%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 776.3%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

NIPPON SANSO HOLDINGS CORP Materials 3,34% Japan
JTEKT CORP Consumer Discretionary 2,99% Japan
PACCAR INC Industrials 2,96% United States
LINDE PLC Materials 2,88% United Kingdom
L AIR LIQUIDE SA Materials 2,87% France
WEICHAI POWER LTD H H Industrials 2,79% China
BMW AG Consumer Discretionary 2,77% Germany
IBERDROLA SA Utilities 2,76% Spain
SSAB A A Materials 2,75% Sweden
ENEL Utilities 2,69% Italy
CHART INDUSTRIES INC Industrials 2,69% United States

HINO MOTORS LTD Industrials 2,65% Japan

FORVIA Consumer Discretionary 2,63% France

NEXANS SA Industrials 2,55% France
ERG Utilities 2,55% Italy

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 35,04%

Utilities 32,09%

Materials 24,41%

Consumer Discretionary 8,40%

Cash 0,07%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

97.2%

#1A Sustainable
76.3%*

Taxonomy-aligned
31.4%*

Other environmental
39.6%*

Social
28.1%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

20.9%*#2 Other
2.8%*
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to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

TThee graphss beloww sshoww inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU 
TTaxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
of the financial product including sovereign bonds, while the second graph shows the Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

31,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

31,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

How did the percentage of investments that were aligned with the EU
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 28.3%

2023** 31.4%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Whatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 339.6%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 228.1% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or, 

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  
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- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment. 

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the eligible stock criteria by excluding companies 
involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, 
controversial weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment. 

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall follow the 
thematic diversification criteria (Hydrogen Products, Clean Energy).

- The financial product shall invest at least 50% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What were the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The ECPI Global ESG Hydrogen Economy NR Index (Bloomberg: GALPHH2N index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.ecpigroup.com. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHow did this financial product perform with regard to the sustainability
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 57.4
Broadd markett index2 54.9

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI World (USD) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact  

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to: 

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 559.3% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800IZTDERMHH1QQ66PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY ECPI GLOBAL ESG INFRASTRUCTURESuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles, or operate in 
sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers. 

The ECPI Global ESG Infrastructure (EUR) NR has been designated as a reference benchmark for the 
purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology: 

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
eligible stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 220%% 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 559.3%% 

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

51.9% 59.3% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 

The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 93.6%.

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 559.3%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

PALO ALTO NETWORKS INC Information Technology 1,43% United States
MONGODB INC CLASS A A Information Technology 1,39% United States
SHOPIFY INC - CLASS A A Information Technology 1,25% Canada
CLEAN HARBORS INC Industrials 1,20% United States
TENET HEALTHCARE CORP Health Care 1,20% United States
OKTA INC CLASS A A Information Technology 1,16% United States
PENTAIR PLC Industrials 1,14% United Kingdom
TWILIO INC CLASS A A Information Technology 1,12% United States
E.ON N N Utilities 1,11% Germany
ACS ACTIVIDADES DE CONSTRUCCION Y 
SERVICIOS SA Industrials 1,11% Spain

REPUBLIC SERVICES INC A Industrials 1,11% United States

ORANGE SA Communication Services 1,10% France

CISCO SYSTEMS INC Information Technology 1,09% United States

WELLTOWER INC REIT Real Estate 1,08% United States
ENGIE SA Utilities 1,08% France

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 30,57%

Utilities 22,92%

Communication Services 14,29%

Information Technology 13,27%

Real Estate 12,94%

Health Care 5,07%

Materials 0,83%

Cash 0,11%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

93.6%*

#1A Sustainable
59.3%*

Taxonomy-aligned
7.3%*

Other environmental
34.7%*

Social
35.6%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

34.2%#2 Other
6.4%*
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 7.2%

2023** 7.3%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

7,3%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

7,3%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 334.7%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 335.6% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the eligible stock criteria by excluding companies 
involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, 
controversial weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall follow the 
thematic 7 diversification criteria (Communication, energy, transport, waste management, 
water and social infrastructure).

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest at least 45% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The ECPI Global ESG Infrastructure (EUR) NR has been designated as a reference benchmark for the 
purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.ecpigroup.com. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall pproductt 58.4
Broadd markett index2 54.9

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI World (USD) NR 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of an 
issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but not 
limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 447.9% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800L6P8XA39LXTE41PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY ECPI GLOBAL ESG MED TECHSuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The ECPI Global ESG Medical Tech (NR) Index (Bloomberg: GALPHMTN index) has been designated as 
a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 220.0%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 447.9%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20.0% 20.0% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

46.9% 47.9% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 99.6%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 447.9%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS INC Health Care 2,34% United States
COCHLEAR LTD Health Care 2,31% Australia
SWEDISH ORPHAN BIOVITRUM Health Care 2,28% Sweden
BOSTON SCIENTIFIC CORP Health Care 2,25% United States
VERTEX PHARMACEUTICALS INC Health Care 2,25% United States
SONOVA HOLDING AG Health Care 2,21% Switzerland
VEEVA SYSTEMS INC CLASS A A Health Care 2,20% United States
STRYKER CORP Health Care 2,18% United States
ABBVIE INC Health Care 2,17% United States
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS NV Health Care 2,17% Netherlands
AMGEN INC Health Care 2,16% United States

HOYA CORP Health Care 2,16% Japan

STRAUMANN HOLDING AG Health Care 2,13% Switzerland

INTUITIVE SURGICAL INC Health Care 2,12% United States
SEAGEN INC Health Care 2,11% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.  

Sectors % Asset

Health Care 98,29%

Consumer Staples 1,65%

Industrials 0,06%

Cash 0,01%

Derivatives -0,01%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

99.6%

#1A Sustainable
47.9%*

Other environmental
7.4%*

Social
45.6%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

51.7%#2 Other
0.4%
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Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

 

 

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Thee graphss beloww sshoww inn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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WWhat was the share of investments made in transitional and enabling activities?
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy compare with previous reference periods ?

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0.0%

2023** 0.0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Whatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 77.4%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 445.6% of the financial product. 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment. 

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  
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Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the eligible stock criteria by excluding companies 
involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, 
controversial weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment. 

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall follow the 
thematic diversification criteria (Biotechnology, Life Sciences Tools & Services, Health Care 
Equipment & Suppliers, Health Care Technology).  

- The financial product shall invest at least 30% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What were the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The ECPI Global ESG Medical Tech (NR) Index (Bloomberg: GALPHMTN index) has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.ecpigroup.com. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHow did this financial product perform with regard to the sustainability
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 61.4
Broadd markett index2 54.9

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI World (USD) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

 
Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using ESG external and/or 
internal proprietary methodology(ies). As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate 
superior or improving environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate 
governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

o A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, 
Social,  and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of 
environmental, social and governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, 
treatment of waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 550.3% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 21380079LTAMFHP5ZR65PProductt name : BNP PARIBAS EASY ESG DIVIDEND EUROPESuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers’ rights, human resources management 
(workers’ health and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’ remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights. 

o A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles and 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by 
the Responsible Business Conduct Policy (RBC) policy.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights, according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The BNP Paribas High Dividend Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFEDE index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure compliant with the RBC policy: 
100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on external and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies): 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per the 
RBC policy and/or any other extra financial criteria: 20%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s economic exposure compared tothe 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 663.99 vss 59.44 (STOXXX Europee 6000 (EUR)) 
NR)*.

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s reference benchmark economic 
exposure compared to the average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 664.00 vs.. 78.77 
tCO2 eq/EVV (STOXXX Europee 6000 (EUR)) NR)*.

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 50.3%

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon 
footprint) as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and 
implement extra-financial targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this 
periodic reporting, the figures provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not 
strictly reflect these targets.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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……andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure compliant with the RBC policy 100% 100%

In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure covered by the ESG analysis based on external 
and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies)

100% 100%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions as per the RBC policy and/or any other extra 
financial criteria

20% 20.0%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared tothe weighted
average ESG score of its investment universe

64.4 vs 59.4 63.9 vs 59.4
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s 
reference benchmark economic exposure compared to 
the average carbon footprint of its investment universe

60.4 vs 85.4 64.0 vs. 78.7
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s reference 
benchmark economic exposure in “sustainable 
investments” as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR

61.2% 50.3% 
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year. 
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. Consequently, 
the sustainable investments to which the financial product is exposed and described below are the ones 
of the underlying securities of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) 
used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to its 
investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS) 
into its investment process: RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision – the ‘3Es’ (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, 
Equality & Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place. 

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest.
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe. 

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance 
indicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on 
three issues, the “3Es” (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & 
inclusive growth) and  thus support investment processes. 

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are 
only applied for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal adverse 
sustainability impacts indicators:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicators
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF   

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. 

This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of 
internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in consultation with 
BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

If an issuer is found to be in serious and repeated violations of any of the principles, it will 
be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will not be available for investment. Existing 
investments should be divested from the portfolio according to an internal procedure. If 
an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, 
as appropriate.

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by systematically 
implementing the sustainable investment pillars defined in the GSS into its investment process. These
pillars are covered by firm-wide policies that set criteria to identify, consider and prioritise as well as
address or mitigate adverse sustainability impacts caused by issuers.

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic activities that help 
identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international
norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide a tailored approach to identify and prioritize
principal adverse impacts based on the nature of the economic activity, and in many cases, the 
geography in which these economic activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to consideration 
of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG integration process. The 
proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a number of adverse sustainability 
impacts caused by companies in which we invest. Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation 
models as well as the portfolio construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse 
impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts throughout the 
investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and construction of the portfolio with 
an improved ESG profile compared to its investment universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance indicators to
measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy
transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & inclusive growth) and thus support investment 
processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research,
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts.

Actions to address or mitigate principal adverse sustainability impacts depend on the severity and 
materiality of these impacts. These actions are guided by the RBC Policy, ESG Integration Guidelines, 
and Engagement and Voting Policy which include the following provisions :

- Exclusion of issuers that are in violation of international norms and conventions and issuers 
that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or the 
environment

- Engagement with issuers with the aim of encouraging them to improve their environmental, 
social and governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts

- In case of equity holdings, voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in to promote good governance and advance environmental and social issues

- Ensuring all securities included in the portfolio have supportive ESG research
- Managing portfolios so that their aggregate ESG score is better than the relevant benchmark 

or universe
In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

Based on the above approach, and depending on the composition of the financial product’s portfolio (i.e. 
the type of issuer), the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal 
adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint 
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
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7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 
The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:
- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 

such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

SAP Information Technology 5,11% Germany

AXA SA Financials 4,33% France
BNP PARIBAS SA Financials 4,25% France
NORDEA BANK Financials 3,92% Finland
ALLIANZ Financials 3,77% Germany
KONE CLASS B B Industrials 3,41% Finland
SIEMENS HEALTHINEERS AG Health Care 3,23% Germany
WOLTERS KLUWER NV C Industrials 2,88% Netherlands
SIEMENS N AG N Industrials 2,87% Germany
ERSTE GROUP BANK AG Financials 2,62% Austria
INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG N Information Technology 2,50% Germany
E.ON N N Utilities 2,25% Germany
SIEMENS ENERGY N AG Industrials 2,24% Germany
SOCIETE GENERALE SA Financials 2,16% France
KBC GROEP NV Financials 2,06% Belgium

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as 
Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and are based on the 
transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. 
Consequently, the asset allocation for this financial product is the ones of the underlying 
portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a 
continuous basis for achieving the investment policy. 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 100%.  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 550.3%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets*    Country**

Nestle SA Consumer Goods 4,87% Switzerland
Novartis AG Consumer Goods 2,65% Switzerland
Pandora AS Consumer Goods 2,07% Denmark
AP Moller Maersk AS Industrials 2,06% Denmark
GSK PLC DRN ED Consumer Goods 2,05% United Kingdom
Unilever PLC Consumer Goods 2,03% United Kingdom
BE Semiconductor Industries NV Technology 2,02% Netherlands
ABB Ltd Industrials 2,02% Switzerland
Geberit AG Industrials 2,01% Switzerland
Assicurazioni Generali SpA Financials 2,01% Italy
Endesa SA Utilities 2,01% Spain
Swiss Life Holding AG Financials 1,99% Switzerland
Taylor Wimpey PLC Consumer Goods 1,99% United Kingdom
Zurich Insurance Group AG Financials 1,98% Switzerland
Abrdn Plc Financials 1,96% United Kingdom

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:

- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product 
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative 

instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving 
the investment policy.  

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 
 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 32,93%

Industrials 13,81%

Information Technology 11,28%

Health Care 10,52%

Consumer Discretionary 10,50%

Cash 8,91%

Communication Services 4,40%

Utilities 2,99%

Materials 2,73%

Consumer Staples 1,93%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
50.3%*

Other environmental
23.5%*

Social
36.4%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

49.7%#2 Other
0%
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 
such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The sector breakdown is based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and is based on 
the transaction date.

TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Consumer Goods 34,28%
Financials 27,54%
Industrials 12,78%
Telecommunications 8,62%
Oil & Gas 7,54%
Utilities 3,80%
Technology 3,37%
Basic Materials 1,96%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww sshoww inn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 223.5%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 336.4% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or 
hedging purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are 
necessary to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it 
manages the exposure of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty 
risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and 
corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial 
weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product reference benchmark investment strategy shall comply with the RBC Policy 
by excluding companies involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and 
labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors 
(tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in 
violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the 
environment. 

More information on the RBC Policy, and in particular criteria relating to sectoral exclusions, can 
be found on the website of the investment manager: Sustainability documents - BNPP AM 
Corporate English (bnpparibas-am.com)

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying securities covered by the ESG analysis based on the proprietary and/or external ESG 
methodology.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 
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- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall be reduced by a 
minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per 
the RBC Policy and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average ESG score of its investment strategy 
portfolio higher than the weighted average ESG score of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment strategy 
portfolio lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall invest at least 35% of its assets in “sustainable investments” as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of SFDR and as disclosed in the asset allocation below. Criteria to qualify an 
investment as “sustainable investment” are indicated in the above question “What were the 
objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did 
the sustainable investment contribute to such objectives” and the quantitative and qualitative 
thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the Prospectus

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance, 
between two strategy reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, 
it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the reference benchmark administrator 
rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The BNP Paribas High Dividend Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFEDE index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
https://indx.bnpparibas.com/nr/FELETR.pdf. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbon footprint
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 64.0 63.9
Broadd markett index3 78.7 59.4

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) STOXX Europe 600 (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average.
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

- A negative screening applying exclusion criterio. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor 
ESG profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of 
an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but 
not limited to:

Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment 
of waste 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 556.6% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800FJMY39FZAAEN76PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY ESG Eurozone Biodiversity Leaders PABSuustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management 
(workers' health and safety, diversity) 

Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The Euronext ESG Eurozone Biodiversity Leaders PAB (NTR) Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology: 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
eligible stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 100%% 

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the 
index provider ESG methodology: 100%% 

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any other extra financial criteria: 
20%% 

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe: 44.33 vss 101.99 (Euronextt Eurozonee 3000 (EUR)) NR)) 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 56.6%% 

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Comment 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions and/or any other extra financial

20% 20% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe

53.4 vs 105.3 44.3 vs 101.9 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

63.9% 56.6% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.
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Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  
Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (Sustainability documents - BNPP AM Corporate English 
(bnpparibas-am.com). 

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 98.4%.  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 556.6%.. 

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

SAP Information Technology 6,60% Germany

ESSILORLUXOTTICA SA Health Care 6,56% France

ASML HOLDING NV Information Technology 6,36% Netherlands

L AIR LIQUIDE SA Materials 4,08% France

HERMES INTERNATIONAL Consumer Discretionary 3,79% France

PERNOD RICARD SA Consumer Staples 3,53% France

LVMH Consumer Discretionary 3,47% France

LEGRAND SA Industrials 2,94% France

DEUTSCHE POST AG N Industrials 2,65% Germany

KERING SA Consumer Discretionary 2,55% France

UNILEVER PLC Consumer Staples 2,34% United Kingdom

LOREAL SA Consumer Staples 2,00% France

HEINEKEN NV Consumer Staples 1,96% Netherlands

RELX PLC Industrials 1,89% United Kingdom

FERRARI NV Consumer Discretionary 1,80% Italy

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Consumer Discretionary 16,71%
Financials 14,56%
Information Technology 14,56%
Industrials 14,30%
Consumer Staples 12,14%
Health Care 9,44%
Materials 5,89%
Utilities 4,40%
Communication Services 4,39%
Real Estate 2,96%
Energy 0,58%

Oil & Gas Equipment & Services 0,58%
Cash 0,08%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

98.4%

#1A Sustainable
56.6%*

Taxonomy-aligned
4.1%*

Other environmental
37.2%*

Social
36.0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

41.8%#2 Other
1.6%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD  

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.  

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year. 

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 2.8%

2023** 4.1%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw in greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

4,1%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

4,1%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expenditure
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 337.2%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 336.0% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the eligible universe criteria of the index by excluding 
companies involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, 
controversial weapons, …), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, 
or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at least 50% 
lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall achieve an annual decarbonization target of at least 7%.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
takee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest at least 45% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" are indicated 
in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial 
product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments contribute to such 
objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the 
Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance 
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The Euronext ESG Eurozone Biodiversity Leaders PAB (NTR) Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.euronext.com. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  
Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.   

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

Carbonn footprint
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 44.3 63.2
Broadd markett index3 101.9 60.3

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) Euronext Eurozone 300 (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

 
Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using ESG external and/or 
internal proprietary methodology(ies). As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate 
superior or improving environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate 
governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

o A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, 
Social,  and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of 
environmental, social and governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, 
treatment of waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 556.7% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2138007UCTC3TWGFG972PProductt name : BNP PARIBAS EASY ESG GROWTH EUROPESuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers’ rights, human resources management 
(workers’ health and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’ remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights. 

o A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles and 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by 
the Responsible Business Conduct Policy (RBC) policy.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights, according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The STOXX Europe 600 (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose
of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHow did the sustainability indicators perform?

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure compliant with the RBC policy: 
100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on external and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies): 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per the 
RBC policy and/or any other extra financial criteria: 20%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s economic exposure compared tothe 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 664.66 vss 59.44 (STOXXX Europee 6000 (EUR)) 
NR)*.

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s reference benchmark economic 
exposure compared to the average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 225.22 vs.. 78.77 
tCO2 eq/EVV (STOXXX Europee 6000 (EUR)) NR)*.

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 56.7%

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon 
footprint) as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and 
implement extra-financial targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this 
periodic reporting, the figures provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not 
strictly reflect these targets.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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……andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure compliant with the RBC policy 100% 100%

In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure covered by the ESG analysis based on external 
and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies)

100% 100%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions as per the RBC policy and/or any other extra 
financial criteria

20% 20.0%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared tothe weighted
average ESG score of its investment universe

64.2 vs 59.4 64.6 vs 59.4
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s 
reference benchmark economic exposure compared to 
the average carbon footprint of its investment universe

61.1 vs 85.4 25.2 vs. 78.7
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s reference 
benchmark economic exposure in “sustainable 
investments” as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR

52.2% 56.7% 
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year. 
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. Consequently, 
the sustainable investments to which the financial product is exposed and described below are the ones 
of the underlying securities of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) 
used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to its 
investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS) 
into its investment process: RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision – the ‘3Es’ (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, 
Equality & Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place. 

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest.
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe. 

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance 
indicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on 
three issues, the “3Es” (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & 
inclusive growth) and  thus support investment processes. 

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are 
only applied for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal adverse 
sustainability impacts indicators:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicators
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF   

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. 

This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of 
internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in consultation with 
BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

If an issuer is found to be in serious and repeated violations of any of the principles, it will 
be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will not be available for investment. Existing 
investments should be divested from the portfolio according to an internal procedure. If 
an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, 
as appropriate.

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by systematically 
implementing the sustainable investment pillars defined in the GSS into its investment process. These
pillars are covered by firm-wide policies that set criteria to identify, consider and prioritise as well as
address or mitigate adverse sustainability impacts caused by issuers.

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic activities that help 
identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international
norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide a tailored approach to identify and prioritize
principal adverse impacts based on the nature of the economic activity, and in many cases, the 
geography in which these economic activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to consideration 
of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG integration process. The 
proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a number of adverse sustainability 
impacts caused by companies in which we invest. Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation 
models as well as the portfolio construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse 
impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts throughout the 
investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and construction of the portfolio with 
an improved ESG profile compared to its investment universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance indicators to
measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy
transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & inclusive growth) and thus support investment 
processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research,
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts.

Actions to address or mitigate principal adverse sustainability impacts depend on the severity and 
materiality of these impacts. These actions are guided by the RBC Policy, ESG Integration Guidelines, 
and Engagement and Voting Policy which include the following provisions :

- Exclusion of issuers that are in violation of international norms and conventions and issuers 
that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or the 
environment

- Engagement with issuers with the aim of encouraging them to improve their environmental, 
social and governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts

- In case of equity holdings, voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in to promote good governance and advance environmental and social issues

- Ensuring all securities included in the portfolio have supportive ESG research
- Managing portfolios so that their aggregate ESG score is better than the relevant benchmark 

or universe
In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

Based on the above approach, and depending on the composition of the financial product’s portfolio (i.e. 
the type of issuer), the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal 
adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
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7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 
The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:
- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 

such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

UNICREDIT Financials 6,95% Italy

INTESA SANPAOLO Financials 6,47% Italy
E.ON N N Utilities 5,05% Germany
SIEMENS HEALTHINEERS AG Health Care 3,69% Germany
SAP Information Technology 3,23% Germany
NN GROUP NV Financials 3,11% Netherlands
FRESENIUS SE AND CO KGAA Health Care 3,08% Germany
AGEAS SA Financials 2,90% Belgium
WOLTERS KLUWER NV C Industrials 2,74% Netherlands
STELLANTIS NV Consumer Discretionary 2,62% Netherlands
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS NV Health Care 2,33% Netherlands
KBC GROEP NV Financials 2,33% Belgium
DEUTSCHE BOERSE AG N Financials 2,25% Germany
DEUTSCHE POST AG N Industrials 2,24% Germany
MERCEDES-BENZ GROUP N AG N Consumer Discretionary 2,17% Germany

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as 
Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and are based on the 
transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. 
Consequently, the asset allocation for this financial product is the ones of the underlying 
portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a 
continuous basis for achieving the investment policy. 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 100%.  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 556.7%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets*    Country**

ASML Holding NV Technology 3,60% Netherlands
LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE Consumer Goods 3,58% France
Novo Nordisk AS Consumer Goods 2,46% Denmark
AstraZeneca PLC Consumer Goods 2,15% United Kingdom
Novo Nordisk AS Consumer Goods 2,07% Denmark
Antofagasta PLC Basic Materials 2,04% United Kingdom
SpiraxSarco Engineering PLC Industrials 2,03% United Kingdom
Infineon Technologies AG Technology 2,03% Germany
ASR Nederland NV Financials 2,03% Netherlands
Sonova Holding AG Consumer Goods 2,03% Switzerland
Ashtead Group PLC Consumer Goods 2,02% United Kingdom
Moncler SpA Consumer Goods 2,02% Italy
HUGO BOSS AG Consumer Goods 2,01% Germany
Edenred Consumer Goods 2,00% France
Hermes International Consumer Goods 2,00% France

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:

- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product 
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative 

instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving 
the investment policy.  

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 
 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 35,75%

Industrials 10,54%

Health Care 10,29%

Cash 9,53%

Consumer Discretionary 8,67%

Information Technology 6,58%

Materials 6,06%

Utilities 5,10%

Communication Services 4,00%

Consumer Staples 3,13%

Real Estate 0,35%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
56.7%*

Other environmental
27.7%*

Social
44.0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

43.3%#2 Other
0%
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 
such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The sector breakdown is based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and is based on 
the transaction date.

TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Consumer Goods 46,85%
Financials 16,05%
Industrials 11,79%
Technology 11,12%
Telecommunications 6,82%
Basic Materials 3,63%
Utilities 2,85%
Oil & Gas 0,89%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw iinn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 227.7%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 444.0% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or 
hedging purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are 
necessary to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it 
manages the exposure of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty 
risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and 
corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial 
weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product reference benchmark investment strategy shall comply with the RBC Policy 
by excluding companies involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and 
labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors 
(tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in 
violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the 
environment. 

More information on the RBC Policy, and in particular criteria relating to sectoral exclusions, can 
be found on the website of the investment manager: Sustainability documents - BNPP AM 
Corporate English (bnpparibas-am.com)

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying securities covered by the ESG analysis based on the proprietary and/or external ESG 
methodology.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 
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- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall be reduced by a 
minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per 
the RBC Policy and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average ESG score of its investment strategy 
portfolio higher than the weighted average ESG score of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment strategy 
portfolio lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall invest at least 40% of its assets in “sustainable investments” as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of SFDR and as disclosed in the asset allocation below. Criteria to qualify an 
investment as “sustainable investment” are indicated in the above question “What were the 
objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did 
the sustainable investment contribute to such objectives” and the quantitative and qualitative 
thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the Prospectus

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance, 
between two strategy reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, 
it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the reference benchmark administrator 
rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The STOXX Europe 600 (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference benchmark for the 
purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
https://indx.bnpparibas.com/nr/FELETR.pdf. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHow did this financial product perform compared with the broad market index?

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financial product 25.2 64.6
Broadd markett index3 78.7 59.4

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) STOXX Europe 600 (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

 
Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using ESG external and/or 
internal proprietary methodology(ies). As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate 
superior or improving environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate 
governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

o A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, 
Social,  and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of 
environmental, social and governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, 
treatment of waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 67.0%% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2138005KLULNYP5HTJ87PProductt name : BNP PARIBAS EASY ESG LOW VOL EUROPESuustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers’ rights, human resources management 
(workers’ health and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’ remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights. 

o A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles and 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by 
the Responsible Business Conduct Policy (RBC) policy.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights, according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The BNP Paribas Low Vol Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFELE index) has been designated as 
a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure compliant with the RBC policy: 
100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on external and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies): 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per the 
RBC policy and/or any other extra financial criteria: 220%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s economic exposure compared tothe 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 666.55 vss 59.4 (STOXXX Europee 6000 
(EUR)) NR)*.

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s reference benchmark economic 
exposure compared to the average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 226.66 vs.. 78.77 
tCO2 eq/EVV (STOXXX Europee 6000 (EUR)) NR)*.

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 667.0%

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon 
footprint) as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and 
implement extra-financial targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this 
periodic reporting, the figures provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not 
strictly reflect these targets.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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……andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure compliant with the RBC policy 100% 100%

In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure covered by the ESG analysis based on external 
and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies)

100% 100%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions as per the RBC policy and/or any other extra 
financial criteria

20% 20.0%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared tothe weighted
average ESG score of its investment universe

67.3 vs 59.4 66.5 vs 59.4
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s 
reference benchmark economic exposure compared to 
the average carbon footprint of its investment universe

32.6 vs 85.4 26.6 vs. 78.7
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s reference 
benchmark economic exposure in “sustainable 
investments” as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR

64.5% 67.0% 
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year. 
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. Consequently, 
the sustainable investments to which the financial product is exposed and described below are the ones 
of the underlying securities of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) 
used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  

The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to its 
investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS) 
into its investment process: RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision – the ‘3Es’ (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, 
Equality & Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place. 

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest.
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe. 

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance 
indicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on 
three issues, the “3Es” (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & 
inclusive growth) and  thus support investment processes. 

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are 
only applied for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal adverse 
sustainability impacts indicators:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicators
15. GHG intensity 
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF   

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. 

This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of 
internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in consultation with 
BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

If an issuer is found to be in serious and repeated violations of any of the principles, it will 
be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will not be available for investment. Existing 
investments should be divested from the portfolio according to an internal procedure. If 
an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, 
as appropriate.

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by systematically 
implementing the sustainable investment pillars defined in the GSS into its investment process. These
pillars are covered by firm-wide policies that set criteria to identify, consider and prioritise as well as
address or mitigate adverse sustainability impacts caused by issuers.

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic activities that help 
identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international
norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide a tailored approach to identify and prioritize
principal adverse impacts based on the nature of the economic activity, and in many cases, the 
geography in which these economic activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to consideration 
of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG integration process. The 
proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a number of adverse sustainability 
impacts caused by companies in which we invest. Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation 
models as well as the portfolio construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse 
impacts identified. 

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts throughout the 
investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and construction of the portfolio with 
an improved ESG profile compared to its investment universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance indicators to
measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy
transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & inclusive growth) and thus support investment 
processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research,
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts.

Actions to address or mitigate principal adverse sustainability impacts depend on the severity and 
materiality of these impacts. These actions are guided by the RBC Policy, ESG Integration Guidelines, 
and Engagement and Voting Policy which include the following provisions :

- Exclusion of issuers that are in violation of international norms and conventions and issuers 
that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or the 
environment

- Engagement with issuers with the aim of encouraging them to improve their environmental, 
social and governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts

- In case of equity holdings, voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in to promote good governance and advance environmental and social issues

- Ensuring all securities included in the portfolio have supportive ESG research
- Managing portfolios so that their aggregate ESG score is better than the relevant benchmark 

or universe
In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

Based on the above approach, and depending on the composition of the financial product’s portfolio (i.e. 
the type of issuer), the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal 
adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
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7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 
The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:
- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 

such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

COMPAGNIE DE SAINT GOBAIN SA Industrials 7,58% France

BE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRIES NV Information Technology 4,40% Netherlands
AURUBIS AG Materials 4,13% Germany
ARCADIS NV Industrials 3,40% Netherlands
EVONIK INDUSTRIES AG Materials 3,31% Germany
HUGO BOSS N AG Consumer Discretionary 3,30% Germany
EDP ENERGIAS DE PORTUGAL SA Utilities 3,11% Portugal
DELIVERY HERO Consumer Discretionary 3,06% Germany
CARL ZEISS MEDITEC AG Health Care 2,92% Germany
VINCI SA Industrials 2,42% France
ELIA GROUP SA Utilities 2,24% Belgium
NIBE INDUSTRIER CLASS B Industrials 2,24% Sweden
HENKEL AG Consumer Staples 2,16% Germany
INTESA SANPAOLO Financials 1,92% Italy
ENEL Utilities 1,86% Italy

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as 
Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and are based on the 
transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. 
Consequently, the asset allocation for this financial product is the ones of the underlying 
portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a 
continuous basis for achieving the investment policy. 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 100%.

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 667.0%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets*    Country**

Novartis AG Consumer Goods 3,47% Switzerland
Roche Holding AG Consumer Goods 3,27% Switzerland
Nestle SA Consumer Goods 2,73% Switzerland
AstraZeneca PLC Consumer Goods 2,29% United Kingdom
LOreal SA Consumer Goods 2,05% France
DNB BANK ASA Financials 2,04% Norway
Deutsche Boerse AG Financials 2,04% Germany
Henkel AG Co KGaA Consumer Goods 2,02% Germany
ABB Ltd Industrials 2,02% Switzerland
Danone SA Consumer Goods 2,02% France
AXA SA Financials 2,01% France
Unilever PLC Consumer Goods 2,01% United Kingdom
RELX PLC Consumer Goods 2,00% United Kingdom
Koninklijke KPN NV Telecommunications 2,00% Netherlands
Deutsche Telekom AG Telecommunications 2,00% Germany

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.
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In which economic sectors were the investments made ?

The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:

- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product 
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative 

instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving 
the investment policy.  

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 
 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 23,05%

Materials 11,77%

Consumer Discretionary 10,81%

Financials 8,52%

Information Technology 8,42%

Utilities 7,59%

Consumer Staples 7,59%

Communication Services 7,24%

Health Care 6,77%

Cash 6,42%

Real Estate 1,83%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
67.0%*

Other environmental
38.5%*

Social
43.8%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

33.0%#2 Other
0%
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 
such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The sector breakdown is based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and is based on 
the transaction date.

TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Consumer Goods 48,15%
Financials 18,54%
Industrials 13,40%
Telecommunications 8,80%
Utilities 6,32%
Basic Materials 2,84%
Technology 1,27%
Oil & Gas 0,69%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww sshoww inn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 338.5%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 443.8% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or 
hedging purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are 
necessary to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it 
manages the exposure of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty 
risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and 
corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial 
weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product reference benchmark investment strategy shall comply with the RBC Policy 
by excluding companies involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and 
labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors 
(tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in 
violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the 
environment. 

More information on the RBC Policy, and in particular criteria relating to sectoral exclusions, can 
be found on the website of the investment manager: Sustainability documents - BNPP AM 
Corporate English (bnpparibas-am.com)

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying securities covered by the ESG analysis based on the proprietary and/or external ESG 
methodology.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 
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- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall be reduced by a 
minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per 
the RBC Policy and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average ESG score of its investment strategy 
portfolio higher than the weighted average ESG score of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment strategy 
portfolio lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall invest at least 45% of its assets in “sustainable investments” as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of SFDR and as disclosed in the asset allocation below. Criteria to qualify an 
investment as “sustainable investment” are indicated in the above question “What were the 
objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did 
the sustainable investment contribute to such objectives” and the quantitative and qualitative 
thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the Prospectus

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance, 
between two strategy reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, 
it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the reference benchmark administrator 
rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The BNP Paribas Low Vol Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFELE index) has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
https://indx.bnpparibas.com/nr/FELETR.pdf. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 26.6 66.5
Broadd markett index3 78.7 59.4

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) STOXX Europe 600 (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

 
Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using ESG external and/or 
internal proprietary methodology(ies). As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate 
superior or improving environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate 
governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

o A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, 
Social,  and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of 
environmental, social and governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, 
treatment of waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 550.5% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800IQX66PWZ6MEE84PProductt name : BNP PARIBAS EASY ESG LOW VOL USSuustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers’ rights, human resources management 
(workers’ health and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’ remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights. 

o A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles and 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by 
the Responsible Business Conduct Policy (RBC) policy.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights, according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The BNP Paribas Low Vol US ESG (NTR) (Bloomberg: BNPIFELU index) has been designated as a 
reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted 
by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure compliant with the RBC policy: 
100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on external and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies): 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per the 
RBC policy and/or any other extra financial criteria: 20%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s economic exposure compared tothe 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 660.77 vss 53.88 (S&PP 5000 (USD)) NR)*.

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s reference benchmark economic 
exposure compared to the average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 333.55 vs.. 53.00 
tCO2 eq/EVV (S&PP 5000 (USD)) NR)*.

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 50.5%

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon 
footprint) as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and 
implement extra-financial targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this 
periodic reporting, the figures provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not 
strictly reflect these targets.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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……andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure compliant with the RBC policy 100% 100%

In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure covered by the ESG analysis based on external 
and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies)

100% 100%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions as per the RBC policy and/or any other extra 
financial criteria

20% 20.0%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared tothe weighted
average ESG score of its investment universe

62.3 vs 55.1 60.7 vs 53.8
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s 
reference benchmark economic exposure compared to 
the average carbon footprint of its investment universe

40.6 vs 62.3 33.5 vs. 53.0
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s reference 
benchmark economic exposure in “sustainable 
investments” as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR

52.1% 50.5%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year. 
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. Consequently, 
the sustainable investments to which the financial product is exposed and described below are the ones 
of the underlying securities of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) 
used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to its 
investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS) 
into its investment process: RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision – the ‘3Es’ (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, 
Equality & Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place. 

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest.
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe. 

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance 
indicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on 
three issues, the “3Es” (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & 
inclusive growth) and  thus support investment processes. 

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are 
only applied for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal adverse 
sustainability impacts indicators:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicators
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF   

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. 

This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of 
internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in consultation with 
BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

If an issuer is found to be in serious and repeated violations of any of the principles, it will 
be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will not be available for investment. Existing 
investments should be divested from the portfolio according to an internal procedure. If 
an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, 
as appropriate.

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by systematically 
implementing the sustainable investment pillars defined in the GSS into its investment process. These
pillars are covered by firm-wide policies that set criteria to identify, consider and prioritise as well as
address or mitigate adverse sustainability impacts caused by issuers.

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic activities that help 
identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international
norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide a tailored approach to identify and prioritize
principal adverse impacts based on the nature of the economic activity, and in many cases, the 
geography in which these economic activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to consideration 
of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG integration process. The 
proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a number of adverse sustainability 
impacts caused by companies in which we invest. Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation 
models as well as the portfolio construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse 
impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts throughout the 
investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and construction of the portfolio with 
an improved ESG profile compared to its investment universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance indicators to
measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy
transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & inclusive growth) and thus support investment 
processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research,
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts.

Actions to address or mitigate principal adverse sustainability impacts depend on the severity and 
materiality of these impacts. These actions are guided by the RBC Policy, ESG Integration Guidelines, 
and Engagement and Voting Policy which include the following provisions :

- Exclusion of issuers that are in violation of international norms and conventions and issuers 
that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or the 
environment

- Engagement with issuers with the aim of encouraging them to improve their environmental, 
social and governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts

- In case of equity holdings, voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in to promote good governance and advance environmental and social issues

- Ensuring all securities included in the portfolio have supportive ESG research
- Managing portfolios so that their aggregate ESG score is better than the relevant benchmark 

or universe
In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

Based on the above approach, and depending on the composition of the financial product’s portfolio (i.e. 
the type of issuer), the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal 
adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
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7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 
The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:
- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 

such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG N Information Technology 5,90% Germany

STELLANTIS NV Consumer Discretionary 4,76% Netherlands
SANOFI SA Health Care 4,14% France
UPM-KYMMENE Materials 4,03% Finland
CREDIT AGRICOLE SA Financials 3,63% France
STORA ENSO CLASS R R Materials 3,40% Finland
SAP Information Technology 3,36% Germany
DEUTSCHE TELEKOM N AG N Communication Services 3,27% Germany
COMPAGNIE DE SAINT GOBAIN SA Industrials 3,05% France
L AIR LIQUIDE SA Materials 2,81% France
SIEMENS N AG N Industrials 2,73% Germany
ORION CLASS B Health Care 2,48% Finland
ELISA Communication Services 2,42% Finland
SOCIETE GENERALE SA Financials 2,40% France
ASR NEDERLAND NV Financials 2,31% Netherlands

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as 
Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and are based on the 
transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. 
Consequently, the asset allocation for this financial product is the ones of the underlying 
portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a 
continuous basis for achieving the investment policy. 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 100%.

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 550.5%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets*    Country**

Apple Inc Technology 4,50% United States
Microsoft Corp Technology 3,68% United States
Accenture PLC Technology 2,03% United States
Amgen Inc Consumer Goods 2,03% United States
Costco Wholesale Corp Consumer Goods 2,03% United States
Amdocs Ltd Technology 2,02% United States
ColgatePalmolive Co Consumer Goods 2,02% United States
Texas Instruments Inc Technology 2,01% United States
LINDE PLC Basic Materials 2,00% United States
Cisco Systems Inc Telecommunications 2,00% United States
McDonalds Corp Consumer Goods 1,99% United States
Ferrari NV Consumer Goods 1,99% United States
Medtronic PLC Consumer Goods 1,98% United States
PepsiCo Inc Consumer Goods 1,98% United States
Yum! Brands Inc Consumer Goods 1,98% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:

- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product 
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative 

instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving 
the investment policy.  

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 
 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 19,87%

Industrials 15,70%

Materials 13,44%

Health Care 11,37%

Information Technology 10,08%

Consumer Discretionary 9,93%

Cash 7,31%

Communication Services 5,70%

Consumer Staples 5,60%

Utilities 1,00%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
50.5%*

Other environmental
16.4%*

Social
40.6%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

49.5%#2 Other
0%
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 
such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The sector breakdown is based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and is based on 
the transaction date.

TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Consumer Goods 41,94%
Technology 24,26%
Industrials 13,58%
Telecommunications 8,40%
Financials 7,49%
Basic Materials 2,71%
Utilities 1,61%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw iinn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 116.4%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 440.6% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or 
hedging purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are 
necessary to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it 
manages the exposure of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty 
risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and 
corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial 
weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product reference benchmark investment strategy shall comply with the RBC Policy 
by excluding companies involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and 
labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors 
(tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in 
violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the 
environment. 

More information on the RBC Policy, and in particular criteria relating to sectoral exclusions, can 
be found on the website of the investment manager: Sustainability documents - BNPP AM 
Corporate English (bnpparibas-am.com)

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying securities covered by the ESG analysis based on the proprietary and/or external ESG 
methodology.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 
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- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall be reduced by a 
minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per 
the RBC Policy and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average ESG score of its investment strategy 
portfolio higher than the weighted average ESG score of its investment universe. 

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment strategy
portfolio lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall invest at least 30% of its assets in “sustainable investments” as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of SFDR and as disclosed in the asset allocation below. Criteria to qualify an 
investment as “sustainable investment” are indicated in the above question “What were the 
objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did 
the sustainable investment contribute to such objectives” and the quantitative and qualitative 
thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the Prospectus

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance, 
between two strategy reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, 
it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the reference benchmark administrator 
rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The BNP Paribas Low Vol US ESG (NTR) (Bloomberg: BNPIFELU index) has been designated as a 
reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
https://indx.bnpparibas.com/nr/FELETR.pdf. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

Carbonn footprint
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 33.5 60.7
Broadd markett index3 53.0 53.8

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) S&P 500 (USD) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

 
Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using ESG external and/or 
internal proprietary methodology(ies). As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate 
superior or improving environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate 
governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

o A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, 
Social,  and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of 
environmental, social and governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, 
treatment of waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 556.0% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800CUB95MBN63Q829PProductt name : BNP PARIBAS EASY ESG MOMENTUM EUROPESuustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers’ rights, human resources management 
(workers’ health and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’ remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights. 

o A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles and 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by 
the Responsible Business Conduct Policy (RBC) policy.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights, according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The BNP Paribas Momentum Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFEME index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure compliant with the RBC policy: 
100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on external and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies): 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per the 
RBC policy and/or any other extra financial criteria: 20%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s economic exposure compared tothe 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 665.99 vss 59.4 (STOXXX Europee 6000 
(EUR)) NR)*.

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s reference benchmark economic 
exposure compared to the average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 552.22 vs.. 78.77 
tCO2 eq/EVV (STOXXX Europee 6000 (EUR)) NR)*.

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 56.0%

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon 
footprint) as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and 
implement extra-financial targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this 
periodic reporting, the figures provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not 
strictly reflect these targets.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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……andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure compliant with the RBC policy 100% 100%

In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure covered by the ESG analysis based on external 
and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies)

100% 100%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions as per the RBC policy and/or any other extra 
financial criteria

20% 20.0%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared tothe weighted
average ESG score of its investment universe

64.6 vs 59.4 65.9 vs 59.4
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s 
reference benchmark economic exposure compared to 
the average carbon footprint of its investment universe

44.2 vs 85.4 52.2 vs. 78.7
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s reference 
benchmark economic exposure in “sustainable 
investments” as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR

71.3% 56.0%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year. 
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. Consequently, 
the sustainable investments to which the financial product is exposed and described below are the ones 
of the underlying securities of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) 
used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to its 
investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS) 
into its investment process: RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision – the ‘3Es’ (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, 
Equality & Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place. 

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest.
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe. 

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance 
indicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on 
three issues, the “3Es” (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & 
inclusive growth) and  thus support investment processes. 

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are 
only applied for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal adverse 
sustainability impacts indicators:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicators
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF   

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. 

This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of 
internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in consultation with 
BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

If an issuer is found to be in serious and repeated violations of any of the principles, it will 
be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will not be available for investment. Existing 
investments should be divested from the portfolio according to an internal procedure. If 
an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, 
as appropriate.

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by systematically 
implementing the sustainable investment pillars defined in the GSS into its investment process. These
pillars are covered by firm-wide policies that set criteria to identify, consider and prioritise as well as
address or mitigate adverse sustainability impacts caused by issuers.

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic activities that help 
identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international
norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide a tailored approach to identify and prioritize
principal adverse impacts based on the nature of the economic activity, and in many cases, the 
geography in which these economic activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to consideration 
of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG integration process. The 
proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a number of adverse sustainability 
impacts caused by companies in which we invest. Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation 
models as well as the portfolio construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse 
impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts throughout the 
investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and construction of the portfolio with 
an improved ESG profile compared to its investment universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance indicators to
measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy
transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & inclusive growth) and thus support investment 
processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research,
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts.

Actions to address or mitigate principal adverse sustainability impacts depend on the severity and 
materiality of these impacts. These actions are guided by the RBC Policy, ESG Integration Guidelines, 
and Engagement and Voting Policy which include the following provisions :

- Exclusion of issuers that are in violation of international norms and conventions and issuers 
that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or the 
environment

- Engagement with issuers with the aim of encouraging them to improve their environmental, 
social and governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts

- In case of equity holdings, voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in to promote good governance and advance environmental and social issues

- Ensuring all securities included in the portfolio have supportive ESG research
- Managing portfolios so that their aggregate ESG score is better than the relevant benchmark 

or universe
In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

Based on the above approach, and depending on the composition of the financial product’s portfolio (i.e. 
the type of issuer), the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal 
adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
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7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 
The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:
- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 

such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

BMW AG Consumer Discretionary 4,88% Germany

E.ON N N Utilities 4,16% Germany
ELISA Communication Services 4,10% Finland
TELEFONICA DEUTSCHLAND HOLDING AG Communication Services 4,05% Germany
HENKEL AG Consumer Staples 3,99% Germany
BNPP MOIS ISR I C Cash 3,73% France
SWEDISH ORPHAN BIOVITRUM Health Care 3,41% Sweden
KONINKLIJKE AHOLD DELHAIZE NV Consumer Staples 3,33% Netherlands
MERCK Health Care 3,21% Germany
ELIA GROUP SA Utilities 2,86% Belgium
WACKER CHEMIE AG Materials 2,32% Germany
MUENCHENER RUECKVER GESELLS AG N N Financials 2,18% Germany
AGEAS SA Financials 2,16% Belgium
RANDSTAD NV Industrials 2,16% Netherlands
HEIDELBERG MATERIALS AG Materials 2,15% Germany

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as 
Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and are based on the 
transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. 
Consequently, the asset allocation for this financial product is the ones of the underlying 
portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a 
continuous basis for achieving the investment policy. 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 100%.

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 556.0%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets*    Country**

Novo Nordisk AS Consumer Goods 2,48% Denmark
Novo Nordisk AS Consumer Goods 2,07% Denmark
Hermes International Consumer Goods 2,02% France
3i Group PLC Financials 2,01% United Kingdom
Intesa Sanpaolo SpA Financials 2,00% Italy
Swiss Re AG Financials 1,99% Switzerland
Publicis Groupe SA Telecommunications 1,98% France
Muenchener RueckversicherungsGesellschaft Financials 1,98% Germany
Centrica PLC Utilities 1,96% United Kingdom
Industria de Diseno Textil SA Consumer Goods 1,86% Spain
Novartis AG Consumer Goods 1,85% Switzerland
AstraZeneca PLC Consumer Goods 1,85% United Kingdom
CocaCola HBC AG Consumer Goods 1,84% United Kingdom
ASML Holding NV Technology 1,82% Netherlands
LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE Consumer Goods 1,80% France

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:

- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product 
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative 

instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving 
the investment policy.  

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 
 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 17,63%

Financials 14,39%

Materials 13,50%

Health Care 12,31%

Communication Services 11,69%

Consumer Staples 8,35%

Utilities 7,03%

Cash 5,74%

Consumer Discretionary 4,88%

Information Technology 2,67%

Real Estate 1,82%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
56.0%*

Other environmental
35.7%*

Social
36.3%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

44.0%#2 Other
0%
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 
such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The sector breakdown is based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and is based on 
the transaction date.

TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Consumer Goods 34,56%
Financials 24,00%
Industrials 15,36%
Telecommunications 8,46%
Technology 8,31%
Utilities 5,52%
Oil & Gas 2,08%
Basic Materials 1,72%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw iinn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 335.7%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 336.3% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or 
hedging purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are 
necessary to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it 
manages the exposure of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty 
risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and 
corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial 
weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product reference benchmark investment strategy shall comply with the RBC Policy 
by excluding companies involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and 
labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors 
(tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in 
violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the 
environment. 

More information on the RBC Policy, and in particular criteria relating to sectoral exclusions, can 
be found on the website of the investment manager: Sustainability documents - BNPP AM 
Corporate English (bnpparibas-am.com)

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying securities covered by the ESG analysis based on the proprietary and/or external ESG 
methodology.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 
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- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall be reduced by a 
minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per 
the RBC Policy and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average ESG score of its investment strategy 
portfolio higher than the weighted average ESG score of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment strategy 
portfolio lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall invest at least 35% of its assets in “sustainable investments” as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of SFDR and as disclosed in the asset allocation below. Criteria to qualify an 
investment as “sustainable investment” are indicated in the above question “What were the 
objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did 
the sustainable investment contribute to such objectives” and the quantitative and qualitative 
thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the Prospectus

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance, 
between two strategy reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, 
it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the reference benchmark administrator 
rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The BNP Paribas Momentum Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFEME index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
https://indx.bnpparibas.com/nr/FELETR.pdf. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

Carbonn footprint
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 52.2 65.9
Broadd markett index3 78.7 59.4

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) STOXX Europe 600 (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

 
Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using ESG external and/or 
internal proprietary methodology(ies). As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate 
superior or improving environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate 
governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

o A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, 
Social,  and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of 
environmental, social and governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, 
treatment of waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 664.9% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2138009SZIFSH2QB3J69PProductt name : BNP PARIBAS EASY ESG Quality EuropeSuustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers’ rights, human resources management 
(workers’ health and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’ remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights. 

o A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles and 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by 
the Responsible Business Conduct Policy (RBC) policy.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights, according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The BNP Paribas Quality Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFEQE index) has been designated as 
a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure compliant with the RBC policy: 
100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on external and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies): 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per the 
RBC policy and/or any other extra financial criteria: 20%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s economic exposure compared tothe 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 665.99 vss 59.4 (STOXXX Europee 6000 
(EUR)) NR)*.

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s reference benchmark economic 
exposure compared to the average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 446.77 vs.. 78.77 
tCO2 eq/EVV (STOXXX Europee 6000 (EUR)) NR)*.

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 64.9%

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon 
footprint) as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and 
implement extra-financial targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this 
periodic reporting, the figures provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not 
strictly reflect these targets.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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……andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure compliant with the RBC policy 100% 100%

In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure covered by the ESG analysis based on external 
and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies)

100% 100%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions as per the RBC policy and/or any other extra 
financial criteria

20% 20.0%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared tothe weighted
average ESG score of its investment universe

65.9 vs 59.4 65.9 vs 59.4
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s 
reference benchmark economic exposure compared to 
the average carbon footprint of its investment universe

51.8 vs 85.4 46.7 vs. 85.4
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s reference 
benchmark economic exposure in “sustainable 
investments” as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR

64.9% 64.9%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year. 
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. Consequently, 
the sustainable investments to which the financial product is exposed and described below are the ones 
of the underlying securities of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) 
used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to its 
investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS) 
into its investment process: RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision – the ‘3Es’ (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, 
Equality & Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place. 

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest.
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe. 

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance 
indicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on 
three issues, the “3Es” (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & 
inclusive growth) and  thus support investment processes. 

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are 
only applied for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal adverse 
sustainability impacts indicators:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicators
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF   

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. 

This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of 
internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in consultation with 
BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

If an issuer is found to be in serious and repeated violations of any of the principles, it will 
be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will not be available for investment. Existing 
investments should be divested from the portfolio according to an internal procedure. If 
an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, 
as appropriate.

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by systematically 
implementing the sustainable investment pillars defined in the GSS into its investment process. These
pillars are covered by firm-wide policies that set criteria to identify, consider and prioritise as well as
address or mitigate adverse sustainability impacts caused by issuers.

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic activities that help 
identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international
norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide a tailored approach to identify and prioritize 
principal adverse impacts based on the nature of the economic activity, and in many cases, the 
geography in which these economic activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to consideration 
of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG integration process. The 
proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a number of adverse sustainability 
impacts caused by companies in which we invest. Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation 
models as well as the portfolio construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse 
impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts throughout the 
investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and construction of the portfolio with 
an improved ESG profile compared to its investment universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance indicators to
measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy
transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & inclusive growth) and thus support investment 
processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research,
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts.

Actions to address or mitigate principal adverse sustainability impacts depend on the severity and 
materiality of these impacts. These actions are guided by the RBC Policy, ESG Integration Guidelines, 
and Engagement and Voting Policy which include the following provisions :

- Exclusion of issuers that are in violation of international norms and conventions and issuers 
that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or the 
environment

- Engagement with issuers with the aim of encouraging them to improve their environmental, 
social and governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts

- In case of equity holdings, voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in to promote good governance and advance environmental and social issues

- Ensuring all securities included in the portfolio have supportive ESG research
- Managing portfolios so that their aggregate ESG score is better than the relevant benchmark 

or universe
In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

Based on the above approach, and depending on the composition of the financial product’s portfolio (i.e. 
the type of issuer), the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal 
adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
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7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 
The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:
- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 

such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

COMPAGNIE DE SAINT GOBAIN SA Industrials 6,79% France

EDP ENERGIAS DE PORTUGAL SA Utilities 5,46% Portugal
KION GROUP AG Industrials 4,33% Germany
HENKEL AG Consumer Staples 3,82% Germany
BNPP MOIS ISR I C Cash 3,49% France
PUMA Consumer Discretionary 3,30% Germany
WIENERBERGER AG Materials 3,11% Austria
ANDRITZ AG Industrials 3,09% Austria
UPM-KYMMENE Materials 2,98% Finland
ORION CLASS B Health Care 2,90% Finland
PROSUS NV Consumer Discretionary 2,64% Netherlands
AIXTRON Information Technology 2,20% Germany
INTESA SANPAOLO Financials 2,19% Italy
ENEL Utilities 2,15% Italy
ELIA GROUP SA Utilities 2,08% Belgium

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as 
Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and are based on the 
transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. 
Consequently, the asset allocation for this financial product is the ones of the underlying 
portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a 
continuous basis for achieving the investment policy. 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 100%.

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 664.9%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets*    Country**

ASML Holding NV Technology 3,66% Netherlands
Novartis AG Consumer Goods 3,52% Switzerland
Roche Holding AG Consumer Goods 3,26% Switzerland
AstraZeneca PLC Consumer Goods 2,61% United Kingdom
Novo Nordisk AS Consumer Goods 2,47% Denmark
Adyen NV Consumer Goods 2,05% Netherlands
Novo Nordisk AS Consumer Goods 2,05% Denmark
Logitech International SA Technology 2,05% Switzerland
Rightmove PLC Telecommunications 2,03% United Kingdom
DSV AS Industrials 2,02% Denmark
Industria de Diseno Textil SA Consumer Goods 2,02% Spain
LOreal SA Consumer Goods 2,02% France
Kuehne + Nagel International AG Industrials 2,01% Switzerland
Burberry Group PLC Consumer Goods 2,00% United Kingdom
OMV AG Oil & Gas 2,00% Austria

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:

- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product 
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative 

instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving 
the investment policy.  

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 
 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 21,09%

Financials 12,69%

Utilities 11,78%

Materials 10,59%

Consumer Discretionary 9,92%

Cash 9,17%

Health Care 7,54%

Consumer Staples 6,21%

Communication Services 5,14%

Information Technology 4,64%

Real Estate 1,23%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
64.9%*

Other environmental
27.1%*

Social
51.0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

35.1%#2 Other
0%
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 
such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The sector breakdown is based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and is based on 
the transaction date.

TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Consumer Goods 49,78%
Industrials 11,79%
Technology 9,16%
Financials 8,63%
Oil & Gas 8,25%
Telecommunications 6,54%
Basic Materials 3,90%
Utilities 1,97%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww sshoww inn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 227.1%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 551.0% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or 
hedging purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are 
necessary to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it 
manages the exposure of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty 
risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and 
corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial 
weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product reference benchmark investment strategy shall comply with the RBC Policy 
by excluding companies involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and 
labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors 
(tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in 
violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the 
environment. 

More information on the RBC Policy, and in particular criteria relating to sectoral exclusions, can 
be found on the website of the investment manager: Sustainability documents - BNPP AM 
Corporate English (bnpparibas-am.com)

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying securities covered by the ESG analysis based on the proprietary and/or external ESG 
methodology.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 
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- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall be reduced by a 
minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per 
the RBC Policy and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average ESG score of its investment strategy 
portfolio higher than the weighted average ESG score of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment strategy 
portfolio lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall invest at least 40% of its assets in “sustainable investments” as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of SFDR and as disclosed in the asset allocation below. Criteria to qualify an 
investment as “sustainable investment” are indicated in the above question “What were the 
objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did 
the sustainable investment contribute to such objectives” and the quantitative and qualitative 
thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the Prospectus

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance, 
between two strategy reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, 
it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the reference benchmark administrator 
rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The BNP Paribas Quality Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFEQE index) has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
https://indx.bnpparibas.com/nr/FELETR.pdf

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

How did this financial product perform compared with the reference
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

Carbonn footprint
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 46.7 65.9
Broadd markett index3 78.7 59.4

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) STOXX Europe 600 (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

 
Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using ESG external and/or 
internal proprietary methodology(ies). As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate 
superior or improving environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate 
governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

o A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, 
Social,  and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of 
environmental, social and governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, 
treatment of waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 552.5% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800M8Q7157WWVTH95PProductt name : BNP PARIBAS EASY ESG Value EuropeSuustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers’ rights, human resources management 
(workers’ health and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’ remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights. 

o A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles and 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by 
the Responsible Business Conduct Policy (RBC) policy.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights, according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The BNP Paribas Value Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFEVE index) has been designated as a 
reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted 
by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure compliant with the RBC policy: 
100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on external and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies): 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per the 
RBC policy and/or any other extra financial criteria: 20%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s economic exposure compared tothe 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 665.33 vss 59.4 (STOXXX Europee 6000 
(EUR)) NR)*.

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s reference benchmark economic 
exposure compared to the average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 775.00 vs.. 78.77 
tCO2 eq/EVV (STOXXX Europee 6000 (EUR)) NR)*.

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure in “sustainable investments” as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 52.5%

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon 
footprint) as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and 
implement extra-financial targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this 
periodic reporting, the figures provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not 
strictly reflect these targets.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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……andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure compliant with the RBC policy 100% 100%

In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s economic 
exposure covered by the ESG analysis based on external 
and/or ESG proprietary methodology(ies)

100% 100%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector 
exclusions as per the RBC policy and/or any other extra 
financial criteria

20% 20.0%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared tothe weighted
average ESG score of its investment universe

66.9 vs 59.4 65.3 vs 59.4
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s 
reference benchmark economic exposure compared to 
the average carbon footprint of its investment universe

76.5 vs 85.4 75.0 vs. 85.4
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s reference 
benchmark economic exposure in “sustainable 
investments” as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR

61.1% 52.5%
In line with the 
financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year. 
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. Consequently, 
the sustainable investments to which the financial product is exposed and described below are the ones 
of the underlying securities of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) 
used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to its 
investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS) 
into its investment process: RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision – the ‘3Es’ (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, 
Equality & Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place. 

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest.
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe. 

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance 
indicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on 
three issues, the “3Es” (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & 
inclusive growth) and  thus support investment processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are 
only applied for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

The financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal adverse 
sustainability impacts indicators:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicators
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. 

This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of 
internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in consultation with 
BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

If an issuer is found to be in serious and repeated violations of any of the principles, it will 
be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will not be available for investment. Existing 
investments should be divested from the portfolio according to an internal procedure. If 
an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, 
as appropriate.

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by systematically 
implementing the sustainable investment pillars defined in the GSS into its investment process. These
pillars are covered by firm-wide policies that set criteria to identify, consider and prioritise as well as
address or mitigate adverse sustainability impacts caused by issuers.

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic activities that help 
identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international
norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide a tailored approach to identify and prioritize
principal adverse impacts based on the nature of the economic activity, and in many cases, the 
geography in which these economic activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to consideration 
of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG integration process. The 
proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a number of adverse sustainability 
impacts caused by companies in which we invest. Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation 
models as well as the portfolio construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse 
impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts throughout the 
investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and construction of the portfolio with 
an improved ESG profile compared to its investment universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed performance indicators to
measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy
transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality & inclusive growth) and thus support investment 
processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research,
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts.

Actions to address or mitigate principal adverse sustainability impacts depend on the severity and 
materiality of these impacts. These actions are guided by the RBC Policy, ESG Integration Guidelines, 
and Engagement and Voting Policy which include the following provisions :

- Exclusion of issuers that are in violation of international norms and conventions and issuers 
that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or the 
environment

- Engagement with issuers with the aim of encouraging them to improve their environmental, 
social and governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts

- In case of equity holdings, voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in to promote good governance and advance environmental and social issues

- Ensuring all securities included in the portfolio have supportive ESG research
- Managing portfolios so that their aggregate ESG score is better than the relevant benchmark 

or universe
In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the Financing Assets underlying securities.

Based on the above approach, and depending on the composition of the financial product’s portfolio (i.e. 
the type of issuer), the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following principal 
adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
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7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

What were the top investments of this financial product? 
The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:
- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 

such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product: 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

SOCIETE GENERALE SA Financials 6,91% France

MICHELIN Consumer Discretionary 6,60% France
AXA SA Financials 6,57% France
COMPAGNIE DE SAINT GOBAIN SA Industrials 6,00% France
SIEMENS HEALTHINEERS AG Health Care 4,25% Germany
VINCI SA Industrials 3,47% France
VEOLIA ENVIRON. SA Utilities 3,25% France
DANONE SA Consumer Staples 3,19% France
SANOFI SA Health Care 3,16% France
MERCK Health Care 3,09% Germany
TELIA COMPANY Communication Services 3,03% Sweden
VOLVO CLASS B B Industrials 2,70% Sweden
ASSA ABLOY CLASS B B Industrials 2,48% Sweden
SKF CLASS B B Industrials 2,19% Sweden
HOLMEN CLASS B B Materials 2,14% Sweden

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as 
Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy:

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and are based on the 
transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. 
Consequently, the asset allocation for this financial product is the ones of the underlying 
portfolio of the financial derivative instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a 
continuous basis for achieving the investment policy. 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 100%.

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 552.5%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets*    Country**

3i Group PLC Financials 2,04% United Kingdom
Arkema SA Basic Materials 2,03% France
TotalEnergies SE Oil & Gas 2,03% France
BNP Paribas SA Financials 2,03% France
Deutsche Post AG Industrials 2,01% Germany
Tesco PLC Consumer Goods 1,99% United Kingdom
Koninklijke Ahold Delhaize NV Consumer Goods 1,99% Netherlands
Assicurazioni Generali SpA Financials 1,99% Italy
Telefonica SA Telecommunications 1,99% Spain
Deutsche Telekom AG Telecommunications 1,99% Germany
Mondi PLC Basic Materials 1,97% United Kingdom
GSK PLC DRN ED Consumer Goods 1,96% United Kingdom
Capgemini SE Technology 1,95% France
Fresenius Medical Care AG Co KGaA Consumer Goods 1,94% Germany
Roche Holding AG Consumer Goods 1,94% Switzerland

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

The financial product applies synthetic replication.
The top investments disclosed below are therefore twofold:

- The assets physically held at the level of the financial product 
- The assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative 

instruments such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving 
the investment policy.  

Assets physically held at the level of the financial product:
 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 24,20%

Financials 20,84%

Health Care 14,09%

Consumer Discretionary 10,34%

Consumer Staples 7,98%

Materials 7,18%

Cash 5,39%

Communication Services 5,18%

Utilities 3,30%

Information Technology 1,29%

Real Estate 0,21%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
52.5%*

Other environmental
30.7%*

Social
35.1%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

47.5%#2 Other
0%
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Assets of the reference benchmark underlying portfolio of the financial derivative instruments 
such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy:

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The sector breakdown is based on the underlying portfolio data of the investment strategy and is based on 
the transaction date.

TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Consumer Goods 34,52%
Financials 20,56%
Industrials 10,29%
Telecommunications 10,07%
Oil & Gas 7,70%
Basic Materials 7,05%
Utilities 5,01%
Technology 4,80%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw iinn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 330.7%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 335.1% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or 
hedging purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are 
necessary to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it 
manages the exposure of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty 
risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and 
corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial 
weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product reference benchmark investment strategy shall comply with the RBC Policy 
by excluding companies involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and 
labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors 
(tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in 
violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the 
environment. 

More information on the RBC Policy, and in particular criteria relating to sectoral exclusions, can 
be found on the website of the investment manager: Sustainability documents - BNPP AM 
Corporate English (bnpparibas-am.com)

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying securities covered by the ESG analysis based on the proprietary and/or external ESG 
methodology.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy shall be reduced by a 
minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per 
the RBC Policy and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average ESG score of its investment strategy 
portfolio higher than the weighted average ESG score of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment strategy 
portfolio lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall invest at least 35% of its assets in “sustainable investments” as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of SFDR and as disclosed in the asset allocation below. Criteria to qualify an 
investment as “sustainable investment” are indicated in the above question “What were the 
objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did 
the sustainable investment contribute to such objectives” and the quantitative and qualitative 
thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the Prospectus

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance, 
between two strategy reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, 
it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the reference benchmark administrator 
rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The BNP Paribas Value Europe ESG (NTR) index (Bloomberg: BNPIFEVE index) has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
https://indx.bnpparibas.com/nr/FELETR.pdf.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

Carbonn footprint
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 75.0 65.3
Broadd markett index3 78.7 59.4

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value.

(2) Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) STOXX Europe 600 (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using the methodology of the 
index provider. As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior or improve 
environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within
their sector of activity.

The financial product aims to improve its ESG profile compared to its investment universe.The ESG 
performance of an issuer is evaluated against a combination of environmental, social and governance 
factors which include but not limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste;

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity);

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 551.4% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800SOFM4N26V8CQ844 PProductt name :: BBNPP PARIBASS EASYY FTSEE EPRAA NAREITT GLOBALL 
DDEVELOPEDD GREENN CTBB 

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights.

The exclusion criteria are applied with regard to issuers that are in violation of international norms and
convention, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Green EU CTB (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark eligible
stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

-The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the average carbon
footprint of its investment universe: 111.44 vss 9.11 tCO2eqq /Millionn €€ off Assett Valuee (FTSEE EPRAA Nareitt 
Developedd (USD)) NRR 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 551.4%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commentt  
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the portfolio covered by 
the ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe

11.4 vs 9.2 11.4 vs 9.1 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable 
investments' as defined in Article 2 (17) of the 
SFDR regulation

47.1% 51.4% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset Management
(BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to determine sustainable
investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its definition of sustainable investments
that are considered to be core components to qualify a company as sustainable. These criteria are
complementary to each other. In practice, a company must meet at least one of the criteria described
below in order to be considered as contributing to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation 

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/). 

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation or at 
risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinationa
Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principle and 
rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the 
International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the 
International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM
Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external
experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the financial
product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove industries 
and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international norms and
conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or
the environment;

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those ratings 
are used in the investment strategy;

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable.

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, collaboration 
with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. Engagement with issuers 
aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and governance practices and, thus, 
mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in aims at promoting good governance and advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives 
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 91.0%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 551.4%.

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?” 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

EQUINIX REIT INC REIT Real Estate 8,66% United States

PROLOGIS REIT INC REIT Real Estate 4,68% United States
DIGITAL REALTY TRUST REIT INC REIT Real Estate 4,55% United States
AVALONBAY COMMUNITIES REIT INC REIT Real Estate 2,80% United States
PUBLIC STORAGE REIT REIT Real Estate 2,74% United States
EQUITY RESIDENTIAL REIT REIT Real Estate 2,58% United States
ALEXANDRIA REAL EST EQ INC REIT Real Estate 2,13% United States
WELLTOWER INC REIT Real Estate 1,74% United States
SUN HUNG KAI PROPERTIES LTD Real Estate 1,63% Hong Kong
VONOVIA Real Estate 1,61% Germany
ESSEX PROPERTY TRUST REIT INC REIT Real Estate 1,60% United States
VICI PPTYS INC REIT Real Estate 1,49% United States
SEGRO REIT PLC REIT Real Estate 1,47% United Kingdom
MID-AMERICA APARTMENT COMMUNITIE REIT Real Estate 1,32% United States
UDR REIT INC REIT Real Estate 1,28% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.  
  
The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of investments 
that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported alignment KPIs and may 
use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public disclosures.  More information 
on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD     
  
The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy to 
ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European Taxonomy 
Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the EU Taxonomy 
may be made accordingly . 
  
Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution to 
environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.  
  

Sectors % Asset

Real Estate 99,22%

Cash 0,58%

Consumer Discretionary 0,18%

Financials 0,02%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

91.0%

#1A Sustainable
51.4%*

Taxonomy-aligned
16.5%*

Other environmental
34.3%*

Social
0.9%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

39.5%#2 Other
9.0%
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The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or review by 
a third party.   

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

 

 

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 6,9%

2023** 16.5%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year        
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Whatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 334.3%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 00.9% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  
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- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the RBC Policy by excluding companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labor rights, environment, and corruption, 
as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, 
asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause 
unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at least 30% 
lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall achieve an annual decarbonisation target of at least 7%.

The financial product shall invest at least 40% of its assets in 'sustainable investments' as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation. Criteria to qualify an investment as 'sustainable investment' 
are indicated in the above question “What were the objectives of the sustainable investments that
the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable investment contribute to such 
objectives?” and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the 
Prospectus 

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Green EU CTB (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.ftserussell.com.  
  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHow did this financial product perform with regard to the sustainability
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?” 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 11.4 61.7
Broadd markett index3 9.1 59.9

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed (USD) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using the methodology of the 
index provider. As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior or improve 
environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within
their sector of activity.

The financial product aims to improve its ESG profile compared to its investment universe.The ESG 
performance of an issuer is evaluated against a combination of environmental, social and governance 
factors which include but not limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste;

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity);

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 445.4% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 22138001QCKOGYCCU9P133 PProductt name :: BBNPP PARIBASS EASYY FTSEE EPRAA NAREITT 
DDEVELOPEDD EUROPEE EXX UKK GREENN CTBB 

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights.

The exclusion criteria are applied with regard to issuers that are in violation of international norms and
convention, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Europe ex UK Green CTB (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a 
reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted 
by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark eligible
stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

-The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the average carbon
footprint of its investment universe: 44.22 vss 4.88 tCO2eqq /Millionn €€ off Assett Valuee (FTSEE EPRAA NAREITT 
Developedd Europee ex-UKK (EUR)) NR)

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 445.4%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commentt  
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the portfolio covered by 
the ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe

4.7 vs 4.6 4.2 vs 4.8 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable 
investments' as defined in Article 2 (17) of the 
SFDR regulation

38.1% 45.4% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset Management
(BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to determine sustainable
investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its definition of sustainable investments
that are considered to be core components to qualify a company as sustainable. These criteria are
complementary to each other. In practice, a company must meet at least one of the criteria described
below in order to be considered as contributing to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation 

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents -
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation or at 
risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinationa
Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principle and 
rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the 
International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the 
International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM
Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external
experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the financial
product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove industries 
and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international norms and
conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or
the environment;

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those ratings 
are used in the investment strategy;

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable.

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, collaboration 
with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. Engagement with issuers 
aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and governance practices and, thus, 
mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in aims at promoting good governance and advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 91.2%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 445.4%.

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?”

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

INMOBILIARIA COLONIAL SA REIT Real Estate 9,89% Spain

HUFVUDSTADEN CLASS A A Real Estate 9,61% Sweden
VONOVIA Real Estate 8,41% Germany
DEUTSCHE WOHNEN Real Estate 7,19% Germany
WALLENSTAM B B Real Estate 6,45% Sweden
KOJAMO Real Estate 6,35% Finland
ALLREAL HOLDING AG N Real Estate 5,43% Switzerland
PSP SWISS PROPERTY AG N Real Estate 5,09% Switzerland
MERCIALYS REIT SA REIT Real Estate 4,81% France
MOBIMO HOLDING AG Real Estate 4,65% Switzerland
FABEGE Real Estate 4,11% Sweden
XIOR STUDENT HOUSING NV REIT Real Estate 3,90% Belgium
CASTELLUM Real Estate 3,55% Sweden
LEG IMMOBILIEN N Real Estate 2,62% Germany
FASTIGHETS BALDER CLASS B B Real Estate 2,62% Sweden

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of investments 
that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported alignment KPIs and may 
use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public disclosures.  More information 
on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD   

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy to 
ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European Taxonomy 
Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the EU Taxonomy 
may be made accordingly .

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution to 
environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

Sectors % Asset

Real Estate 99,89%

Cash 0,11%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

91.2%

#1A Sustainable
45.4%*

Taxonomy-aligned
29.3%*

Other environmental
16.4%*

Social
0.0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

45.8%#2 Other
8.8%
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The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or review by 
a third party.   

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

 

 

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 12.8%

2023** 29.3%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year      
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Whatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 116.4%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 00% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.
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- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the RBC Policy by excluding companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labor rights, environment, and corruption, 
as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, 
asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause 
unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at least 30% 
lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall achieve an annual decarbonisation target of at least 7%.

The financial product shall invest at least 35% of its assets in 'sustainable investments' as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation. Criteria to qualify an investment as 'sustainable investment' 
are indicated in the above question “What were the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable investment contribute to such 
objectives?” and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the 
Prospectus

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Europe ex UK Green CTB (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a 
reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.ftserussell.com.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote.
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HHow did this financial product perform with regard to the sustainability
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 4.2 57.0
Broadd markett index3 4.8 60.2

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value.

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) FTSE EPRA NAREIT Developed Europe ex-UK (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The investment strategy selects and allocates exposure to sovereign and quasi-sovereign issuers based 
on their performance across the environmental, social and governance pillars. The ESG performance of 
each country is assessed using third party sovereign methodology that involves evaluation of a country 
against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors, which include but are not 
limited to:

- Environmental: climate mitigation, biodiversity, energy efficiency, land resources, pollution;

- Social: life conditions, economic inequality, education, employment, health infrastructure, human 
capital;

- Governance: business regulations, corruption, democratic life, political stability, security.

The investment manager also applies the BNP Paribas Group’s sensitive countries framework, which 
includes restrictive measures on certain countries and/or activities that are considered as being 
particularly exposed to money laundering and terrorism financing related risks.

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 22.7% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 22138001R57QT53OEIE755 PProductt name :: BBNPP PARIBASS EASYY JPMM ESGG EMBII GLOBALL 
DDIVERSIFIEDD COMPOSITEE 

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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The JPM ESG EMBI Global Diversified Composite (TR) index (Bloomberg: JESGEMGD index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s sovereign bonds economic exposure covered by the ESG
analysis based on the third party ESG methodology used by the index provider; 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the weighted average
ESG score of its investment universe: 445.88 vss 42.77 (JPMM EMBII Globall Diversifiedd (USD)) RI)

 …andd comparedd too previouss periods ?

Indicator 2022* 2023** Comment 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
sovereign bonds economic exposure covered 
by the ESG analysis based on the third party 
ESG methodology used by the index provider;

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the 
portfolio compared to the weighted average 
ESG score of its investment universe 

47.4 vs 47.0 45.8 vs 42.7 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account all the principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to 
its investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS)
into its investment process : RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision the '3Es' (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality 
& Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest. 
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed 
performanceindicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are 
aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality 
& inclusive growth) and thus support investment processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on 
the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in 
consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. If an issuer is found to be in serious and 
repeated violations of any of the principles, it will be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will
not be available for investment. Existing investments should be divested from the portfolio 
according to an internal procedure. If an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, 
it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, as appropriate.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 

The product considers some principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment 
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and 
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.  

The overall policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process of the investment strategy in relation with social 
violations and human rights.

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy.

3- Engagement with policymakers.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Sovereign mandatory indicators:

15. GHG intensity

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

URUGUAY (ORIENTAL REPUBLIC OF) 5.10 PCT 18-JUN-2050 Government 1,07% Uruguay

KUWAIT STATE OF (GOVERNMENT) 3.50 PCT 20-MAR-2027 Government 0,83% Kuwait

KAZAKHSTAN (REPUBLIC OF) 5.13 PCT 21-JUL-2025 Government 0,76% Kazakhstan

HUNGARY 5.25 PCT 16-JUN-2029 Government 0,74% Hungary

OMAN SULTANATE OF (GOVERNMENT) 6.75 PCT 17-JAN-2048 Government 0,68% Oman

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA MINISTRY OF FINANCE 3.25 PCT 22-OCT-2030 Government 0,67% Saudi Arabia

QATAR (STATE OF) 5.10 PCT 23-APR-2048 Government 0,67% Qatar

QATAR (STATE OF) 4.82 PCT 14-MAR-2049 Government 0,66% Qatar

HUNGARY (GOVERNMENT) 6.13 PCT 22-MAY-2028 Government 0,65% Hungary

HUNGARY (REPUBLIC OF) 2.13 PCT 22-SEP-2031 Government 0,64% Hungary

ROMANIA (REPUBLIC OF) 3.00 PCT 14-FEB-2031 Government 0,63% Romania

INDONESIA (REPUBLIC OF) 4.13 PCT 15-JAN-2025 Government 0,61% Indonesia

ARGENTINA REPUBLIC OF GOVERNMENT 1.50 PCT 09-JUL-2035 Government 0,60% Argentina

BAHRAIN (KINGDOM OF) 7.00 PCT 26-JAN-2026 Government 0,60% Bahrain

URUGUAY (ORIENTAL REPUBLIC OF) 4.97 PCT 20-APR-2055 Government 0,60% Uruguay

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 79.8%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 22.7%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?”

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

79.8%

#1A Sustainable
2.7%*

Taxonomy-aligned
0%*

Other environmental
1.6%*

Social
2.1%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

77.1%#2 Other
20.2%
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments with an 
environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable within 
the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.
 

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Government 93,83%

Energy 1,61%

Integrated Oils 1,14%

Exploration & Production 0,27%

Refining & Marketing 0,14%

Midstream - Oil & Gas 0,06%

Financials 1,47%

Cash 1,12%

Materials 0,77%

Industrials 0,66%

Derivatives 0,54%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossil
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 Revenue 
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year        
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

What was the share of sustainable investments with an environmental
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 11.6%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 22.1% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
-  The third party methodology used by the index provider is applied to tilt issuers ranked higher on 
ESG 

- The financial product investment strategy excludes issuers ranked in band 5 from the index. The 
index provider’s ESG methodology scores are divided into five bands, where band 1 has the highest 
ESG score and band 5 has the lowest ESG score,

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying issuers covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider ESG methodology. 

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The JPM ESG EMBI Global Diversified Composite (TR) index (Bloomberg: JESGEMGD index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.jpmorgan.com.    

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?” 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 17.8 45.8
Broadd markett index3 26.5 42.7

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) JPM EMBI Global Diversified (USD) RI

 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The investment strategy selects and allocates exposure to sovereign and quasi-sovereign issuers based 
on their performance across the environmental, social and governance pillars. The ESG performance of 
each country is assessed using third party sovereign methodology that involves evaluation of a country 
against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors, which include but are not 
limited to:

- Environmental: climate mitigation, biodiversity, energy efficiency, land resources, pollution;

- Social: life conditions, economic inequality, education, employment, health infrastructure, human 
capital;

- Governance: business regulations, corruption, democratic life, political stability, security.

The investment manager also applies the BNP Paribas Group’s sensitive countries framework, which 
includes restrictive measures on certain countries and/or activities that are considered as being 
particularly exposed to money laundering and terrorism financing related risks.

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 66.9% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800DHNJL4OZOFAU255 PProductt name :: BBNNPP PARIBASS EASYY JPMM ESGG EMU GGOVERNMENTT 
BBONDD IGG  

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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The J.P. Morgan ESG EMU Government Bond IG (EUR) RI Index has been designated as a reference
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s sovereign bonds economic exposure covered by the ESG
analysis based on the third party ESG methodology used by the index provider; 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the weighted average
ESG score of its investment universe: 559.00 vss 57.77 (J.P.. Morgann GBII EMUU 1-33 yearss LOCC (EUR)) NR)

 …andd comparedd too previouss periods ?

Indicator 2022* 2023** Comment 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
sovereign bonds economic exposure covered 
by the ESG analysis based on the third party 
ESG methodology used by the index provider;

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the 
portfolio compared to the weighted average 
ESG score of its investment universe 

56.3 vs 56.8 59.0 vs 57.7 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account all the principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to 
its investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS)
into its investment process : RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision the '3Es' (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality 
& Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest. 
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed 
performanceindicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are 
aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality 
& inclusive growth) and thus support investment processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on 
the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in 
consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. If an issuer is found to be in serious and 
repeated violations of any of the principles, it will be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will
not be available for investment. Existing investments should be divested from the portfolio 
according to an internal procedure. If an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, 
it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, as appropriate.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 

The product considers some principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment 
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and 
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.

The overall policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process of the investment strategy in relation with social 
violations and human rights.

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy.

3- Engagement with policymakers.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Sovereign mandatory indicators:

15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 1.00 PCT 25-NOV-2025 Government 2,33% France

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 1.50 PCT 01-JUN-2025 Government 2,00% Italy
ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 0.35 PCT 01-FEB-2025 Government 1,92% Italy
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 1.75 PCT 25-NOV-2024 Government 1,90% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 4.75 PCT 25-APR-2035 Government 1,88% France
ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 5.00 PCT 01-SEP-2040 Government 1,76% Italy
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 1.00 PCT 25-MAY-2027 Government 1,64% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 1.50 PCT 25-MAY-2031 Government 1,60% France
SPAIN (KINGDOM OF) 6.00 PCT 31-JAN-2029 Government 1,59% Spain
ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 3.50 PCT 01-MAR-2030 Government 1,57% Italy
ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 6.50 PCT 01-NOV-2027 Government 1,45% Italy
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 1.30 PCT 15-OCT-2027 Government 1,43% Germany
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.50 PCT 15-FEB-2025 Government 1,37% Germany
ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 5.75 PCT 01-FEB-2033 Government 1,31% Italy
ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 5.25 PCT 01-NOV-2029 Government 1,30% Italy

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 99.9%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 66.9%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?”

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

99.9%

#1A Sustainable
6.9%*

Taxonomy-aligned
0%*

Other environmental
6.9%*

Social
0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

93.0%#2 Other
0.1%
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments with an 
environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable within 
the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.
 

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Government 99,91%

Cash 0,09%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 Revenue
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year      
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

What was the share of sustainable investments with an environmental
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 66.9%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 00% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The third party methodology used by the index provider is applied to tilt issuers ranked higher on 
ESG criteria and to underweight or remove issuers that rank lower.

- The financial product investment strategy excludes issuers ranked in band 9 and 10 from the 
index. The index provider’s ESG methodology scores are divided into 10 bands, where band 1 has 
the highest ESG score and band 10 has the lowest ESG score,

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying issuers covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider ESG methodology.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The J.P. Morgan ESG EMU Government Bond IG (EUR) RI Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.jpmorgan.com.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score2 
Financiall product 59.0
Broadd markett index3 57.7

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value.

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) JP Morgan GBI EMU Unhedged Loc (EUR) RI

 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote.
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The investment strategy selects and allocates exposure to sovereign and quasi-sovereign issuers based 
on their performance across the environmental, social and governance pillars. The ESG performance of 
each country is assessed using third party sovereign methodology that involves evaluation of a country 
against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors, which include but are not 
limited to:

- Environmental: climate mitigation, biodiversity, energy efficiency, land resources, pollution;

- Social: life conditions, economic inequality, education, employment, health infrastructure, human 
capital;

- Governance: business regulations, corruption, democratic life, political stability, security.

The investment manager also applies the BNP Paribas Group’s sensitive countries framework, which 
includes restrictive measures on certain countries and/or activities that are considered as being 
particularly exposed to money laundering and terrorism financing related risks.

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 00.5% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800U92XMTNC8S64900 PProductt name :: BBNNPP PARIBASS EASYY JPMM ESGG EMU GGOVERNMENTT 
BBONDD IGG 1-3YY 

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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The J.P. Morgan ESG EMU Government Bond IG 1-3 Year (TR) Index has been designated as a reference
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s sovereign bonds economic exposure covered by the ESG
analysis based on the third party ESG methodology used by the index provider; 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the weighted average
ESG score of its investment universe: 557.44 vss 57.33 (J.P.. Morgann GBII EMUU 1-33 yearss LOCC (EUR)) NR)

 …andd comparedd too previouss periods ?

Not Applicable.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account all the principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to 
its investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS)
into its investment process : RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision the '3Es' (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality 
& Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest. 
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed 
performanceindicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are 
aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality 
& inclusive growth) and thus support investment processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on 
the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in 
consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. If an issuer is found to be in serious and 
repeated violations of any of the principles, it will be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will 
not be available for investment. Existing investments should be divested from the portfolio 
according to an internal procedure. If an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, 
it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, as appropriate.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 

The product considers some principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment 
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and 
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.  

The overall policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process of the investment strategy in relation with social 
violations and human rights.

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy.

3- Engagement with policymakers.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Sovereign mandatory indicators:

15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 25-MAR-2025 Government 3,83% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 25-FEB-2026 Government 3,49% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.50 PCT 25-MAY-2026 Government 2,44% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.50 PCT 25-MAY-2025 Government 2,37% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 6.00 PCT 25-OCT-2025 Government 2,35% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 3.50 PCT 25-APR-2026 Government 2,31% France
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.50 PCT 15-FEB-2026 Government 2,14% Germany
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 25-FEB-2025 Government 2,12% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 1.75 PCT 25-NOV-2024 Government 2,05% France
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 10-OCT-2025 Government 1,98% Germany
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 1.00 PCT 15-AUG-2025 Government 1,96% Germany
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.50 PCT 15-FEB-2025 Government 1,96% Germany
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 1.00 PCT 25-NOV-2025 Government 1,91% France
ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 5.00 PCT 01-MAR-2025 Government 1,78% Italy
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 11-APR-2025 Government 1,71% Germany

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 100%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 00.5%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?”

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
0.5%*

Taxonomy-aligned
0%*

Other environmental
0.5%*

Social
0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

99.5%#2 Other
0%
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable 
within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not.  
 

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Government 99,90%

Cash 0,10%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  
Not applicable.

Whatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 00.5%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 00% of the financial product. 
 
 

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The third party methodology used by the index provider is applied to tilt issuers ranked higher on 
ESG criteria and to underweight or remove issuers that rank lower.

The financial product investment strategy excludes issuers ranked in band 9 and 10 from the index. 
The index provider’s ESG methodology scores are divided into 10 bands, where band 1 has the 
highest ESG score and band 10 has the lowest ESG score,

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The J.P. Morgan ESG EMU Government Bond IG 1-3 Year (TR) Index has been designated as a 
reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.jpmorgan.com.    
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HHow does the reference benchmark differ from a broad market index?

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?” 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 0.0 57.4
Broadd markett index3 0.0 57.3

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) J.P. Morgan GBI EMU 1-3 years LOC (EUR) NR

Reference
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The investment strategy selects and allocates exposure to sovereign and quasi-sovereign issuers based 
on their performance across the environmental, social and governance pillars. The ESG performance of 
each country is assessed using third party sovereign methodology that involves evaluation of a country 
against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors, which include but are not 
limited to:

- Environmental: climate mitigation, biodiversity, energy efficiency, land resources, pollution;

- Social: life conditions, economic inequality, education, employment, health infrastructure, human 
capital;

- Governance: business regulations, corruption, democratic life, political stability, security.

The investment manager also applies the BNP Paribas Group’s sensitive countries framework, which 
includes restrictive measures on certain countries and/or activities that are considered as being 
particularly exposed to money laundering and terrorism financing related risks.

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 00.6% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800ITHX491XRCNA466 PProductt name :: BBNNPP PARIBASS EASYY JPMM ESGG EMU GGOVERNMENTT 
BBONDD IGG 3-55 YY 

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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The JPM ESG EMU Govt Bond IG 3-5Y (EUR) RI Indexhas been designated as a reference benchmark for 
the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s sovereign bonds economic exposure covered by the ESG
analysis based on the third party ESG methodology used by the index provider; 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the weighted average
ESG score of its investment universe: 557.44 vss 57.33 (JPMM EMUU 3-55 Yearss (EUR)) RI)) 

…and compared to previous periods ?

Indicator 2022* 2023** Comment
The percentage of the financial product’s 
sovereign bonds economic exposure covered 
by the ESG analysis based on the third party 
ESG methodology used by the index provider;

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the 
portfolio compared to the weighted average 
ESG score of its investment universe 

56.3 vs 56.3 57.4 vs 57.3 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.
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How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the financial 
product takes into account all the principal adverse impact indicators that are relevant to 
its investment strategy to select the sustainable investments that the financial product 
partially intends to make by systematically implementing the sustainable investment 
pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability Strategy (GSS)
into its investment process : RBC policy, ESG integration guidelines, Stewardship, the 
forward-looking vision the '3Es' (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality 
& Inclusive Growth).

The RBC policy establishes a common framework across investments and economic 
activities that help identify industries and behaviours presenting a high risk of adverse 
impacts in violation of international norms. As part of the RBC Policy, sector policies provide 
a tailored approach to identify and prioritize principal adverse impacts based on the nature 
of the economic activity, and in many cases, the geography in which these economic 
activities take place.

The ESG Integration Guidelines includes a series of commitments, which are material to 
consideration of principal adverse sustainability impacts, and guides the internal ESG 
integration process. The proprietary ESG scoring framework includes an assessment of a 
number of adverse sustainability impacts caused by companies in which we invest. 
Outcome of this assessment may impact the valuation models as well as the portfolio 
construction depending on the severity and materiality of adverse impacts identified.

Thus, the Investment Manager considers principal adverse sustainability impacts 
throughout the investment process through the use of the internal ESG scores and 
construction of the portfolio with an improved ESG profile compared to its investment 
universe.

The Forward-looking perspective defines a set of objectives and developed 
performanceindicators to measure how the researches, portfolios and commitments are 
aligned on three issues, the '3Es' (Energy transition, Environmental sustainability, Equality 
& inclusive growth) and thus support investment processes.

Furthermore, the Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing 
research, collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other 
experts.

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The investment universe of the financial product is periodically screened with a view to 
identify issuers that are potentially in violation or at risk of violation of the UN Global 
Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding 
Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principles and rights set out in the 
eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the International Labour 
Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of 
Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on 
the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in 
consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. If an issuer is found to be in serious and 
repeated violations of any of the principles, it will be placed on an 'exclusion list' and will
not be available for investment. Existing investments should be divested from the portfolio 
according to an internal procedure. If an issuer is at risk of violating any of the principles, 
it is placed on a 'watch list' monitored, as appropriate.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 

The product considers some principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment 
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and 
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.  

The overall policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process of the investment strategy in relation with social 
violations and human rights.

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy.

3- Engagement with policymakers.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Sovereign mandatory indicators:

15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 2.75 PCT 25-OCT-2027 Government 4,32% France

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.75 PCT 25-FEB-2028 Government 3,27% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.75 PCT 25-MAY-2028 Government 3,19% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 1.00 PCT 25-MAY-2027 Government 2,99% France
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 25-FEB-2027 Government 2,92% France
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 1.30 PCT 15-OCT-2027 Government 2,39% Germany
ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 6.50 PCT 01-NOV-2027 Government 2,36% Italy
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.50 PCT 15-AUG-2027 Government 2,26% Germany
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.25 PCT 25-NOV-2026 Government 2,15% France
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.25 PCT 15-FEB-2027 Government 2,09% Germany
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.50 PCT 15-FEB-2028 Government 1,92% Germany
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 16-APR-2027 Government 1,74% Germany
SPAIN (KINGDOM OF) 1.50 PCT 30-APR-2027 Government 1,74% Spain
SPAIN (KINGDOM OF) 1.45 PCT 31-OCT-2027 Government 1,74% Spain
GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 15-NOV-2027 Government 1,72% Germany

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 99.9%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 00.6%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?”

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

99.9%

#1A Sustainable
0.6%*

Taxonomy-aligned
0%*

Other environmental
0.6%*

Social
0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

99.3%#2 Other
0.1%
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments with an 
environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable within 
the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.
 

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Government 99,92%

Cash 0,08%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 Revenue 
2022* 0%

2023** 0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year        
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

What was the share of sustainable investments with an environmental
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 00.6%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 00% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The third party methodology used by the index provider is applied to tilt issuers ranked higher on 
ESG criteria and to underweight or remove issuers that rank lower.

- The financial product investment strategy excludes issuers ranked in band 9 and 10 from the 
index. The index provider’s ESG methodology scores are divided into 10 bands, where band 1 has 
the highest ESG score and band 10 has the lowest ESG score,

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying issuers covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider ESG methodology.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The JPM ESG EMU Govt Bond IG 3-5Y (EUR) RI Index has been designated as a reference benchmark 
for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.jpmorgan.com.    

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?” 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 0.0 57.4
Broadd markett index3 0.0 57.3

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) JPM EMU 3-5 Years (EUR) RI

 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 9, paragraphs 1 to 4a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both contribute 
to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the EU) and the 
figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for sustainable 
investments (#1A Sustainable).

 
Too whatt extentt wass thee sustainablee investmentt objectivee off thiss financiall  
productt met??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset Management 
(BNPP AM) internal methodology to determine sustainable investments, Such methodology integrates
integrates several criteria into its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core 
components to qualify a company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In 
practice, a company must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as 
contributing to an environmental or social objective:

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made a ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: 
80.7%*

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it does not have 
as its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of __ % of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective:: 26.9%** 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800QTVKCKUPE6F192Productt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY JPM ESG Green Social & 
Sustainability IG EUR Bond

Suustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not lay down a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss; 

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development. 

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder management 
(supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager: 
Sustainability documents - BNPP AM Corporate English (bnpparibas-am.com)
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The financial product emphasises especially on green bonds that aims to be aligned in achieving the 
goals within the paris agreement.

The JPM ESG Green Social & Sustainability IG EUR Bond (NTR) Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product.

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology:: 

The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the third 
party ESG methodology : 1100%

The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s assets compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe : 881.66 vss 59.66 (Bloombergg Euroo Aggregatee (EUR)) RI)

The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in “sustainable investments” as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation:: 99.4%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the third 
party ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s assets compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe

81.3 vs 58.8 81.6 vs 59.6 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio aggregate Revenue which is “EU 
Taxonomy Aligned” as defined by Regulation 
(EU) 2020/852.

98.2 99.4% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Values reported in 2022 were calculated on a spot basis. 
** Values reported in 2023 are calculated on a quarterly average basis

Howw did thee sustainablee investmentss nott causee significantt harmm too anyy  
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account  indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR where these are relevant and 
material to the investment strategy, and to not invest in companies that do not meet their 
fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  

The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 

Sustainability
indicatorss measure 
how the sustainable 
objetives of this 
financial product are 
attained.

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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BNPP AM Corporate English (Sustainability documents - BNPP AM Corporate English 
(bnpparibas-am.com). 

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 

The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
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scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources. 

  

Largest investments Sector % Assets* Country

FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 1.75 PCT 25-JUN-2039 Government 4,91% France
NETHERLANDS (KINGDOM OF) 0.50 PCT 15-JAN-2040 Government 2,24% Netherlands
FRANCE (REPUBLIC OF) 0.50 PCT 25-JUN-2044 Government 2,14% France

BELGIUM KINGDOM OF (GOVERNMENT) 1.25 PCT 22-APR-2033 Government 1,88% Belgium

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 4.00 PCT 30-APR-2035 Government 1,81% Italy

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 15-AUG-2030 Government 1,64% Germany

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 15-AUG-2031 Government 1,56% Germany

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 1.50 PCT 30-APR-2045 Government 1,49% Italy

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 10-OCT-2025 Government 1,32% Germany

EUROPEAN UNION 0.40 PCT 04-FEB-2037 Government 1,30% Belgium

ITALY (REPUBLIC OF) 4.00 PCT 30-OCT-2031 Government 1,30% Italy

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 1.30 PCT 15-OCT-2027 Government 1,27% Germany

IRELAND (GOVERNMENT) 1.35 PCT 18-MAR-2031 Government 1,27% Republic of Ireland

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF) 0.00 PCT 15-AUG-2050 Government 1,11% Germany

SPAIN (KINGDOM OF) 1.00 PCT 30-JUL-2042 Government 0,99% Spain

The list includes 
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: from 
01.01.23 to 29.12.23
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments?  

WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments used to meet the sustainable investment objective in 
accordance with the binding elements of its investment strategy is 99.4%.

 

 

Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date. 

Sectors % Asset

Government 65,59%
Financials 14,56%
Real Estate 7,19%
Utilities 4,80%
Industrials 2,75%
Consumer Discretionary 1,91%
Communications 1,02%
Materials 0,52%
Cash 0,40%
Consumer Staples 0,37%
Technology 0,33%
Health Care 0,29%
Energy 0,27%

Renewable Energy Project Dev 0,27%

The category #1 Sustainable covers sustainable investments with environmental or social objectives.

The sub-category #2 Not sustainable includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are 
neither aligned with the environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable 
investments.

Investments

#1 Sustainable
99.4%*

Environmental
80.7%*

Taxonomy-aligned
2.4%*

Other
65.7%*Social

26.9%
#2 Not sustainable

0.6%*

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets
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TToo whatt extentt weree sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Doess thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy activitiess 
thatt complyy withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1?? 

 

Yes:

                       In fossil gas             In nuclear energy
No: 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt iss thee sharee off investmentss inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities. 

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

  

 Revenue 
2022* 1.2%

2023** 2.4%

*Values reported in 2022 were calculated on a spot basis.
**Values reported in 2023 are calculated on a quarterly average basis  

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt were alignedd withh the EUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds. 

**   Forr thee purposee off thesee graphs,, 'sovereignn bonds'' consistt off alll sovereignn exposures 

***  Reall taxonomyy aligned

2,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

2,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of: : 
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
compagnies

- capitall 
expendituree 
(CapEx) showing
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies e.g. for a 
transition to a 
green economy  

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee thatt aree nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 

The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 778.3%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 226.9% of the financial product.. 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'nott sustainable’,, whatt wass 
theirr purposee andd weree theree  anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall 
safeguards?? 
 
The “Not sustainable” investments are instruments which are used for liquidity and/or hedging 
purposes, such as cash, deposits and derivatives. 

The investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining the 
sustainable investment objective of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- the risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are 
necessary to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages 
the exposure of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- the RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well 
as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), 
as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause 
unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too attainn thee sustainablee investmentt 
objectivee duringg thee referencee period ?? 

The financial product shall systematically integrate relevant ESG factors in line with its 
investment strategy into its investment analysis and decision-making processes.

Bonds issued by non-sovereign issuers earning revenue from nuclear energy, oil & gas, oil sands, 
thermal coal, tobacco or weapons, or not in adherence with UNGC principles will not be eligible.

The financial product investment strategy excludes issuers ranked in band 5 as defined by the 
index provider. The index ESG scores are divided into five bands, where band 1 has the highest 
ESG score and band 5 the lowest ESG score.

A third party ESG methodology used by the index provider is applied to tilt issuers ranked higher 
on ESG criteria and to underweight or remove issuers that rank lower.

The financial product shall invest at least 85% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments contribute 
to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main 
part of the Prospectus.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under the 
EU Taxonomy.
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There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance 
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
sustainablee benchmark?? 

The JPM ESG Green Social & Sustainability IG EUR Bond (NTR) Index has been designated as a 
reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.jpmorgan.com.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

How did this financial product perform with regard to the sustainability
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
sustainablee objective??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.

How did this financial product perform compared with the reference
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 81.6
Broadd markett index2 59.6

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) BBloombergg Euroo Aggregatee (EUR)) RI

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
sustainable 
objective
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.: 

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to: 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 665.5% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800M1ABPQNKHTHJ07PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY LOW CARBON 100 EUROPE PABSuustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste; 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers'health 
and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre. 

The Low Carbon 100 Europe PAB® (NTR) Index has been designated as a reference benchmark for the 
purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology: 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
eligible stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial 
criteria: 220%

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 112.66 vss 77.55 tCO2eq/millionn €€ off assett 
valuee (Euronextt Europee 5000 (EUR)) NR)*

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 665.5%% 

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score,
carbon footprint) as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to 
determine and implement extra-financial targets of the investment strategy. For data availability 
purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset 
Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score 

20% 20% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial 
criteria

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment 
universe

22.4 vs 81.8 12.6 vs 77.5 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

68.7% 65.5% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
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peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 99.3%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 665.5%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

ASTRAZENECA PLC Health Care 6,59% United Kingdom
NOVARTIS AG N Health Care 6,58% Switzerland
LVMH Consumer Discretionary 4,87% France
ASML HOLDING NV Information Technology 4,13% Netherlands
SAP Information Technology 3,93% Germany
DIAGEO PLC Consumer Staples 3,68% United Kingdom
SANOFI SA Health Care 3,36% France
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC Industrials 3,22% France
LOREAL SA Consumer Staples 2,31% France
ZURICH INSURANCE GROUP AG N Financials 2,30% Switzerland
BANCO SANTANDER SA Financials 1,88% Spain

SVENSKA HANDELSBANKEN CLASS A A Financials 1,61% Sweden

NESTLE SA N Consumer Staples 1,49% Switzerland

ESSITY CLASS B Consumer Staples 1,44% Sweden
INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG N Information Technology 1,38% Germany

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Health Care 20,32%

Financials 17,92%

Consumer Staples 13,90%

Information Technology 12,19%

Industrials 11,73%

Consumer Discretionary 10,56%

Communication Services 4,91%

Materials 4,76%

Utilities 2,52%

Real Estate 0,87%

Cash 0,31%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

99.3%

#1A Sustainable
65.5%*

Taxonomy-aligned
5.3%*

Other environmental
29.8%*

Social
49.3%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

33.8%#2 Other
0.7%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 5.0%

2023** 5.3%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 229.8%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 449.3% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the eligible stock criteria by excluding companies 
involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, 
controversial weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at least 
50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall achieve an annual decarbonisation target of at least 7%.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest at least 55% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The Low Carbon 100 Europe PAB® (NTR) Index has been designated as a reference benchmark for 
the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.euronext.com/.   

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

Carbonn footprint
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 12.6 66.6
Broadd markett index3 77.5 59.6

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value.

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) Euronext Europe 500 (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using the methodology of the 
index provider. As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior or improve 
environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices 
withintheir sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 661.6% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800OTZIO361KCCP311 PProductt name :: BBNPP PARIBASS EASYY LOWW CARBONN 1000 
EEUROZONEE PABB 

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers'health 
and safety, diversity);

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights.  

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The Euronext Low Carbon 100 Eurozone (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference benchmark 
for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark eligible
stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio covered by ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology: 1100%% 

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial criteria: 220%% 

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the average carbon
footprint of its investment universe: 114.6 vs 101.9 tCO2eq /Million € of Asset Value (Euronext Eurozone
3000 (EUR)) NR)** 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 661.6%

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets. 

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Comment 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the portfolio covered by 
the ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s investment universe reduction due 
to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions as per extra 
financial criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe

35.0 vs 105.3 14.6 vs 101.9 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable 
investments' as defined in Article 2 (17) of the 
SFDR regulation

62.3% 61.6% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset Management
(BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to determine sustainable
investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its definition of sustainable investments
that are considered to be core components to qualify a company as sustainable. These criteria are
complementary to each other. In practice, a company must meet at least one of the criteria described
below in order to be considered as contributing to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
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AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation 

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/). As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to 
make, the following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation or at 
risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinationa
Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principle and 
rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the 
International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the 
International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM
Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external
experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the financial
product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove industries 
and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international norms and
conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or
the environment;

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those ratings 
are used in the investment strategy;

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable.

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, collaboration 
with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. Engagement with issuers 
aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and governance practices and, thus, 
mitigate
potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in
aims at promoting good governance and advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment strategy of the 
financial product is 97.7%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 661.6%.

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “ What 
investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any minimum 
environmental or social safeguards?” 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

ASML HOLDING NV Information Technology 7,05% Netherlands

LVMH Consumer Discretionary 6,97% France
SANOFI SA Health Care 4,98% France
UNILEVER PLC Consumer Staples 4,53% United Kingdom
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC Industrials 4,45% France
SAP Information Technology 4,39% Germany
LOREAL SA Consumer Staples 3,29% France
NORDEA BANK Financials 2,49% Finland
PUBLICIS GROUPE SA Communication Services 2,32% France
INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG N Information Technology 2,31% Germany
HANNOVER RUECK N Financials 2,02% Germany
HERMES INTERNATIONAL Consumer Discretionary 1,90% France
ANHEUSER-BUSCH INBEV SA Consumer Staples 1,78% Belgium
UNICREDIT Financials 1,78% Italy
AXA SA Financials 1,71% France

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 18,21%

Information Technology 17,57%

Consumer Discretionary 15,53%

Consumer Staples 13,27%

Industrials 12,69%

Health Care 8,27%

Communication Services 6,24%

Materials 3,34%

Utilities 3,05%

Real Estate 1,65%

Cash 0,20%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

97.7%

#1A Sustainable
61.6%*

Taxonomy-aligned
7.1%*

Other environmental
35.9%*

Social
44.0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

36.2%#2 Other
2.3%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable 
within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.  

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.  
  
The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of investments 
that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported alignment KPIs and may 
use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public disclosures.  More information 
on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD     
  
The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy to 
ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European Taxonomy 
Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the EU Taxonomy 
may be made accordingly . 
  
Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution to 
environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.  
  
The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or review by 
a third party.   

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 6.9%

2023** 7.1%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year        
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given the current 
level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 335.9%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 444.0% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the RBC Policy by excluding companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labor rights, environment, and corruption, 
as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, 
asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause 
unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at least 50% 
lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall achieve an annual decarbonisation target of at least 7%.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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The financial product shall invest at least 45% of its assets in 'sustainable investments' as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation. Criteria to qualify an investment as 'sustainable investment' 
are indicated in the above question “What were the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable investment contribute to such 
objectives?” and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the 
Prospectus 

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The Euronext Low Carbon 100 Eurozone (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.euronext.com/  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?” 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close. 

Reference
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHow did this financial product perform compared with the broad market index?

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financial product 14.6 64.9
Broadd markett index3 101.9 60.3

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) Euronext Eurozone 300 (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.: 

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to: 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 558.2% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800HM939AKXDN8R07PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY LOW CARBON 300 WORLD PABSuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste; 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers'health 
and safety, diversity); 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre. 

The Euronext Low Carbon 300 World (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference benchmark for 
the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology: 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
eligible stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial 
criteria: 220%

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 114.3 vss 59.7 tCO2eq/millionn €€ off assett valuee 
(Euronextt Worldd (EUR)) NR)

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 558.2%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark eligible stock criteria taking into 
account sectorial and controversial policies

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s investment universe reduction due to 
exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial 
criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment 
universe

16.8 vs 68.0 14.3 vs 59.7 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

62.1% 58.2% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  
The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;
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4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  
Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

  

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 98.0%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 558.2%.   

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

NVIDIA CORP Information Technology 9,02% United States
INDUSTRIA DE DISENO TEXTIL SA Consumer Discretionary 7,63% Spain
ELI LILLY Health Care 1,94% United States
ADOBE INC Information Technology 1,72% United States
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC Information Technology 1,52% United States
MERCK & CO INC Health Care 1,46% United States
DNB BANK Financials 1,37% Norway
ASML HOLDING NV Information Technology 1,23% Netherlands
CHUBB LTD Financials 1,20% Switzerland
NOVARTIS AG N Health Care 1,10% Switzerland
ASTRAZENECA PLC Health Care 1,10% United Kingdom

LVMH Consumer Discretionary 1,08% France

SVENSKA HANDELSBANKEN CLASS A A Financials 1,04% Sweden

CELLNEX TELECOM SA Communication Services 0,88% Spain
THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INC Health Care 0,82% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Information Technology 24,05%

Consumer Discretionary 16,20%

Financials 15,60%

Health Care 15,33%

Industrials 9,23%

Consumer Staples 8,16%

Communication Services 4,51%

Materials 2,43%

Utilities 2,19%

Real Estate 2,14%

Cash 0,17%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

98.0%

#1A Sustainable
58.2%*

Taxonomy-aligned
3.3%*

Other environmental
22.3%*

Social
44.7%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

39.8%#2 Other
2.0%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 3.2%

2023** 3.3%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

3,3%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

3,3%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 222.3%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 444.7% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the eligible stock criteria by excluding companies 
involved in controversies due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, 
environment, and corruption, as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, 
controversial weapons,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international 
norms, or to cause unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its portfolio at least 
50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment universe.

- The financial product shall achieve an annual decarbonisation target of at least 7%.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest at least 40% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The Euronext Low Carbon 300 World (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference benchmark 
for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.euronext.com/.   

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 14.3 63.2
Broadd markett index3 59.7 55.0

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) Euronext World (EUR) NR 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 
 
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The financial product aims to improve its ESG profile compared to its investment universe.

The ESG performance of an issuer is evaluated against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to: 

Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment 
of waste 

Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management 
(workers' health and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 336.9% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800KHB16W2AA8LP59PProductt name :: BNP Paribas Easy MSCI China Select SRI 
S-Series 10% Capped

Suustainablee 
investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of 
minority shareholders rights 

The exclusion criteria are applied with regard to issuers that are in violation on international norms 
and convention, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The MSCI China Select SRI S-Series 10% Capped (NTR) Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 

The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology: 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement and controversies exclusion criteria: 100%% 

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the 
index provider ESG methodology: 100%% 

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe: 53.99 vss 47.44 (MSCII Chinaa (USD)) NR)) 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 36.9%% 

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Comment 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe

55.3 vs 48.2 53.9 vs 47.4 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

30.2% 36.9% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.   

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria into 
its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company must 
meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing to an 
environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.
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Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (Sustainability documents - BNPP AM Corporate English 
(bnpparibas-am.com). 

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 92.9%.  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 336.9%.. 

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

TENCENT HOLDINGS LTD Communication Services 9,82% China

MEITUAN H Consumer Discretionary 9,22% China

BAIDU CLASS A INC Communication Services 7,02% China

NETEASE INC Communication Services 6,42% China

BYD LTD H H Consumer Discretionary 5,40% China

YUM CHINA HOLDINGS INC Consumer Discretionary 4,26% China

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL BANK OF 
CHINA LTD H

Financials 3,88% China

WUXI BIOLOGICS CAYMAN INC Health Care 3,61% China

LI AUTO CLASS A INC Consumer Discretionary 3,51% China

CHINA MERCHANTS BANK LTD H H Financials 3,08% China

CHINA CONSTRUCTION BANK CORP H H Financials 2,65% China

KUAISHOU TECHNOLOGY Communication Services 2,32% China

CHINA MENGNIU DAIRY LTD Consumer Staples 2,06% Hong Kong

NIO INC ADR Consumer Discretionary 1,77% China

LENOVO GROUP LTD Information Technology 1,56% China

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Consumer Discretionary 29,02%

Communication Services 26,63%

Financials 15,25%

Health Care 6,65%

Consumer Staples 5,87%

Information Technology 5,64%

Industrials 4,68%

Materials 2,94%

Real Estate 2,72%

Utilities 0,48%

Cash 0,11%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

92.9%

#1A Sustainable
36.9%*

Taxonomy-aligned
10.5%*

Other environmental
23.2%*

Social
6.4%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

56.0%#2 Other
7.1%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD  

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.  

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year. 

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 6.7%

2023** 10.5%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw in greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

10,5%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

10,5%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall 
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall 
expenditure
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 223.2%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 66.4% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 

controversies exclusion criteria. 

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product aims to include the securities with the highest ESG ratings making up 
25% of the market capitalization in each sector and region of the investment universe as defined 
by the prospectus.

- The financial product shall invest at least 15% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
takee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI China Select SRI S-Series 10% Capped (NTR) Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.   

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.   

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 53.9
Broadd markett index2 47.4

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI China (USD) NR  

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promoted by this financial product met?
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, and 
Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to: 

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 331.6% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800ZQJJHQ72L24B74PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI Emerging ESG Filtered Min TESuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles and OECD 
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by the Responsible 
Business Conduct Policy) RBC policy. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights, according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the substitute basket underlying securities. 

The MSCI Emerging ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) Index has been designated as a reference benchmark 
for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product: 

-- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure compliant with the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis based 
on the index provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 20%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 331.6%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure compliant with the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on the index provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation

28.3% 31.6% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

As of the date of the prospectus, the financial product applies synthetic replication. 
Consequently, the sustainable investments to which the financial product is exposed and 
described below are the ones of the underlying securities of the financial derivative instruments 
such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
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against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 

The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 100%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 331.6%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

ALPHABET INC CLASS A A Communication Services 5,76% United States
TESLA INC Consumer Discretionary 3,66% United States
MICROSOFT CORP Information Technology 3,50% United States
BNPP INSC USD 1D LVNAV I C Cash 2,58% Luxembourg
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC Information Technology 2,44% United States
INTUITIVE SURGICAL INC Health Care 2,39% United States
MITSUBISHI UFJ FINANCIAL GROUP Financials 2,29% Japan
BOSTON SCIENTIFIC CORP Health Care 2,17% United States
CADENCE DESIGN SYSTEMS INC Information Technology 2,16% United States
VOLVO CLASS B B Industrials 2,15% Sweden
APPLE INC Information Technology 2,02% United States

SERVICENOW INC Information Technology 2,02% United States

SKANDINAVISKA ENSKILDA BANKEN AB A Financials 1,98% Sweden

LOWES COMPANIES INC Consumer Discretionary 1,96% United States
VERTEX PHARMACEUTICALS INC Health Care 1,93% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so. 

Sectors % Asset

Information Technology 23,24%

Health Care 16,07%

Financials 11,50%

Consumer Discretionary 11,49%

Communication Services 9,81%

Cash 9,43%

Industrials 9,11%

Consumer Staples 4,89%

Materials 1,91%

Real Estate 1,35%

Utilities 1,21%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
31.6%*

Other environmental
17.8%*

Social
22.1%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

68.4%#2 Other
0.0%
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Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

 

 

 

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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WWhat was the share of investments made in transitional and enabling activities?
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

 

How did the percentage of investments that were aligned with the EU
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0.0%

2023** 0.0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Whatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 117.8%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 222.1% of the financial product. 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment. 

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  
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WWhatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product investment strategy shall comply with the reference benchmark business 
involvement and controversies exclusion criteria. 

- The financial product investment strategy shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy 
underlying securities covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product investment strategy shall invest at least 20% of its assets in "sustainable 
investments" as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as 
"sustainable investment" are indicated in the above question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially intends to make and does the 
sustainable investments contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative 
thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the Prospectus. 

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI Emerging ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) has been designated as a reference benchmark for 
the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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HHow did this financial product perform compared with the reference
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 55.0
Broadd markett index2 52.9

(1) SSource: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI Emerging Markets (Free) (USD) NR 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The financial product aims to improve its ESG profile compared to its investment universe. 

The ESG performance of an issuer is evaluated against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but noct limited to: 

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective?
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentt withh ann   
environmentall objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 447.4% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 21380075693T4BVLNT78PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI EMERGING SRI S-SERIES PAB 
5% CAPPEDSuustainablee 

investment means 
an investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee 
economicc activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

The exclusion criteria are applied with regard to issuers that are in violation of international norms and 
convention, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The MSCI World SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M1CXWSC index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the substitute basket underlying securities.

The MSCI Emerging SRI S-Series PAB 5 % Capped (NTR)Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement and controversial exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe: 660.88 vss 52.99 (MSCII Emergingg Marketss (Free)) 
(USD) NR)*

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe: 558.99 vss 174.44 tCO2eq/millionn €€ off assett valuee 
(MSCII Emergingg Marketss (Free)) (USD)) NR)** 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 447.4%% 

* Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon 
footprint) as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement 
extra-financial targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic 
reporting, the figures provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect 
these targets.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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……andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement and 
controversial exclusion criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
assets covered by the ESG analysis based on 
the index provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the 
financial product’s portfolio compared to the 
weighted average ESG score of its investment 
universe

61.1 vs 52.3 60.8 vs 52.9 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe

57.3 vs 178.9 58.9 vs 174.4 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable 
investments' as defined in Article 2 (17) of the 
SFDR regulation

42.9% 47.4% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee 
too suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

As of the date of the annual report, the financial product applies synthetic replication. 
Consequently, the sustainable investments to which the financial product is exposed and 
described below are the ones of the underlying securities of the financial derivative instruments 
such as Total Return Swaps (TRS) used on a continuous basis for achieving the investment policy.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, 
to determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 
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HHow did the sustainable investments that the financial product partially
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall 
sustainablee investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts:

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

MICHELIN Consumer Discretionary 5,87% France
BNP PARIBAS SA Financials 5,62% France
SOCIETE GENERALE SA Financials 4,68% France
CREDIT AGRICOLE SA Financials 4,67% France
BNPP INSC USD 1D LVNAV I C Cash 3,86% Luxembourg
AXA SA Financials 3,60% France
ORANGE SA Communication 

S i
3,58% France

COMPAGNIE DE SAINT GOBAIN SA Industrials 3,38% France
L AIR LIQUIDE SA Materials 2,86% France
SANOFI SA Health Care 2,83% France
VINCI SA Industrials 2,66% France

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC Industrials 2,42% France

COVESTRO AG Materials 1,92% Germany

VEOLIA ENVIRON. SA Utilities 1,87% France
SIEMENS N AG N Industrials 1,86% Germany

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 100%.   

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 447.4%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

100%

#1A Sustainable
47.4%*

Other environmental
20.8%*

Social
34.7%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

52.6%#2 Other
0.0%
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally 
sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, and it did not do so.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Sectors % Asset

Financials 27,54%

Industrials 15,91%

Consumer Discretionary 12,36%

Cash 10,66%

Materials 9,74%

Communication Services 6,30%

Health Care 6,10%

Consumer Staples 5,42%

Utilities 3,48%

Information Technology 2,14%

Real Estate 0,36%

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg 
activities?? 

The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

Revenue
2022* 0.0%

2023** 0.0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy.. Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off 
sovereignn bonds*,, thee firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss 
off thee financiall productt including sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy--
alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitional
activitiess aree 
activities for which 
low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capital
expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 220.8%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt was thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 334.7% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee 
andd weree theree anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. 

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product aims to include the securities with the highest ESG ratings making up 
25% of the market capitalization in each sector and region of the investment universe, as 
defined in the Prospectus.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment 
strategy portfolio at least 50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe.

- The financial product investment strategy portfolio shall achieve an annual decarbonisation 
target of at least 7%..

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest at least 30% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI Emerging SRI S-Series PAB 5 % Capped (NTR) index has been designated as a reference 

benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the
financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

Carbonn footprint
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 58.9 60.8
Broadd markett index3 174.4 52.9

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value.

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) MSCI Emerging Markets (Free) (USD) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of an 
issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but not 
limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 558.6% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800EDTW62QDILKX66PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI EMU ESG FILTERED MIN TESuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles, or operate in
sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The MSCI EMU ESG Filtered Min TE (EUR) NR Index has been designated as a reference benchmark for 
the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 220.0%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 558.6%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20.0% 20.0% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

62.2% 58.6% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 97.8%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 558.6%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

ASML HOLDING NV Information Technology 5,43% Netherlands
LVMH Consumer Discretionary 4,71% France
TOTALENERGIES Energy 2,97% France
SAP Information Technology 2,90% Germany
SIEMENS N AG N Industrials 2,54% Germany
SANOFI SA Health Care 2,44% France
LOREAL SA Consumer Staples 2,25% France
ALLIANZ Financials 2,10% Germany
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC Industrials 2,04% France
IBERDROLA SA Utilities 1,60% Spain
BNP PARIBAS SA Financials 1,48% France

L AIR LIQUIDE SA Materials 1,41% France

HERMES INTERNATIONAL Consumer Discretionary 1,35% France

MERCEDES-BENZ GROUP N AG N Consumer Discretionary 1,34% Germany
BANCO SANTANDER SA Financials 1,31% Spain

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 19,60%

Consumer Discretionary 15,67%

Industrials 13,83%

Information Technology 12,64%

Consumer Staples 9,26%

Utilities 6,79%

Health Care 6,47%

Materials 5,99%

Energy 5,06%

Integrated Oil & Gas 4,69%

Oil & Gas Refining & Marketing 0,37%

Communication Services 2,81%

Real Estate 1,45%

Cash 0,43%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

97.8%

#1A Sustainable
58.6%*

Taxonomy-aligned
5.0%*

Other environmental
39.0%*

Social
35.3%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

39.2%#2 Other
2.2%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 4.8%

2023** 5.0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

5,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

5,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 339.0%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 335.3% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria. 

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall invest at least 40% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What were the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI EMU ESG Filtered Min TE (EUR) NR Index (Bloomberg: MXJPEFMT index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 62.4
Broadd markett index2 61.2

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI EMU (EUR) NR

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristics
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?

The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using ESG external and/or 
internal proprietary methodology(ies). As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior 
or improving environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance 
practices within their sector of activity.

The financial product aims to improve its ESG profile compared to its investment universe.

The ESG performance of an issuer is evaluated against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but noct limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste
- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health and 
safety,
diversity)

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 770.4% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800YQ9QNX31KMEA10 PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI EMU SRI S-SERIES PAB 5% 
CAPPED  

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority shareholders 
rights

The exclusion criteria are applied with regard to issuers that are in violation of international norms and
convention, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights, according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

The MSCI EMU SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M7CXEMS index) has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted 
by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of the 
financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable investment 
contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
business involvement and controversies exclusion criteria: 100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on the index provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 666.11 vss 61.22 (MSCII EMUU (EUR)) NR)

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 226.66 vss 89.00 tCO2eq/millionn €€ off assett 
value

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure invested in "sustainable 
investments" as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 70.4%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on the index provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the portfolio 
compared to the weighted average ESG score of 
its investment universe 

65.1 vs 61.4 66.1 vs 61.2 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The average carbon footprint of the portfolio 
compared to the average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe

36.3 vs 100.3 26.6 vs 89.0 In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation

70.4% 70.4% In line with the financial 
product’s commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate 
change adaptation. 
 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  
Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business 
and Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions 
identified in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental 
Principles and Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This 
assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of 
internal analysis and information provided by external experts, and in consultation with 
BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
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scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF)  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 998.0%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 770.4%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

ASML HOLDING NV Information Technology 5,04% Netherlands

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC Industrials 4,83% France
AXA SA Financials 4,35% France
LOREAL SA Consumer Staples 4,05% France
HERMES INTERNATIONAL Consumer Discretionary 2,97% France
MUENCHENER RUECKVER GESELLS AG N N Financials 2,88% Germany
CREDIT AGRICOLE SA Financials 2,57% France
DEUTSCHE POST AG N Industrials 2,25% Germany
DEUTSCHE BOERSE AG N Financials 2,19% Germany
WOLTERS KLUWER NV C Industrials 2,13% Netherlands
MICHELIN Consumer Discretionary 2,07% France
HENKEL & KGAA PREF AG PREF Consumer Staples 2,04% Germany
KERING SA Consumer Discretionary 1,93% France
GEA GROUP AG Industrials 1,87% Germany
KONINKLIJKE AHOLD DELHAIZE NV Consumer Staples 1,81% Netherlands

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 21,77%

Industrials 16,00%

Consumer Staples 13,70%

Consumer Discretionary 13,59%

Information Technology 8,92%

Utilities 7,75%

Health Care 6,40%

Materials 5,20%

Communication Services 3,92%

Real Estate 2,13%

Cash 0,61%

Derivatives 0,01%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

98.0%*

#1A Sustainable
70.4%*

Taxonomy-aligned
8.6%*

Other environmental
40.2%*

Social
43.9%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

27.6%*#2 Other
2.0%*
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD    

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.
  
Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.
  
The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.  

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 7.7%

2023** 8.6%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw iinn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 440.2%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 443.9% of the financial product. 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 

controversies exclusion criteria.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product aims to include the securities with the highest ESG ratings making up 
25% of the market capitalization in each sector and region of the investment universe, as 
defined in the Prospectus.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment 
strategy portfolio at least 50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe.

- The financial product investment strategy portfolio shall achieve an annual decarbonisation 
target of at least 7%.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest 50% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" are 
indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments contribute 
to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main 
part of the Prospectus. 

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI EMU SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M7CXEMS index) has been 

designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.   

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.   

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 26.6 66.1
Broadd markett index3 89.0 61.2

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) MSCI EMU (EUR) NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of an 
issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but not 
limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 558.8% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800R657WUBCZ7V163PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI EUROPE ESG FILTERED MIN 
TE

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles, or operate in
sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

The MSCI Europe ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) Index (Bloomberg: MXEUEFMT index) has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology:

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 220.0%% 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 558.8%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20.0% 20.0% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

64.0% 58.8% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation.

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents -
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF)
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 96.6%.   

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 558.8%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

ASML HOLDING NV Information Technology 2,78% Netherlands
NESTLE SA N Consumer Staples 2,51% Switzerland
LVMH Consumer Discretionary 2,41% France
SHELL PLC Energy 2,22% United Kingdom
ASTRAZENECA PLC Health Care 2,19% United Kingdom
NOVARTIS AG N Health Care 2,18% Switzerland
NOVO NORDISK CLASS B B Health Care 1,61% Denmark
TOTALENERGIES Energy 1,61% France
HSBC HOLDINGS PLC Financials 1,55% United Kingdom
SAP Information Technology 1,51% Germany
UNILEVER PLC Consumer Staples 1,38% United Kingdom

NOVO NORDISK CLASS B B Health Care 1,33% Denmark

SIEMENS N AG N Industrials 1,31% Germany

SANOFI SA Health Care 1,28% France
LOREAL SA Consumer Staples 1,18% France

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 19,09%

Industrials 14,34%

Health Care 14,30%

Consumer Staples 12,31%

Consumer Discretionary 10,78%

Information Technology 7,22%

Materials 6,44%

Energy 5,86%

Integrated Oil & Gas 5,51%

Oil & Gas Refining & Marketing 0,21%

Oil & Gas Exploration & Production 0,14%

Utilities 4,93%

Communication Services 2,95%

Real Estate 1,11%

Cash 0,67%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

96.6%

#1A Sustainable
58.8%*

Taxonomy-aligned
3.6%*

Other environmental
30.9%*

Social
40.0%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

37.8%#2 Other
3.4%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 3.3%

2023** 3.6%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year    
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

3,6%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

3,6%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 330.9%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 440.0% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria. 

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall invest at least 40% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What were the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI Europe ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) Index (Bloomberg: MXJPEFMT index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 61.8
Broadd markett index2 59.6

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI Europe (EUR) NR

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote.
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The financial product aims to improve its ESG profile compared to its investment universe. 

The ESG performance of an issuer is evaluated against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but noct limited to: 

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 448.8% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800AC6NMHI6C8P996PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI Europe Small Caps SRI S-
Series PAB 5% CappedSuustainablee 

investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

The exclusion criteria are applied with regard to issuers that are in violation of international norms and 
convention, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre. 

The MSCI World SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M1CXWSC index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

In synthetic replication, engagement with issuers and exercise of voting rights, if any, are only applied 
for the substitute basket underlying securities.

The MSCI Europe Small Cap SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) Index has been designated as a reference 
benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the 
financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology: 

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement and controversial exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe: 559.22 vss 53.77 (MSCI Europe Small Caps (EUR) NR) 

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe: 447.00 vss 92.66 tCO2eq/millionn €€ off assett valuee (MSCI 
Europe Small Caps (EUR) NR) 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 448,8%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement and 
controversial exclusion criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe

57.8 vs 53.7 59.2 vs 53.7 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the average 
carbon footprint of its investment universe

18.7 vs 86.7 47.0 vs 92.6 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

42.8% 48,8% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.
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3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

INTESA SANPAOLO Financials 2,48% Italy
ENEL Utilities 2,43% Italy
UNICREDIT Financials 2,00% Italy
WOLTERS KLUWER NV C Industrials 2,00% Netherlands
TERNA RETE ELETTRICA NAZIONALE Utilities 1,41% Italy
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS NV Health Care 1,36% Netherlands
SANOFI SA Health Care 1,27% France
MEDIOBANCA BANCA DI CREDITO FINANZIARIO SPA Financials 1,23% Italy
ING GROEP NV Financials 1,19% Netherlands
BNP PARIBAS SA Financials 1,18% France
POSTE ITALIANE Financials 1,18% Italy

A2A Utilities 1,15% Italy

FINECOBANK BANCA FINECO Financials 1,13% Italy

NORDEA BANK Financials 1,13% Finland
STELLANTIS NV Consumer Discretionary 1,11% Netherlands

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 99.2%.   

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 448.8%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

99.2%

#1A Sustainable
48.8%*

Taxonomy-aligned
5.4%*

Other environmental
22.9%*

Social
25.2%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

50.3%#2 Other
0.8%
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IInn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Too whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 24,87%

Industrials 17,92%

Consumer Discretionary 10,93%

Health Care 8,90%

Real Estate 7,67%

Utilities 7,38%

Communication Services 7,06%

Information Technology 5,46%

Consumer Staples 3,74%

Materials 3,70%

Cash 2,37%
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Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

 

 

 

 

 

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

5,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

5,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities. 

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0.0%

2023** 5.4%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Whatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 222.9%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 225.2% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  
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- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment. 

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product aims to include the securities with the highest ESG ratings making up 
25% of the market capitalization in each sector and region of the investment universe, as 
defined in the Prospectus.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment 
strategy portfolio at least 50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe.

- The financial product investment strategy portfolio shall achieve an annual decarbonisation 
target of at least 7%.. 

- The financial product shall invest at least 30% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI Europe Small Cap SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index has been designated as a 

reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 47.0 59.2
Broadd markett index3 92.6 53.7

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) MSCI Europe Small Caps (EUR) NR

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristics
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?

The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of an 
issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but not 
limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 665.5% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800UNKEY76CWOI1611 PProductt name :: BBNPP PARIBASS EASYY MSCII EUROPEE SRII S--SSERIESS PABB 5%% 
CCAPPED

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles, or operate in 
sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The MSCI EMU SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M7CXEMS index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?". 

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
business involvement and controversies exclusion criteria: 100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on the index provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 665.33 vss 59.66 (MSCII Europee NR)

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 333.99 vss 76.3 tCO2eq/millionn €€ off assett 
value

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure invested in "sustainable 
investments" as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 65.5%

…and compared to previous periods ?

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the reference 
benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on the index provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the portfolio 
compared to the weighted average ESG score of 
its investment universe 

65 vs 59.7 65.3 vs 59.6 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the portfolio 
compared to the average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe

36.3 vs 81.5 33.9 vs 76.3 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation

64.4% 65.5% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria 
into its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify 
a company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can 
be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with 
the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental 
restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste 
management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable 
information and technology, scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues 
misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this 
criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to 
align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder management 
(supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability 
Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary 
Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify 
as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as 
defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation. 

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  
Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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HHoww didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
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considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF)  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 98.5%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 665.5%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”. 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

ASML HOLDING NV Information Technology 3.53% Netherlands

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC Industrials 2.46% France
LOREAL SA Consumer Staples 2.42% France
NOVO NORDISK CLASS B B Health Care 1.81% Denmark
AXA SA Financials 1.80% France
RECKITT BENCKISER GROUP PLC Consumer Staples 1.61% United Kingdom
RELX PLC Industrials 1.57% United Kingdom
KONINKLIJKE AHOLD DELHAIZE NV Consumer Staples 1.50% Netherlands
HERMES INTERNATIONAL Consumer Discretionary 1.45% France
ZURICH INSURANCE GROUP AG N Financials 1.43% Switzerland
TERNA RETE ELETTRICA NAZIONALE Utilities 1.39% Italy
SWISS RE AG Financials 1.36% Switzerland
GIVAUDAN SA N Materials 1.34% Switzerland
REDEIA CORPORACION SA Utilities 1.31% Spain
COCA-COLA EUROPACIFIC PARTNERS PLC Consumer Staples 1.28% United Kingdom

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 17.52%

Industrials 15.54%

Consumer Staples 14.96%

Health Care 11.59%

Consumer Discretionary 10.55%

Materials 8.80%

Utilities 7.89%

Information Technology 6.07%

Communication Services 4.50%

Real Estate 1.99%

Cash 0.59%

Derivatives 0.01%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

98.5%*

#1A Sustainable
65.5%*

Taxonomy-aligned
6.5%*

Other environmental
36.2%*

Social
42.3%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

33.0%*#2 Other
1.5%*
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD    

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.
  
Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.
  
The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.  

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 5.7%

2023** 6.5%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw iinn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 336.2%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU 
Taxonomy to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the 
European Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable 
investments whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 442.3% of the financial product. 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 

controversies exclusion criteria.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product aims to include the securities with the highest ESG ratings making up 
25% of the market capitalization in each sector and region of the investment universe, as 
defined in the Prospectus.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment 
strategy portfolio at least 50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe.

- The financial product investment strategy portfolio shall achieve an annual decarbonisation 
target of at least 7%.

- The financial product shall invest 45% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" are 

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments contribute 
to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main 
part of the Prospectus. 

- There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI EMU SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M7CXEMS index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com. 

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.   

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close. 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 33.9 65.3
Broadd markett index3 76.3 59.6

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) MSCI Europe NR
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of an 
issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but not 
limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 554.1% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800I1PJ1VY5QRDU86PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI JAPAN ESG FILTERED MIN TESuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles, or operate in
sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

The MSCI Japan ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) Index (Bloomberg: MXJPEFMT index) has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology:

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 220%% 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 554.1%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

52.7% 54.1% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation.

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents -
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF)
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 90.0%.   

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 554.1%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

TOYOTA MOTOR CORP Consumer Discretionary 5,21% Japan
SONY GROUP CORP Consumer Discretionary 3,31% Japan
MITSUBISHI UFJ FINANCIAL GROUP Financials 2,62% Japan
TOKYO ELECTRON LTD Information Technology 2,05% Japan
KEYENCE CORP Information Technology 1,94% Japan
HITACHI LTD Industrials 1,77% Japan
SUMITOMO MITSUI FIN GRP INC Financials 1,76% Japan
DAIICHI SANKYO LTD Health Care 1,64% Japan
MITSUBISHI CORP Industrials 1,61% Japan
HONDA MOTOR LTD Consumer Discretionary 1,52% Japan
TAKEDA PHARMACEUTICAL LTD Health Care 1,47% Japan

KDDI CORP Communication Services 1,43% Japan

RECRUIT HOLDINGS LTD Industrials 1,42% Japan

MITSUI LTD Industrials 1,42% Japan
NINTENDO LTD Communication Services 1,41% Japan

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 23,19%

Consumer Discretionary 17,49%

Information Technology 14,98%

Financials 11,69%

Health Care 8,63%

Communication Services 7,36%

Consumer Staples 5,92%

Materials 5,03%

Real Estate 3,20%

Energy 0,87%

Oil & Gas Refining & Marketing 0,48%

Oil & Gas Exploration & Production 0,39%

Cash 0,75%

Utilities 0,51%

Derivatives 0,37%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

90.0%

#1A Sustainable
54.1%*

Taxonomy-aligned
0.8%*

Other environmental
29.1%*

Social
37.5%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

35.9%#2 Other
10.0%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy compare with previous reference periods ?

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0.1%

2023** 0.8%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year    
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, the 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,8%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,8%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 229.1%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 337.5% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall invest at least 40% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned
in the main part of the Prospectus.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI Japan ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) Index (Bloomberg: MXJPEFMT index) has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 56.3
Broadd markett index2 54.3

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI Japan (USD) NR 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote.
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of an 
issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but not 
limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 660.7% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800RIR2NNTKO1FI88 PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI JAPAN SRI S-SERIES PAB 5% 
CAPPED

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles, or operate in 
sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

The MSCI Japan SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M7CXESE index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark 
business involvement and controversies exclusion criteria: 100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure covered by the ESG analysis 
based on the index provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the 
weighted average ESG score of its investment universe: 661.22 vss 54.33 (MSCII Japann (USD)) NR)

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 336.0 vss 67.6

- The percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure invested in "sustainable 
investments" as defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR: 60.7%% 

 

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the portfolio compliant with 
the RBC policy 100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 

commitment
The percentage of the portfolio covered by the 
ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the portfolio 
compared to the weighted average ESG score of 
its investment universe 

63.8 vs 55.2 61.2 vs 54.3 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the portfolio 
compared to the average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe

26.6 vs 63.9 36.0 vs 67.6 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation

61.3% 60.7% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus, integrates several criteria 
into its definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify 
a company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can 
be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with 
the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental 
restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste 
management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable 
information and technology, scientific research for sustainable development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues 
misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this 
criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to 
align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder management 
(supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability 
Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary 
Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify 
as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as 
defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  
Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents -
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF)
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 97.7%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 660.7%.

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

SONY GROUP CORP Consumer Discretionary 4.92% Japan

KDDI CORP Communication Services 4.75% Japan
SOFTBANK CORP Communication Services 4.75% Japan
HANKYU HANSHIN HOLDINGS INC Industrials 4.23% Japan
FANUC CORP Industrials 3.08% Japan
SOMPO HOLDINGS INC Financials 3.03% Japan
DAIKIN INDUSTRIES LTD Industrials 2.92% Japan
AJINOMOTO INC Consumer Staples 2.65% Japan
OMRON CORP Information Technology 2.51% Japan
AEON LTD Consumer Staples 2.47% Japan
NITTO DENKO CORP Materials 2.37% Japan
YAMAHA CORP Consumer Discretionary 2.27% Japan
HOYA CORP Health Care 2.22% Japan
SUMITOMO MITSUI FIN GRP INC Financials 2.12% Japan
TOBU RAILWAY LTD Industrials 2.08% Japan

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Industrials 23.28%

Information Technology 17.13%

Consumer Discretionary 13.81%

Communication Services 10.95%

Consumer Staples 10.72%

Health Care 9.98%

Financials 8.52%

Materials 4.30%

Cash 0.69%

Real Estate 0.47%

Derivatives 0.16%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

97.7%*

#1A Sustainable
60.7%*

Taxonomy-aligned
0.4%*

Other environmental
32.2%*

Social
54.9%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

37.0%*#2 Other
2.3%*
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD   

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.  

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.  

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 0.3%

2023** 0.4%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw iinn greenn thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EEUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

0,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

0,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 332.2%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 554.9% of the financial product. 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 

controversies exclusion criteria.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product aims to include the securities with the highest ESG ratings making up 
25% of the market capitalization in each sector and region of the investment universe, as 
defined in the Prospectus.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment 
strategy portfolio at least 50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe.

- The financial product investment strategy portfolio shall achieve an annual decarbonisation 
target of at least 7%.

- The financial product shall invest 35% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" are 

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments contribute 
to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main 
part of the Prospectus. 

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI Japan SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M7CXESE index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?”

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett 
index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 36.0 61.2
Broadd mmarkett index3 67.6 54.3

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value.

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote.
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(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) MSCI Japan (USD) NR  
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of an 
issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but not 
limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 445.5% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800AUR7GUUPS3H625PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI NORTH AMERICA ESG 
FILTERED MIN TE

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles, or operate in
sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The MSCI North America ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) Index (Bloomberg: MXNAEFMT index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology:

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 220%% 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 445.5%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

46.7% 45.5% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 93.0%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 445.5%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

APPLE INC Information Technology 7,00% United States
MICROSOFT CORP Information Technology 5,79% United States
NVIDIA CORP Information Technology 2,50% United States
AMAZON COM INC Consumer Discretionary 2,12% United States
TESLA INC Consumer Discretionary 1,69% United States
UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC Health Care 1,17% United States
JPMORGAN CHASE Financials 1,11% United States
JOHNSON & JOHNSON Health Care 1,03% United States
VISA INC CLASS A A Financials 1,01% United States
ELI LILLY Health Care 1,00% United States
BROADCOM INC Information Technology 0,97% United States

PROCTER & GAMBLE Consumer Staples 0,96% United States

MASTERCARD INC CLASS A A Financials 0,88% United States

HOME DEPOT INC Consumer Discretionary 0,83% United States
MERCK & CO INC Health Care 0,73% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Information Technology 31,13%

Health Care 14,08%

Financials 13,63%

Consumer Discretionary 9,61%

Industrials 9,26%

Consumer Staples 6,83%

Materials 3,88%

Energy 3,67%

Oil & Gas Storage & Transportation 1,82%

Oil & Gas Refining & Marketing 0,92%

Oil & Gas Equipment & Services 0,84%

Coal & Consumable Fuels 0,09%

Communication Services 3,21%

Real Estate 2,27%

Utilities 1,83%

Cash 0,46%

Derivatives 0,14%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

93.0%

#1A Sustainable
45.5%*

Taxonomy-aligned
3.4%*

Other environmental
18.5%*

Social
33.1%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

47.5%#2 Other
7.0%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 1.7%

2023** 3.4%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

3,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

3,4%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 118.5%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 333.1% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria. 

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall invest at least 25% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI North America ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) Index (Bloomberg: MXJPEFMT index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 58.2
Broadd markett index2 53.6

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI North America (USD) NR 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of an 
issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but not 
limited to:

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 332.1% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800LLO65K4I3C5A26PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI PACIFIC EX JAPAN ESG 
FILTERED MIN TE

Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles, or operate in
sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable.

The MSCI Pacific ex Japan ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) Index (Bloomberg: MXPJEFMT index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental 
and social characteristics promoted by the financial product, and are based on the reference 
benchmark ESG methodology:

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 220.0%% 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 332.1%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20.0% 20.0% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

30.8% 32.1% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhat were the objectives of the sustainable investments that the financial
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;
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b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation.

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents -
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator:
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts:

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts 
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF)
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 91.9%.   

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 332.1%.  

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?”

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA Financials 6,74% Australia
AIA GROUP LTD Financials 6,56% Hong Kong
CSL LTD Health Care 5,13% Australia
NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LTD Financials 3,65% Australia
ANZ GROUP HOLDINGS LTD Financials 3,15% Australia
DBS GROUP HOLDINGS LTD Financials 2,96% Singapore
HONG KONG EXCHANGES AND CLEARING Financials 2,94% Hong Kong
MACQUARIE GROUP LTD DEF Financials 2,78% Australia
WOODSIDE ENERGY GROUP LTD Energy 2,65% Australia
WESFARMERS LTD Consumer Discretionary 2,56% Australia
RIO TINTO LTD Materials 2,51% Australia

OVERSEA-CHINESE BANKING LTD Financials 2,32% Singapore

WOOLWORTHS GROUP LTD Consumer Staples 1,96% Australia

UNITED OVERSEAS BANK LTD Financials 1,91% Singapore
FORTESCUE LTD Materials 1,91% Australia

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 39,73%

Materials 11,36%

Real Estate 11,28%

Health Care 7,84%

Industrials 6,95%

Consumer Discretionary 6,01%

Consumer Staples 4,91%

Energy 4,48%

Oil & Gas Exploration & Production 3,97%

Oil & Gas Refining & Marketing 0,51%

Communication Services 4,07%

Utilities 1,39%

Information Technology 1,39%

Cash 0,60%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

91.9%

#1A Sustainable
32.1%*

Taxonomy-aligned
2.5%*

Other environmental
20.1%*

Social
16.6%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

59.8%#2 Other
8.1%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective -
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 1.8%

2023** 2.5%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year    
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

2,5%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

2,5%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 220.1%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 116.6% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria. 

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall invest at least 20% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI Pacific ex Japan ESG Filtered Min TE (NTR) Index (Bloomberg: MXJPEFMT index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 63.5
Broadd markett index2 59.0

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI Pacific ex-Japan (USD) NR

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote.
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The financial product aims to improve its ESG profile compared to its investment universe. 

The ESG performance of an issuer is evaluated against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but noct limited to: 

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 555.8% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800F4ESQPVJRVLT42PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI USA SRI S-SERIES PAB 5% 
CAPPEDSuustainablee 

investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

The exclusion criteria are applied with regard to issuers that are in violation of international norms and 
convention, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The MSCI USA SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M1CXUSC index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology: 

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe: 664.11 vss 53.88 (MSCI USA (USD) NR) 

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 111.33 vss 50.22 tCO2eq/millionn €€ off assett valuee 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 54.1%%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe

64.0 vs 55.0 64.1 vs 53.8 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment 
universe

13.3 vs 60.0 11.3 vs 50.2 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

50.2% 55.8% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 98.3%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 555.8%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

TEXAS INSTRUMENT INC Information Technology 5,04% United States
MICROSOFT CORP Information Technology 5,03% United States
ADOBE INC Information Technology 3,81% United States
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING INC Industrials 3,16% United States
TESLA INC Consumer Discretionary 2,63% United States
PROLOGIS REIT INC REIT Real Estate 2,25% United States
NXP SEMICONDUCTORS NV Information Technology 2,04% Netherlands
ZOETIS INC CLASS A A Health Care 1,86% United States
INTUIT INC Information Technology 1,66% United States
GENERAL MILLS INC Consumer Staples 1,60% United States
CROWN CASTLE INC REIT Real Estate 1,43% United States

WELLTOWER INC REIT Real Estate 1,37% United States

NEWMONT Materials 1,33% United States

HOME DEPOT INC Consumer Discretionary 1,31% United States
AUTODESK INC Information Technology 1,31% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Information Technology 22,59%

Health Care 18,06%

Industrials 15,03%

Financials 14,95%

Consumer Discretionary 8,36%

Real Estate 6,56%

Consumer Staples 5,25%

Materials 3,69%

Communication Services 3,43%

Utilities 1,95%

Derivatives 0,10%

Cash 0,02%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

98.3%

#1A Sustainable
55.8%*

Taxonomy-aligned
3.5%*

Other environmental
26.6%*

Social
37.5%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

42.4%#2 Other
1.7%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy compare with previous reference periods ?

 

 Revenue 
2022* 1.6%

2023** 3.5%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

3,5%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

3,5%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 226.6%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 337.5% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product aims to include the securities with the highest ESG ratings making up 
25% of the market capitalization in each sector and region of the investment universe, as 
defined in the Prospectus.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment 
strategy portfolio at least 50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe.

- The financial product investment strategy portfolio shall achieve an annual decarbonisation 
target of at least 7%..

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest at least 30% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI USA SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M1CXUSC index) has been 

designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 11.3 64.1
Broadd markett index3 50.2 53.8

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) MSCI USA (USD) NR 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through: 

A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of ESG performance of an 
issuer against a combination of environmental, social and governance factors which include but not 
limited to: 

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 550.2% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800GIDOG28RSHLD50PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI WORLD ESG FILTERED MIN TESuustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

A negative screening applying exclusion criteria with regard to issuers that are in violation of 
international norms and convention, such as the UN Nations Global Compact principles, or operate in
sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The MSCI World ESG Filtered Min TE (USD) NR has been designated as a reference benchmark for the 
purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology: 

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s economic exposure investment universe 
reduction due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions and/or any 
other extra financial criteria: 220%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 550.2%% 

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The minimum percentage of the financial 
product’s economic exposure investment 
universe reduction due to exclusion of securities 
with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions 
and/or any other extra financial criteria

20% 20% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

51.9% 5O.2% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

HHoww didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly 
harm any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment 
manager commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into 
account indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that 
do not meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 92.7%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 550.2%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

MICROSOFT CORP Information Technology 4,17% United States
AMAZON COM INC Consumer Discretionary 2,06% United States
NVIDIA CORP Information Technology 1,78% United States
TESLA INC Consumer Discretionary 1,26% United States
UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC Health Care 0,88% United States
JPMORGAN CHASE Financials 0,81% United States
JOHNSON & JOHNSON Health Care 0,80% United States
VISA INC CLASS A A Financials 0,74% United States
PROCTER & GAMBLE Consumer Staples 0,74% United States
ELI LILLY Health Care 0,72% United States
MASTERCARD INC CLASS A A Financials 0,66% United States

HOME DEPOT INC Consumer Discretionary 0,63% United States

NESTLE SA N Consumer Staples 0,62% Switzerland

PEPSICO INC Consumer Staples 0,56% United States
MERCK & CO INC Health Care 0,55% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Information Technology 21,61%

Financials 15,34%

Health Care 14,08%

Industrials 11,90%

Consumer Discretionary 10,99%

Consumer Staples 8,14%

Energy 4,75%

Integrated Oil & Gas 1,88%

Oil & Gas Storage & Transportation 1,11%

Oil & Gas Refining & Marketing 0,71%

Oil & Gas Equipment & Services 0,51%

Oil & Gas Exploration & Production 0,49%

Coal & Consumable Fuels 0,05%

Materials 4,60%

Communication Services 3,49%

Real Estate 2,49%

Utilities 2,33%

Cash 0,27%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

92.7%

#1A Sustainable
50.2%*

Taxonomy-aligned
3.2%*

Other environmental
20.9%*

Social
36.7%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

42.5%#2 Other
7.3%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

 

 Revenue 
2022* 1.9%

2023** 3.2%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

3,2%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

3,2%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 220.9%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 336.7% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG 
score and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

- The financial product shall invest at least 30% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI World ESG Filtered Min TE (USD) NR has been designated as a reference benchmark for 

the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial 
product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

ESGG score1

Financiall product 59.0
Broadd markett index2 54.9

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) MSCI World (USD) NR 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average. 

 
Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using an ESG internal 
proprietary methodology, and by investing in issuers that demonstrate good environmental and social 
practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices within their sector of activity.

The financial product aims to improve its ESG profile compared to its investment universe. 

The ESG performance of an issuer is evaluated against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but noct limited to: 

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, treatment of waste 

- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers' health 
and safety, diversity) 

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 557.6% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 213800O9N13WHRUQI558PProductt name :: BNP PARIBAS EASY MSCI WORLD SRI S-SERIES PAB 5% 
CAPPEDSuustainablee 

investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights 

The exclusion criteria are applied with regard to issuers that are in violation of international norms and 
convention, or operate in sensitive sectors as defined by external data providers. 

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable. 

The MSCI World SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M1CXWSC index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the sustainable 
investment objective of the financial product, and are based on the reference benchmark ESG 
methodology: 

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the the reference benchmark 
business involvement exclusion criteria: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s assets covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology: 1100%

- The weighted average ESG score of the financial product’s portfolio compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe: 663.99 vss 54.99 (MSCI World (USD) NR) 

- The average carbon footprint of the financial product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment universe: 116.8 vss 59.3 tCO2eq/millionn €€ off assett valuee 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 57.6%%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Indicator 2022* 2023** Commmentt 
The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio compliant with the the reference 
benchmark business involvement exclusion 
criteria

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s assets 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index 
provider ESG methodology

100% 100% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The weighted average ESG score of the financial 
product’s portfolio compared to the weighted 
average ESG score of its investment universe

64.5 vs 56.0 63.9 vs 54.9 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The average carbon footprint of the financial 
product’s economic exposure compared to the 
average carbon footprint of its investment 
universe

20.7 vs 67.6 16.8 vs 59.3 In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

The percentage of the financial product’s 
portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' 
as defined in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR 
regulation

55.9% 57.6% In line with the financial product’s 
commitment

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average.  

WWhatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance 
companies that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and 
services, as well as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset 
Management (BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to 
determine sustainable investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its 
definition of sustainable investments that are considered to be core components to qualify a 
company as sustainable. These criteria are complementary to each other. In practice, a company 
must meet at least one of the criteria described below in order to be considered as contributing 
to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company 
can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned 
with the EU Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria 
can for example contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, 
environmental restoration, sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable 
buildings, sustainable information and technology, scientific research for sustainable 
development;

2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in 
case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its 
revenues misaligned with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through 
this criteria can for example contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate 
change, conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, 
restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, 
fight against desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, 
inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, 
women and girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, 
reliable and modern energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization, reduced inequality, inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, 
peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions, global partnership for sustainable development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model 
to align with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the 
following environmental objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within 
the relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on 
the BNPP AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them 
against a peer group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A 
company with a contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as 
best performer. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for 
example contribute to the following objectives:
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a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental 
and/or social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt 
securities receive an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the 
Sustainability Center following the issuer and underlying project assessment based on a 
proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should 
follow good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its 
proprietary methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment 
manager: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-
7E934948BE63  

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that 
qualify as sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental 
objectives as defined under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change 
adaptation. 

 

Howw didd thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall productt partiallyy  
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable 
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable 
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability 
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/).

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas

Principal adverse
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 
The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation 
or at risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, 
including the principles and rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified 
in the Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and the International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted 
within the BNPP AM Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information 
provided by external experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the 
investment manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG 
methodology and disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used. 

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the 
financial product mainly relies on the three following pillars: 

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove 
industries and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of 
international norms and conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an 
unacceptable risk to society and/or the environment; 

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology 
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those 
ratings are used in the investment strategy; 

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable. 

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, 
collaboration with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. 
Engagement with issuers aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and 
governance practices and, thus, mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General 
Meetings of companies the portfolio is invested in aims at promoting good governance and 
advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts: 

Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global 
Compact  principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical 
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which BNPP AM considers principal adverseimpacts
of investment decisions on sustainability factors taking due account of the size, thenature and 
scale of its activities and the types of financial products managed can be found in the BNPP AM 
SFDR disclosure statement: sustainability risk integration and Principal Adverse Impacts 
considerations (https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-
84FC06E090BF) 
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What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources.

What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 98.0%.    

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 557.6%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

MICROSOFT CORP Information Technology 5,09% United States
TEXAS INSTRUMENT INC Information Technology 1,89% United States
ASML HOLDING NV Information Technology 1,51% Netherlands
TESLA INC Consumer Discretionary 1,41% United States
ADOBE INC Information Technology 1,10% United States
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING INC Industrials 0,95% United States
HOME DEPOT INC Consumer Discretionary 0,86% United States
ILLINOIS TOOL INC Industrials 0,84% United States
MARSH & MCLENNAN INC Financials 0,78% United States
NXP SEMICONDUCTORS NV Information Technology 0,77% Netherlands
BECTON DICKINSON Health Care 0,75% United States

S&P GLOBAL INC Financials 0,74% United States

ZOETIS INC CLASS A A Health Care 0,71% United States

TORONTO DOMINION Financials 0,68% Canada
DANAHER CORP Health Care 0,66% United States

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

Sectors % Asset

Financials 17,72%

Information Technology 16,92%

Industrials 16,42%

Health Care 15,64%

Consumer Discretionary 8,75%

Consumer Staples 7,36%

Materials 4,89%

Real Estate 4,60%

Communication Services 4,24%

Utilities 3,29%

Cash 0,11%

Derivatives 0,07%

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

98.0%

#1A Sustainable
55.8%*

Taxonomy-aligned
4.0%*

Other environmental
29.9%*

Social
39.1%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

40.4%#2 Other
2.0%
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TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  
 
The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered 
environmentally sustainable within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of 
investments that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported 
alignment KPIs and may use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public 
disclosures.  More information on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found 
here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the 
EU Taxonomy may be made accordingly.

Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution 
to environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.

The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or 
review by a third party.

Did the financial product invest in fossil gas and/or nuclear energy related activities 
complying with the EU Taxonomy 1? 

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear 
energy and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last 
quarter of the accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomy compare with previous reference periods ?

 

 Revenue 
2022* 2.4%

2023** 4.0%

*Figures reported in 2022 were calculated on the closing date of the accounting year     
** Figures reported in 2023 are expressed as a quaterly weighted average. 

The proportion of taxonomy-aligned economic activities in CapEx or OpEx are not disclosed given 
the current level of data at the disposal of the management company related to such information.  

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

4,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

**

1. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
including sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

4,0%

0% 50% 100%

OpEx

CapEx

Turnover

2. Taxonomy-alignment of investments 
excluding sovereign bonds*

Taxonomy aligned investments

Other investments

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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WWhatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 229.9%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 339.1% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 
 
The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment.

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  

- The financial product shall comply with the reference benchmark business involvement and 
controversies exclusion criteria.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product aims to include the securities with the highest ESG ratings making up 
25% of the market capitalization in each sector and region of the investment universe, as 
defined in the Prospectus.

- The financial product shall have the weighted average carbon footprint of its investment 
strategy portfolio at least 50% lower than the weighted average carbon footprint of its 
investment universe.

- The financial product investment strategy portfolio shall achieve an annual decarbonisation 
target of at least 7%..

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
ttakee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852.
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- The financial product shall invest at least 40% of its assets in "sustainable investments" as 
defined in Article 2 (17) of SFDR. Criteria to qualify an investment as "sustainable investment" 
are indicated in the above question "What are the objectives of the sustainable investments 
that the financial product partially intends to make and does the sustainable investments 
contribute to such objectives" and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned 
in the main part of the Prospectus.

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For 
instance and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not 
fulfil anymore an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index 
provider rules.

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. 
Several examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the 
Sustainability Report. These documents are available at the following link: 
https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/en/sustainability-documents/  

HHoww didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
The MSCI World SRI S-Series PAB 5% Capped (NTR) index (Bloomberg: M1CXWSC index) has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product. 

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at: 
www.msci.com.  

Howw doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  
The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-capitalization 
weighted.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked to 
the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with regard 
to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark with the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under the question 
“How did the sustainability indicators perform?”.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the financial 
product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one of the 
reference benchmark are very close.  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee broadd markett index??  

Carbonn footprint 
(tCO22 eq/EV)) 1,2 ESGG score2 

Financiall product 16.8 63.9
Broadd markett index3 59.3 54.9

(1) The carbon footprint is the sum of each carbon emission divided by its simplified enterprise value, multiplied by the 
weight in the portfolio. Carbon emissions represent the sum of a company's scope 1 (direct emissions from 
installations) and scope 2 (indirect emissions linked to the company's energy consumption) emissions. Simplified 
enterprise value measures a total value and is calculated as the sum of market capitalization and total debt. The 
footprint is expressed in tons of CO2 equivalent per million euros of entreprise value. 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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(2) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(3) MSCI World (USD) NR 
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Template periodic disclosure for the financial products referred to in Article 8, paragraphs 1, 2 and 2a, of 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 and Article 6, first paragraph, of Regulation (EU) 2020/852

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND/OR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Unless otherwise specified, all actual data, within this periodic report are expressed as a quarterly weighted 
average
 

Too whatt extentt weree thee environmentall and/orr sociall characteristicss 
promotedd byy thiss financiall productt met?? 
The financial product promotes environmental and social characteristics by assessing underlying 
investments against Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria using the methodology of the 
index provider. As such, the product is exposed to issuers that demonstrate superior or improve 
environmental and social practices, while implementing robust corporate governance practices 
withintheir sector of activity.

The investment strategy selects issuers through:

- A negative screening applying exclusion criteria. This is applied with regard to issuers with a poor ESG 
profile and issuers that are in systematic violation of the UN Global Compact.

- A positive screening using a selectivity approach. This involves evaluation of Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) performance of an issuer against a combination of environmental, social and 
governance factors which include but not limited to :

- Environmental: energy efficiency, reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), treatment of 
waste;

Did thiss financiall productt havee aa sustainablee investmentt objective? 
Yes No 

It made ssustainablee investmentt 
withh ann   environmentall 
objective:: ___%

in economic activities that 
qualify as environmentally 
sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

in economic activities that do 
not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable 
under the EU Taxonomy

It promoted EEnvironmental//Sociall (E/S)) 
characteristicss and while it did not have as 
its objective a sustainable investment, it 
had a proportion of 339.3% of sustainable 
investments 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy 

with an environmental objective in 
economic activities that do not qualify as 
environmentally sustainable under the EU 
Taxonomy

with a social objective
 

It made ssustainablee 
investmentss withh aa sociall 
objective :: ___% 

It promoted E/S characteristics, but ddidd 
nott makee anyy sustainablee investments

Leegall Entityy Identifier:: 2213800OJWEKVAMBL7QS53 PProductt name :: BBNPP PARIBASS EASYY UUSDD CORPP BONDD SRII FOSSILL FREE Suustainablee 
investment means an 
investment in an 
economic activity 
that contributes to 
an environmental or 
social objective, 
provided that the 
investment does not 
significantly harm 
any environmental or 
social objective and 
that the investee 
companies follow 
good governance 
practices.

The EEUU Taxonomy is 
a classification 
system laid down in 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852, 
establishing a list of
environmentallyy 
sustainablee economicc 
activities. 

That Regulation does 
not include a list of 
socially sustainable
economic activities. 
Sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective might be 
aligned with the 
Taxonomy or not.  
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- Social: respect of human rights and workers' rights, human resources management (workers'health 
and safety, diversity);

- Governance: Board of Directors independence, managers’remuneration, respect of minority 
shareholders rights.

Furthermore, the investment manager promotes better environmental and social outcomes through 
engagement with issuers and the exercise of voting rights according to the Stewardship policy, where 
applicable, in collaboration with BNP Paribas Asset Management’s Sustainability Centre.

The Bloomberg MSCI US Corporate SRI Sustainable Select Ex Fossil Fuel NTR Index has been designated 
as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product.

The environmental objectives as well as the social objectives to which the sustainable investments of 
the financial product have contributed are indicated in the question "What were the objectives of the 
sustainable investments that the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable 
investment contribute to such objectives?".

HHoww didd thee sustainabilityy indicatorss perform?? 
The following sustainability indicators are used to measure the attainment of the environmental and 
social characteristics promoted by the financial product:

-- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio compliant with the reference benchmark eligible
stock criteria taking into account sectorial and controversial policies: 1100%

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio covered by ESG analysis based on the ESG internal 
proprietary methodology: 1100%% 

- The minimum percentage of the financial product’s investment universe reduction due to exclusion of 
securities with low ESG score and/or sector exclusions as per extra financial criteria: 220%% 

- The percentage of the financial product’s portfolio invested in 'sustainable investments' as defined in 
Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation: 339.3%

…andd comparedd too previouss periods ?? 

Not Applicable for the first periodic report.

Whatt weree thee objectivess off thee sustainablee investmentss thatt thee financiall 
productt partiallyy madee andd howw didd thee sustainablee investmentt contributee too 
suchh objectives??  

The objectives of the sustainable investments made by the financial product are to finance companies 
that contribute to environmental and/or social objectives through their products and services, as well 
as their sustainable practices.

The investment manager is using, as of the date of the prospectus, the BNP Paribas Asset Management
(BNPP AM) internal methodology, as defined in the main part of the Prospectus,to determine sustainable
investments. Such methodology integrates several criteria into its definition of sustainable investments
that are considered to be core components to qualify a company as sustainable. These criteria are
complementary to each other. In practice, a company must meet at least one of the criteria described
below in order to be considered as contributing to an environmental or social objective:

1. A company with an economic activity aligned with the EU Taxonomy objectives. A company can be 
qualified as sustainable investment in case it has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the EU 
Taxonomy. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following environmental objectives: sustainable forestry, environmental restoration, 
sustainable manufacturing, renewable energy, water supply, sewerage, waste management and 
remediation, sustainable transportation, sustainable buildings, sustainable information and technology, 
scientific research for sustainable development;

Sustainabilityy 
indicators measure 
how the 
environmental or 
social characteristics 
promoted by the 
financial product are 
attained. 
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2. A company with an economic activity contributing to one or more United Nations Sustainable 
Development goals (UN SDG) targets. A company can be qualified as sustainable investment in case it 
has more than 20% of its revenues aligned with the SDGs and less than 20% of its revenues misaligned 
with the UN SDGs. A company qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example 
contribute to the following objectives:

a. Environmental: sustainable agriculture, sustainable management of water and sanitation, 
sustainable and modern energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable infrastructure, 
sustainable cities, sustainable consumption and production patterns, fight against climate change, 
conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources, protection, restoration 
and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable management of forests, fight against 
desertification, land degradation and biodiversity loss;

b. Social: no poverty, zero hunger, food security, healthy lives and well-being at all ages, inclusive 
and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities, gender equality, women and 
girls empowerment, availability of water and sanitation, access to affordable, reliable and modern 
energy, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work, resilient infrastructure, inclusive and sustainable industrialization, reduced inequality, 
inclusive, safe and resilient cities and human settlements, peaceful and inclusive societies, access 
to justice and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions, global partnership for sustainable 
development.

3. A company operating in a high GHG emission sector that is transitioning its business model to align 
with the objective of maintaining the global temperature rise below 1.5°C. A company qualifying as 
sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following environmental 
objectives: GHG emissions reduction, fight against climate change;

4. A company with best-in-class environmental or social practices compared to its peers within the 
relevant sector and geographical region. The E or S best performer assessment is based on the BNPP 
AM ESG scoring methodology. The methodology scores companies and assesses them against a peer 
group comprising companies in comparable sectors and geographical regions. A company with a 
contribution score above 10 on the Environmental or Social pillar qualifies as best performer. A company 
qualifying as sustainable investment through this criteria can for example contribute to the following 
objectives:

a. Environmental: fight against climate change, environmental risk management, sustainable 
management of natural resources, waste management, water management, GHG emissions 
reduction, renewable energy, sustainable agriculture, green infrastructure;

b. Social: health and safety, human capital management, good external stakeholder 
management (supply chain, contractors, data), business ethics preparedness, good corporate 
governance.

Green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds issued to support specific environmental and/or 
social projects are also qualified as sustainable investments provided that these debt securities receive 
an investment recommendation 'POSITIVE' or 'NEUTRAL' from the Sustainability Center following the 
issuer and underlying project assessment based on a proprietary Green/Social/Sustainability Bond 
Assessment methodology.

Companies identified as a sustainable investment should not significantly harm any other 
environmental or social objectives (the Do No Significant Harm 'DNSH' principle) and should follow 
good governance practices. BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) uses its proprietary 
methodology to assess all companies against these requirements.

The proportion of investments of the financial product made in economic activities and that qualify as 
sustainable investments under the SFDR may contribute to the environmental objectives as defined 
under Taxonomy Regulation: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation 

More information on the internal methodology can be found on the website of the investment manager:
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/14787511-CB33-49FC-B9B5-7E934948BE63  
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HHow did the sustainable investments that the financial product partially
madee nott causee significantt harmm too anyy environmentall orr sociall sustainablee 
investmentt objective??  

Sustainable investments that the product partially intends to make should not significantly harm 
any environmental or social objective (DNSH Principle). In this respect, the investment manager 
commits to consider principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors by taking into account 
indicators for adverse impacts as defined in SFDR, and to not invest in companies that do not 
meet their fundamental obligations in line with the OECD Guidelines and the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

How were the indicators for adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
taken into account?  
The investment manager ensures that throughout its investment process, the sustainable
investments of the financial product takes into account principal adverse impact indicators 
by analysing within the investment process those indicators in respect of the sustainable
investment pillars defined in the BNP Paribas Asset Management Global Sustainability
Strategy (GSS). More information on the GSS can be found on: Sustainability documents - 
BNPP AM Corporate English (https://www.bnpparibas-am.com/sustainability-
documents/). 

As regards the sustainable investments that the financial product intends to make, the 
following principal adverse sustainability impacts are taken into account:  

Corporate mandatory indicators:

1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
12. Unadjusted gender pay gap
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

Sovereign mandatory indicator: 
15. GHG intensity
16. Investee countries subject to social violations

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF

Principall adversee 
impacts are the most 
significant negative 
impacts of investment 
decisions on 
sustainability factors 
relating to 
environmental, social 
and employee 
matters, respect for 
human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-
bribery matters.
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Were sustainable investments aligned with the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights? Details:: 

The sustainable investments of the financial product exclude issuers that are in violation or at 
risk of violation of the UN Global Compact Principles, OECD Guidelines for Multinationa
Enterprises and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, including the principle and 
rights set out in the eight fundamental conventions identified in the Declaration of the 
International Labour Organisation on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the 
International Bill of Human Rights. This assessment is conducted within the BNPP AM
Sustainability Centre on the basis of internal analysis and information provided by external
experts, and in consultation with BNP Paribas Group CSR Team

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt considerr principall adversee impactss onn 
sustainabilityy factors ?? 
The product considers principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors. In order for the investment
manager to determine which PAI is considered and addressed or mitigated, ESG methodology and
disclosures of the reference benchmark and/or the index provider are used.

The policy framework in order to analyse how principle adverse impacts are considered for the financial
product mainly relies on the three following pillars:

1- Analysis of the embedded exclusion process leading the investment strategy to remove industries 
and behaviours that present a high risk of adverse impacts in violation of international norms and
conventions and issuers that are involved in activities presenting an unacceptable risk to society and/or
the environment;

2- How the ESG ratings used throughout the investment process include in their methodology
consideration of principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors, and to what extent those ratings 
are used in the investment strategy;

3- Engagement and voting policy, when applicable.

The Stewardship team regularly identifies adverse impacts through ongoing research, collaboration 
with other long-term investors, and dialogue with NGOs and other experts. Engagement with issuers 
aim at encouraging them to improve their environmental, social and governance practices and, thus, 
mitigate potential adverse impacts. Voting at Annual General Meetings of companies the portfolio is 
invested in aims at promoting good governance and advance environmental and social issues.

Based on the above approach, the financial product considers and addresses or mitigates the following
principal adverse sustainability impacts:

The EU Taxonomy sets out a 'do not significant harm' principle by which Taxonomy-
aligned investments should not significantly harm EU Taxonomy objectives and is 
accompanied by specific Union criteria.

The “do no significant harm” principle applies only to those investments underlying 
the financial product that take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities. The investments underlying the remaining portion 
of this financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for 
environmentally sustainable economic activities.

Any other sustainable investments must also not significantly harm any 
environmental or social objectives.
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Corporate mandatory indicators:
1. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2. Carbon footprint
3. GHG intensity of investee companies
4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector
5. Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector
7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas
8. Emissions to water
9. Hazardous waste ratio
10. Violations of UN Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with UN Global Compact  
principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
13. Board gender diversity
14. Exposure to controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Corporate voluntary indicators:
Environment
4. Investments in companies without carbon emission reduction initiatives
Social
4. Lack of a supplier code of conduct
9. Lack of a human rights policy

More detailed information on the manner in which principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors 
are considered can be found in the BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SFDR disclosure statement: 
https://docfinder.bnpparibas-am.com/api/files/874ADAE2-3EE7-4AD4-B0ED-84FC06E090BF  

What were the top investments of this financial product? 

Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.
* Any percentage differences with the financial statement portfolios result from a rounding difference. 
** Any difference with the portfolio statements above are coming from the use of different data’s sources

Largest investments** Sector % Assets* Country**

BANK OF AMERICA CORP 3.82 PCT 20-JAN-2028 Financials 1,33% United States

BANK OF AMERICA CORP 2.97 PCT 04-FEB-2033 Financials 0,92% United States

SUMITOMO MITSUI BANKING CORP 3.65 PCT 23-JUL-2025 Financials 0,91% Japan

ABBVIE INC 3.80 PCT 15-MAR-2025 Health Care 0,90% United States

ABBVIE INC 4.25 PCT 21-NOV-2049 Health Care 0,85% United States

AMGEN INC 5.75 PCT 02-MAR-2063 Health Care 0,82% United States

HSBC USA INC 5.63 PCT 17-MAR-2025 Financials 0,75% United States

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA 1.15 PCT 10-JUN-2025 Financials 0,75% Canada

AMGEN INC 5.51 PCT 02-MAR-2026 Health Care 0,73% United States

AMERICAN HONDA FINANCE CORPORATION 1.20 PCT 08-JUL-2025 Consumer Discretionary 0,70% United States

BANCO SANTANDER SA 1.72 PCT 14-SEP-2027 Financials 0,66% Spain

VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC 4.13 PCT 16-MAR-2027 Communications 0,66% United States

PEPSICO INC 3.60 PCT 18-FEB-2028 Consumer Staples 0,66% United States

AMAZON.COM INC 2.10 PCT 12-MAY-2031 Consumer Discretionary 0,63% United States

BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA 1.30 PCT 11-JUN-2025 Financials 0,61% Canada

The list includes the
investments 
constituting the 
greatest proportion
of investments of the 
financial product 
during the reference 
period which is: From 
01.01.2023 to 
29.12.2023
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What was the proportion of sustainability-related investments? 
WWhatt wass thee assett allocation ?? 

The proportion of the investments of the financial product used to meet the environmental or 
social characteristics promoted, in accordance with the binding elements of the investment 
strategy of the financial product is 97.2%..  

The proportion of sustainable investments of the financial product is 339.3%.   

The remaining proportion of the investments is mainly used as described under the question: “
What investments were included under 'other', what was their purpose and were there any 
minimum environmental or social safeguards?” 

Inn whichh economicc sectorss weree thee investmentss made ??   

 

 

 

Sectors % Asset

Financials 27,94%

Health Care 19,34%

Technology 16,31%

Communications 10,54%

Consumer Discretionary 8,49%

Consumer Staples 5,96%

Real Estate 4,29%

Industrials 3,73%

Cash 1,78%

Materials 1,02%

Utilities 0,60%

Asset allocation 
describes the share 
of investments in 
specific assets.

#1 Aligned with E/S characteristics includes the investments of the financial product used to attain the
environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product.

#2 Other includes the remaining investments of the financial product which are neither aligned with the 
environmental or social characteristics, nor are qualified as sustainable investments.

The category #1 Aligned with E/S characteristics covers:

-The sub-category #1A Sustainable covers environmentally and socially sustainable investments. 

-The sub-category #1B Other E/S characteristics covers investments aligned with the environmental or 
social characteristics that do not qualify as sustainable investments.

*A portfolio security classified as sustainable investment may, taking into account all its activities, both 
contribute to a social objective and to an environmental objective (aligned or not with the taxonomy of the 
EU) and the figures shown take this into account. However, the same issuer can only be recognised once for 
sustainable investments (#1A Sustainable).

Investments

#1 Aligned with E/S 
characteristics

97.2%

#1A Sustainable
39.3%*

Taxonomy-aligned
1.8%*

Other environmental
19.0%*

Social
26.1%*

#1B Other E/S 
characteristics

58.0%#2 Other
2.8%
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Source of data: BNP Paribas Asset Management, expressed as a quaterly weighted average.
The largest investments are based on official accounting data and are based on the transaction date.

TToo whatt extentt weree thee sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy??  

The financial product did not commit itself to having a minimum proportion of sustainable investments 
with an environmental objective in economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable 
within the meaning of the EU Taxonomy, but did do so.  

The two graphs below illustrate, according to the data available, the extent to which sustainable 
investments with an environmental objective are aligned with the EU Taxonomy and contribute to the 
environmental objectives of climate change mitigation and adaptation.  
  
The management company uses data from third-party providers  to measure the proportion of investments 
that are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Providers collect companies’ self-reported alignment KPIs and may 
use equivalent information where these are not readily available in public disclosures.  More information 
on BNPP AM the methodology and the providers used can be found here: https://docfinder.bnpparibas-
am.com/api/files/0EE37EC2-8612-48A5-8AA1-D5C09CCB58DD     
  
The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy to 
ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European Taxonomy 
Regulation. Further updates of the prospectus and the alignment of commitments with the EU Taxonomy 
may be made accordingly . 
  
Economic activities that are not recognised by the EU taxonomy are not necessarily harmful to the 
environment or unsustainable. Moreover, not all activities that can make a substantial contribution to 
environmental and social objectives are yet integrated into the EU Taxonomy.  
  
The compliance of those investments with the requirements laid down in article 3 of Regulation (EU) 
2020/852 (Taxonomy Regulation) has not been subject to an assurance provided by an auditor or review by 
a third party.  

 

Didd thee financiall productt investt inn fossill gass and/orr nuclearr energyy relatedd 
activitiess complyingg withh thee EUU Taxonomyy 1??  

The data covering the proportion of taxonomy-aligned activities related to fossil gas and nuclear energy 
and on which the report is based in this respect were solely available starting from the last quarter of the 
accounting year.

1 Fossil gas and/or nuclear related activities will only comply with the EU Taxonomy where they contribute to 
limiting climate change (“climate change mitigation”) and do not significantly harm any EU Taxonomy objective - 
see explanatory note in the left hand margin. The full criteria for fossil gas and nuclear energy economic activities 
that comply with the EU Taxonomy are laid down in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1214.  

To comply with 
the EU 
Taxonomy, the 
criteria for fossill 
gas include 
limitations on 
emissions and 
switching to 
fully renewable 
power or low-
carbon fuels by 
the end of 2035. 
For nuclearr 
energy, the 
criteria include 
comprehensive 
safety and 
waste 
management 
rules.
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Whatt wass thee sharee off investmentss madee inn transitionall andd enablingg activities?? 
The share of investments in transitional and enabling activities within the meaning of the 
Regulations Taxonomy is 0% for transitional activities and 0% for enabling activities.

Howw didd thee percentagee off investmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU 
Taxonomyy comparee withh previouss referencee periods ??  

Not Applicable for the first periodic report.

Whatt was thee sharee off sustainablee investmentss withh ann environmentall 
objectivee nott alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy?? 
The share of sustainable investments with an environmental objective that are not aligned with the 
European Taxonomy Regulation is 119.0%.. 

The management company is improving its systems for collecting data in line with the EU Taxonomy 
to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of published sustainability information under the European 
Taxonomy Regulation. Meanwhile, the financial product will invest in sustainable investments 
whose environmental objective is not aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

Whatt wass thee sharee off sociallyy sustainablee investments?

Socially sustainable investments represent 226.1% of the financial product. 
 
 

Whatt investmentss weree includedd underr 'other',, whatt wass theirr purposee andd 
weree there anyy minimumm environmentall orr sociall safeguards?? 

Thee graphss beloww showw inn greenn thee percentagee off investmmentss thatt weree alignedd withh thee EUU Taxonomy.. 
Ass theree iss noo appropriatee methodologyy too determinee thee Taxonomy-alignmentt off sovereignn bonds*,, thee 
firstt graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt inn relationn too alll thee investmentss off thee financiall productt 
includingg sovereignn bonds,, whilee thee secondd graphh showss thee Taxonomy-alignmentt onlyy inn relationn too 
thee investmentss off thee financiall productt otherr thann sovereignn bonds.

* For the purpose of these graphs, 'sovereign bonds' consist of all sovereign exposures

** Real taxonomy aligned

are sustainable 
investments with an 
environmental 
objective that doo nott 
takee intoo accountt thee 
criteria for 
environmentally 
sustainable economic 
activities under 
Regulation (EU) 
2020/852. 

Enablingg activitiess 
directly enable 
other activities to 
make a substantial 
contribution to an 
environmental 
objective. 

Transitionall activitiess 
aree activities for 
which low-carbon 
alternatives are not 
yet available and 
among others have 
greenhouse gas 
emission levels 
corresponding to the 
best performance.  

Taxonomy-aligned 
activities are 
expressed as a share 
of:
- turnoverr reflecting 

the share of 
revenue from green 
activities of 
investee 
companies.

- capitall expendituree 
(CapEx) showing 
the green 
investments made 
by investee 
companies, e.g. for 
a transition to a 
green economy.

- operationall 
expendituree (OpEx) 
reflecting green 
operational 
activities of 
investee 
companies.
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The remaining proportion of the investments may include :

- The proportion of assets that are not used to meet the environmental or social characteristics 
promoted by the financial product. These assets are used for investment purposes, or

- Instruments which are mainly used for liquidity, efficient portfolio management, and/or hedging 
purposes, notably cash, deposits and derivatives

In any case, the investment manager will ensure that those investments are made while maintaining 
the improvement of the ESG profile of the financial product. In addition, those investments are made 
in compliance with our internal processes, including the following minimum environmental or social 
safeguards:

- The risk management policy. The risk management policy comprises procedures as are necessary 
to enable the management company to assess for each financial product it manages the exposure 
of that product to market, liquidity, sustainability and counterparty risks. And

- The RBC policy, where applicable, through the exclusion of companies involved in controversies 
due to poor practices related to human and labour rights, environment, and corruption, as well as 
companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, asbestos,…), as 
these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause unacceptable 
harm to society and/or the environment

 

Whatt actionss havee beenn takenn too meett thee environmentall and/orr sociall 
characteristicss duringg thee referencee period ??  
- The financial product shall comply with the RBC Policy by excluding companies involved in 
controversies due to poor practices related to human and labor rights, environment, and corruption, 
as well as companies operating in sensitive sectors (tobacco, coal, controversial weapons, 
asbestos,…), as these companies are deemed to be in violation of international norms, or to cause 
unacceptable harm to society and/or the environment.

- The financial product shall have at least 90% of its investment strategy underlying securities 
covered by the ESG analysis based on the index provider methodology.

- The financial product’s investment universe of the investment strategy, as defined in the 
Prospectus, shall be reduced by a minimum of 20% due to exclusion of securities with low ESG score 
and/or sector exclusions and/or other extra-financial criteria.

The financial product shall invest at least 25% of its assets in 'sustainable investments' as defined 
in Article 2 (17) of the SFDR regulation. Criteria to qualify an investment as 'sustainable investment' 
are indicated in the above question “What were the objectives of the sustainable investments that 
the financial product partially made and how did the sustainable investment contribute to such 
objectives?” and the quantitative and qualitative thresholds are mentioned in the main part of the 
Prospectus 

There is no guarantee that extra-financial filter or criteria is applied at any moment. For instance
and not limited to, between two index reshuffles, if a company were deemed to not fulfil anymore 
an ESG criteria, it may be excluded only at the next reshuffle following the index provider rules

In addition, the management company has implemented a voting and engagement policy. Several 
examples of commitments are detailed in the vote and commitment section of the Sustainability 
Report. These documents are available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas-
am.com/en/sustainability-documents/

  

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd too thee referencee 
benchmark?? 
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The Bloomberg MSCI US Corporate SRI Sustainable Select Ex Fossil Fuel NTR Index has been 
designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the environmental or social 
characteristics promoted by the financial product.

The methodology used for the calculation of the reference benchmark can be found at:
www.bloombergindices.com/.  
  

HHoww doess thee referencee benchmarkk differr fromm aa broadd markett index??  

The reference benchmark incorporates environmental or social criteria in its asset allocation 
methodology whereas a relevant broad market index does not and is usually market-
capitalization weighted.

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm withh regardd too thee sustainabilityy 
indicatorss too determinee thee alignmentt off thee referencee benchmarkk withh thee 
environmentall orr sociall characteristicss promoted??  

Due to the index nature of the financial product, its sustainability indicators are directly linked 
to the ones of the tracked index. Consequently the performance of the financial product with 
regard to sustainability indicators representative of the alignment of the reference benchmark 
with the environmental or social characteristics promoted are the ones disclosed above under 
the question “How did the sustainability indicators perform?” 

Howw didd thiss financiall productt performm comparedd withh thee referencee 
benchmark?? 

Due to the index nature of the financial product and its investment objective to replicate the 
performance of the reference benchmark while maintaining a tracking error between the 
financial product and the index below 1%, the performance of the financial product and the one 
of the reference benchmark are very close. 

How did this financial product perform compared with the broad market index?

ESGG score11 

Financiall product 58.7
Broadd markett index22 49.1

(1) SSource:: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Another provider of extra-financial data (e.g. ESG score, carbon footprint) 
as well as a slightly different initial investment universe may be used to determine and implement extra-financial 
targets of the investment strategy. For data availability purposes regarding this periodic reporting, the figures 
provided are based on BNP Paribas Asset Management data and may not strictly reflect these targets.

(2) BBG U.S. Corporate Investment Grade Index, in EUR

 

Referencee 
benchmarks are 
indexes to measure 
whether the 
financial product 
attains the 
environmental or 
social 
characteristics that 
they promote. 
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